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South Indian classical (Karnatic) music and dance are essential representations
of a globalized Indian identity and culture. They are emblematic of and perpetuate sociocultural ideals of masculinity and femininity within nationalist and performance spaces. I
examine the current performance space as a heritage tradition, revived and reclaimed in
the 1940s-Nationalist Period.
My dissertation focuses on the performance of gender within Karnatic music from
a postcolonial decolonized perspective. I examine musical performances where gender
intersects with postcolonial realities. These performances represent moments of
postcolonial experience as artists negotiate changing power relationships and perform
socio-cultural expectations. The performance space provides new ways to examine and
experience Karnatic percussion performance from a non-hegemonic, dominant
perspective.
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I use gender and postcolonial theory as broad theoretical constructs to frame my
work and to explore unquestioned power dynamics within private and public
performance spaces. Gender is a complex part of the patriarchal performance space. With
increased diasporic presence and technological changes, the tradition and gendered
performances have become cultural, globalized commodities.
Gendered negotiations within Karnatic percussion are essential to the examination
of these patriarchal layers of conformity and tradition. Furthermore, women performers at
the Chennai Margazhi music festival are instrumental to this promotion and
dissemination. This festival provides performances which demonstrate the maintenance
of gendered cultural ideologies in the face of change and globalization.
I examine gender through the body and performances of male and female
percussionists. Percussion is one place where it is harder to negotiate and break through
gendered norms. It is a male dominated instrument and there are few women who chose
to learn, perform, and negotiate their gendered presence within these spaces.
Furthermore, the limitations placed on female percussionists because of the Nationalist
reforms affects how they choose to either exist within the patriarchal system or to create
new musical niches. I read beneath layers of patriarchy, tradition, and nationalism to
discuss power dynamics of dominance and submission. The exploration of women’s
societal responses to and participation as a part of this musical system which stands
within this patriarchal, hetero-normative framework will add a new dimension to feminist
scholarship.
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Introduction
Indian classical music and dance, both North Indian (Hindustani) and South
Indian (Karnatic), are essential today in representations of a globalized Indian identity
and culture. They are emblematic of and perpetuate socio-cultural ideals of masculinity
and femininity within nationalist and performance spaces. Nationalist fervor and a push
toward the reclamation and reformation of cultural heritage characterized India in the
early twentieth century. This re-appropriation of Karnatic music in the 1940s as an upper
middle-class art form redefined who could perform and how it would be performed.
Karnatic music today is a performance of certain framed socio-cultural reforms
which were implemented during this time. My study focuses on how Karnatic music is
still inherently linked with the nationalist period of the 1940s when classical music and
dance were revived and reclaimed as heritage traditions. The music itself, beyond the
“sainthood” of Tyagaraja, Muthuswami Dikshitar, and Shyama Shastri, has not changed
and still represents thousands of years of heritage and history. However, the performance
spaces, musicians, technology, and politics that surround the performance of this music
have changed. The specter of the performers eliminated during the nationalist period is
still present but has been covered up and rewritten. I examine these changes and their
influence on current performances in relation to percussionists.
The issue of gender as performed by female and male percussionists is important
to my research project. I examine feminism and forms of agency through the context of
the percussionist and her/his performance of the Karnatic tradition. The majority of the
Indian classical musical families—that is the music parampara (musical family
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lineages)—are male-dominated. This is especially true for percussive instruments.
However, women—both performers and audience members—are essential to the
promotion and dissemination of Indian classical music but are often relegated to less
prestigious, private stages of performance. In relation to gendered ideals, femininity as
part of the performance was solidified during the nationalist period and is continued
today in many ways. This is especially true during the more conservative Chennai
Margazhi music festival. The performance space thus becomes essential to how the
tradition has maintained certain cultural ideologies in the face of change.
I examine musical performances where gender intersects with dynamics of power
and agency. I use gender and postcolonial theory as broad theoretical constructs to frame
my work and to explore unquestioned power dynamics within private and public
performance spaces. I will also examine various power relations within moments of
interactions between audience members and myself. I attempt to hear the power
dynamics present and to decolonize my mind in relation to the music and performances.
In order to decolonize my own voice, language, and agency within the writing, I examine
and hear the musical associations within the contexts in which they are performed. I
postulate that by trying to see beneath the tradition as timeless, and not ignoring the
obviously present specter of the nationalist moment within percussion performance, we
can understand the performance tradition from a new perspective. However, this desire to
decolonize myself from within this intensely gendered environment is complicated, as my
physical body becomes a part of certain performances and experiences. My physical
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presence becomes performative because through me various associations of globalization
and international benefit are further played out.
I desire to examine the inherent power dynamics and women percussionists from
a gendered stance, but I do not aim to project my own thoughts and beliefs onto these
musicians. I focus on both female and male musicians in order to reflect on their
interconstitutive gendered relationships and their relationship with the performance of
postcolonial constructs. Patriarchy is never limited to men and male action; women are
also responsible for sustaining and implementing societal restrictions on women. In
music and dance these restrictions are emphasized as women learn and teach gender roles
and models for ideal femininity. The question becomes, where do women’s voices,
agency, and performance activities reflect the wide array of interactions and intersections
that construct gender—including men, homosexuals, and other heterosexuals—and how
do they fit within the dominant power equations of hetero-normative boundaries, societal
restrictions, and globalized perspectives? Consequently, it is imperative to address and
understand masculinity in order to fully address the impact of gendered relationships on
women’s lives and music. My study allows me to make comparisons between cultures
and hence explore different concepts of gender and feminism. Multiple feminist
perspectives, combined with ethnographic techniques, will help me examine women
percussionists in India.
My Research
I carried out the majority of my research in Chennai, India from October 2012 to
January 2014. Chennai is a metropolitan center and home to many world renowned
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Karnatic musicians and the largest Karnatic music festival. I also traveled to Bangalore
and Pondicherry outside the concert season to hear other concerts and to see the allfemale group Sthree Thaal Tharang perform in various settings. As a result, my chapters
focus on moments of power discrepancy, performer agency, and gender within the
Chennai December Margazhi music festivals of 2012 and 2013. This music festival is the
premier international Karnatic music festival and provides over 2500 concerts during the
official season from December 15th through January 15 th (Jayakrishnan and Velayutham
2014: 78).
I chose to focus on this music festival as it is the largest and most prestigious
Karnatic music festival in the world and it allows for the biggest number of music
concerts at one time. The Margazhi festival allowed me to meet and interview both
musicians and audience members, many of whom had traveled to Chennai for the concert
series. The opportunity to talk with these artists during free moments before, after, or
between concerts at the festival and secure future interviews became paramount. Artists
from around India and the global diaspora trek to the city every year to participate. From
a globalized perspective, this festival gave me ample opportunities to observe how
musicians negotiate societal, cultural, and musical restrictions inherent within the
tradition and how musicians strictly maintained and performed proper etiquette and
musical expectations. These concerts allowed me to further observe the reception of these
artists as they performed or negotiated within the hetero-normative boundaries of this
music.
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My research was shaped by my two teachers, my private and group lessons with
each, and by accompanying them to their concert performances. My first teacher was Mr.
N. Govindarajan, a respected, well-known percussionist. He peaked my interest in
percussion and the relationship between percussion and gender. I worked and studied
with him during my first trip to India with the Colgate University India Study Abroad
Program 2005 under the direction of the late William Skelton, a well-known musicologist
and nadaswaram player. I returned during the summer of 2011 for a month to work with
Mr. N. Govindarajan, which solidified my desire to work with him as my guru to write
about Karnatic music from a gendered cultural perspective. Unfortunately, Mr. N.
Govindarajan passed away a month before I arrived to begin my doctoral research.
In a scramble to figure out what to do, a colleague secured for me an interview
with the great mridangam artist Guruvayur Dorai, one of the most well-respected
percussionists in Chennai. It was an auspicious day when he agreed to teach me
percussion. These lessons allowed me to learn not only the performance style of the
mridangam and the musical intricacies of this music, but also the mindset of performers
within the hetero-normative boundaries of the tradition. Furthermore, through my
connection with him, I was able to obtain introductions to many well-known musicians.
Karnatic music is a world of hierarchy in which people perform with friends and
family groups. These connections help the performer advance within the performance
space. Furthermore, once a performer achieves a certain level, his/her presence or his/her
disciple’s presence as an audience member at a concert can be read as favoritism toward
the performing musicians. My presence in the audiences of many concerts became my
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teacher’s presence within the concert space. I became an extension of him and what it
meant to be a percussionist. While I am not a professional musician—I just enjoy
learning the instrument—the question that was always asked was when I was going to
perform. The expectations of performance with my teacher were greater than I had
originally anticipated.
Unless it was essential that I see another performance, I was expected to attend
my teacher’s performances. This expectation was a great help in my research because he
accompanies many well-known musicians. My presence represented a certain form of
globalization as a student which reflected well on my teacher and the studio. I was lucky
enough to be able to work and learn from both Mr. N. Govindarajan and Guruvayur
Dorai.
Ethnography was my primary research technique. Ethnography encompasses
interviewing musicians, performers, and audience members, and participant-observation,
or immersion into the community being studied. Sustained direct contact and personal
relationships with individuals about their thoughts and ideas is the most important aspect
of ethnomusicological research. Also important is the process of Bi-Musicality or of
taking musical lessons and performing. Coined originally by Mantle Hood, bi-musicality
operates as a learning strategy which allows for cultural understanding through musical
performance and ability (Hood 1960). According to Jeff Titon, bi-musicality “not only
leads to musical skills but to understanding people making music. Bi-musicality becomes
a strategy in which…differences are thrust upon us, not simply because we "notice" them
as observers close to the action, but because we live them, we "experience" them in our
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performance of another music” (Titon 1995: 289). Through these lessons and
performative spaces, I became part of the community and was taught gendered
ideologies. Ideologies which I was then expected to perform as acknowledged aspects of
the musical tradition. These types of long-term relationships and musical interactions
with my teacher and other musical performers gave me opportunities to understand and
dissect the complicated gendered relationships that women musicians negotiate and
perform on the concert platform. Furthermore, this “musical participation and experience
are valuable for the processes of personal and social integration” within performance
traditions (Turino 2008:1). Through the ethnographic techniques of in-depth participant
observation and interviewing musicians, I attempt to use postcolonial scholarship to
decolonize the nationalist period, to understand its presence and influence in the
reforming of the tradition and the gendered issues within the performance space today.
As a female percussionist with a love of rhythm, I focused on concerts which
featured other well-known percussionists. Some were musicians I knew and with whom I
had already made a connection. I also attended the few concerts that featured female
percussionists. As socio-cultural constraints prevent many women from being able to
learn, and especially perform, rhythmic instruments, not many concerts included female
percussionists. While women percussionists are rare, those women performers who have
attained a high level of status in the community allows for both the ability to exhibit
during the festival and more importantly to be invited to accompany other musicians or
even secure concert venues and performance opportunities as featured performers. I
found that both their physical presence and musical voice on the concert platform at once
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conformed, broke, and complicated expected gender norms. The Margazhi festival
provided a good space to meet, interview, hear their performances, and to explore their
place and movement within the current Karnatic performance space.
During my research, I also considered my own sexuality and position within the
study as an ethnographer. My own sexuality and related gendered experiences within the
field affected my understanding of women's sexuality and their musical performances.
Furthermore, my position as a Caucasian woman was never far from mind as my body
affected with whom I could communicate and interview and how I interacted with both
male and female musicians.
Feminist Scholarship and the Performance Space in India
My study focuses on “the socio-historic constraints” of gender issues and
postcolonialism. I frame my research within third wave feminism and postcolonial
scholarship. My study is not an exhaustive one, examining all forms of feminism and
women’s empowerment within India in relation to class and caste. Rather, I focus on
classical music (primarily Karnatic or South Indian classical music) and its relationship
with gendered discourse of female musicians and performers. Furthermore, I focus on
percussion and the inherent gendered and globalized negotiations as performed on the
concert platform. Multiple feminist perspectives, combined with ethnographic
techniques, help me examine the place of female percussionists in performance spaces
and on the concert platform during the Margazhi music festival.
Third wave feminist scholarship is essential as it examines how women study,
perform, experience music, and find agency and empowerment within specific contexts
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from the viewpoint of various cultures and ideologies. Feminism explores constructions
of feminine ideals and experiences of female percussionists within specific societal,
cultural, economic, and political constraints of specific countries, or cultural and
individual societal expectations and constraints. Karnatic percussion is especially
contextual as the basic relationship of touching animal skin goes against feminine sociocultural expectations.
Both the Indian feminist movement and postcolonialism began under a maledominated, hetero-normative, and patriarchal system and have been focused on political,
economic, and social changes. The historization, progression, and techniques found
within feminist scholarship are quite strikingly similar and linked to those found in
postcolonial scholarship. Furthermore, both have endeavored to give a voice to the
marginalized individual. These voices would ideally allow for social change as the
understanding of these communities and people become audible.
I do not assume that all women are inherently marginalized, especially not those
of the Karnatic high art tradition who often have loud and boisterous voices. However,
the problems women globally face and the performance of postcolonial feminine
conformity within the Karnatic tradition needs to be acknowledged and explored. More
specific to my study are the voices or non-voices of female percussionists whose
negotiations with women’s empowerment and feminism are inherently linked with other
female melodic instrumentalists and female dancers, yet whose numbers are not as great
as these other artists and who are mostly disregarded by musical scholars.
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Feminist music scholars increasingly draw on ethnographic techniques, textual
and archival research, and literary criticism in order to complete the stories, voices, and
positions of women performers. Feminist perspectives do not always acknowledge
everyday situations because they are mundane or not as obvious as the public
proclamations of feminism spouted by actresses and musicians of pop music. As Ellen
Koskoff writes, ethnography allows ethnomusicologists to dwell on
Those lessons that [have] to do with everyday, sometimes tedious,
sometimes miraculous human interactions, [which] have more to offer
than simply surface messages. They also offer gendered lessons of
compassion, respect for the individual, and respect for the process of life
that could help us put real people and the truth of their musical lives back
into the picture (Koskoff 2005: 97-98).
This approach of listening to the small interactions which illuminate bigger socio-cultural
constructs of gender and postcoloniality are linked with the newer terminology of
decolonizing of the mind which is a way to examine, hear, and analyze spaces which
have been affected by postcolonial scholarship or power relationships (Soloman 2012:
217; Daughtry 2017: 48). This space is where the repercussions of language choice, the
nationalist movement, education, and scholarship can be listened to with postcolonial
ears. Thus, the voice of political and social changes can be uncovered and illuminated
within performance spaces.
The acknowledgment of these changes is overlooked by musicians in many
performance spaces and learning contexts. Furthermore, ignoring these changes disrupts
and disregards the influence and importance of changes that occurred during the
nationalist period in the early twentieth century. In India, the feminist movement of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as with feminist movements elsewhere, was
10

undertaken and promoted only by elite and upper-class women (Kak and Pati 2005: xii).
Their attempts to change the status of women were reliant upon and formed within the
Indian patriarchal system, and focused primarily on women and gender discrimination as
based on religion and caste. Their emphases included social reform, child marriage,
female infanticide, widow immolation, and sexuality (Mani 1998; Kumar 1997; I. Sen
1990; Uberoi 1996).
The Independence movement realigned the focus of the women’s movement
within nationalism. Many upper-class women sought to elevate their social status in a
postcolonial India and to gain recognition as social and religious equals (Kak and Pati
2005: xii; Calman 1992: 22). Women’s organizations and attitudes placed women’s
issues within the nationalist movement and, for music and dance, within a space of “inner
spirituality” (Weidman 2006: 135). According to Maitrayee Chaudhri, women “have
been made key markers of the nation’s culture and identity” (Chaudhri 2004: xiii) both in
musical spaces and scholarly narratives. Many scholarly works have focused on this
relationship and the re-casted image of India as an emergent nation inscribed onto the
bodies of upper-caste Hindu women (Jayawardena 1986; Sangari and Vaid 1990: 10;
Chaudhuri 1993). As Vina Mazumdar suggests, “the independence of the country and of
women had become so intertwined as to be identical” (Mazumdar 2001: 135).
While this space of inner spirituality is not the same today, the continued
performance of feminine traits and ideals on the concert platform is still evident. Scholars
such as Uma Chakravarti explore the historic place of the female dancer during the
oriental and nationalist period (Chakravarti 1990: 28). In an attempt to understand the
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factors and ideologies that influenced the representation and performance constraints
today, she concludes “the twentieth century has continued to reproduce, in all essentials,
the same kind of womanhood that the nineteenth century has so carefully, and so
successfully constructed as an enduring legacy for us” (Chakravarti 1990: 79). In my
study, I problematize this space of upper class Hindu women as negotiated from the
space of percussion. This space perpetuates this ideal, but also marks the female
performer as an outlier when compared to female dancers and melodic musicians.
Today much of the emerging scholarship on women in music and in relation to
South Indian classical music, dance, and gender, explores both historical accounts of the
female body as well as the personally present body of the ethnographer and her/his
position within the work. This scholarship focuses not only on the sexuality of women
performers and in the performance of music but also on the ethnographer’s sexuality and
related experiences while in the field. These scholars use their own thoughts as part of the
narrative to encompass the responses of colleagues, performers, and other attendees
within spaces of performance (Hayes 2010; Koskoff 2014: 90; Whitehead and Conaway
1986: 2; Markovitz and Ashkenazi 1999: 5). Studies which explore some of these aspects
of sexuality in the field include those which focus specifically on heterosexual
relationships both male (Killick 1995) and female (Dubisch 1995) as well as homosexual
relationships (Bolton 1995).
For many South Indian dancers and musicians who perform both on the
performance stage and within textual scholarly analysis, this self-reflexive ethnography is
not only about examining the tradition but also about understanding how one fits into and
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receives ethnographic information. This self-reflexive knowledge could be a spirituality
that emerges from intense training (Chakravorty 2006), or the relationship to forgotten
archived dancers (P. Srinivasan 2011: 68). These studies, however, complicate the
position of women performers from both an Indian and diasporic perspective. These
scholars embrace a desire to understand their own position within the traditions selfreflexively. It is the position of the ethnographer as well as the moments of their physical
presence within the scholarship that have challenged and expanded current scholarship
(Meduri 1988: 2; P. Srinivasan 2011: 9; Purkayastha 2014: 20; Chakravorty 2004: 4).
The position of the scholar-performer allows for a distinct view from the stage.
This is a position from which Avanthi Meduri questions the ability of the music and
dance to speak to the audience, especially in the modern performance space where many
seem unwilling or unable to fully understand the intricacies within the performance
(Meduri 1988: 19). Scholarship also examines how the patriarchal performance of gender
moved off the concert platform. Today, female classical performers have to present
images of an ideal on and off the stage: beautiful, elegant, intelligent, educated, strong,
and articulate. This ideal, Meduri argues can only be legitimized through men and
patriarchy in a system where gendered relationships have always been complicated
(Meduri 1988: 16). So, from a somewhat reflexive space, I examine gendered
negotiations within the context of percussive performance as both men and women
musicians perform and negotiate their gendered position within a postcolonial, globalized
space.
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As I examine different parameters that influence feminism, I must also consider
the oppression of women by other women. Patriarchy is never limited to men and male
action; women are also responsible for sustaining and implementing societal restrictions
on women. In India, these restrictions include interactions between women of different
castes and classes, mothers and daughters, and mothers-in-law and daughters-in-law.
Men and women play out these restrictions through the arts, especially music and dance,
as they learn and teach gender roles and models for ideal partnership in order to increase
their marriage prospects.
Even though the patriarchy of percussion culture is more apparent due to fewer
women performers, it is nevertheless difficult to negotiate from a feminist perspective.
Scholarship on feminism within the classical traditions tends toward the examination of
female dancers and female performers of melodic instruments. Percussive scholarship,
which explores drums and drumming methods, focuses on the larger context of ritual
(Alter 2008), nationalism (Kippen 2006), and folk music as class liberation (Sherinian
1998). James Kippen focuses extensively on the intricacies of the tabla Lucknow gharana
(North Indian classical music lineage) from his experiences as a student. While his book
is not a gendered study, it in fact becomes a type of gendered performance of masculinity
as he meticulously documents the musical tradition, drum construction, physicality's of
learning and performance, and the preeminent male performers and their relationships
with other male performers of these drums. It becomes a document of Hindustani drum
culture and the patriarchal system.
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While Kippen and Alter focus on North Indian drums, Sherinian’s work focuses
more specifically on South Indian folk drumming within the Dalit communities in South
India. She also examines the social impacts and liberation of Dalit women and the Dalit
community through vocal music. Within this music, she explores issues of vocal range
and pitch, the transition from a higher range to a mid-vocal range, and the inherent ideals
of femininity and class which are seen within these ranges. These Dalit women are often
prevented from performing on drums due to the segregated performance space of the
religious service (Sherinian: 2005: 5).
From within the masculine patriarchal system, scholars have attempted to
understand the contextual negotiation of gender by female performers (Sugarman 1997;
Koskoff 2001; Spiller 2010). I ask: where do women’s voices and performance activities,
focusing primarily on percussion, reflect the wide array of interactions and intersections
that construct gender—including men, homosexuals, and other heterosexuals—and how
do they fit within the dominant power equations of the hetero-normative boundaries and
societal restrictions? It is imperative then to address and understand masculinity to fully
address the impact of gendered relationships on women’s lives and music.
I do not say that feminism and women’s oppression in India begins with
colonialism. But in an examination of the current South Indian classical music and dance
traditions, the consequences of colonialist ideologies and nationalist sentiments of
heritage and spirituality have greatly affected the tradition performed today. It is the
consequences of the historical moment which affect current places of feminism or
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women’s empowerment. So, scholars need to decolonize the rhythmic space of
performance from Indian and imperialist interpretations.
I draw from the models provided by scholarship on gender to focus my study on
both female and male musicians to reflect on their interconstitutive gendered
relationships. I examine percussion performances within the framework of a maledominated and male-defined tradition. Scholarship contains no correct or incorrect
interpretations of feminism, just various interactive and interconnected approaches to
examinations of women and gender issues within a postcolonial framework. I examine
interconnected issues of caste and class, religion, and the female body by focusing on
rhythm within performance spaces. I examine music as a form of culture which is
promoted, disseminated, and performed from various feminist perspectives in a globalize
context.
Postcolonial Scholarship
Postcolonial scholarship also frames my experiences of percussive performance
spaces. Postcolonial studies primarily focus on power relationships within literature and
literary references of previously colonized countries. It takes into account the political,
economic, and social aspects of culture within postcolonial countries, particularly the
lives of individuals within their borders. Its aim is to reread and rewrite history to reflect
the everyday lives of ordinary people living in countries such as India from the nonhegemonic perspective. I focus on these power dynamics in order to rethink concepts of
dominance and hegemony as experienced within rhythmic performance spaces.
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Similar to feminist theory, postcolonialism is faced with multiple societal contexts
including class, caste, religion, politics, and economics. Religion, caste, and class are
essential aspects of the social and artistic expression of Indian culture, especially in
relation to the ritual movements performed and the prayers recited during both the
learning and performing of classical and non-classical music. One needs to consider the
intersections and connections created by postcoloniality and seen within the musical
voice of the new globalized performer to fully understand the current gendered power
dynamics within the performance space.
I draw on Martin Daughtry’s metaphor of a palimpsest in order to further engage
with the gendered postcolonial context. Daughtry uses the palimpsest to “imagine
sonorous objects and auditory experience as layered” (Daughtry 2017: 48). These layers
can be slowly peeled back as a form of deep listening or thick description and as “a way
to achieve interpretive thickness by uncovering the moments of inscription and erasure
that lie beneath acoustic phenomena and auditory practices” (Ibid.). This metaphor
becomes a “platform for undertaking a kind of reverse engineering of musical text and
listening activities,” a decolonizing of the musical voices and situations present (Ibid.). It
is an apt metaphor to understand the rituals and dynamics of power constantly present
within the percussive performance space and yet seem covered up by other dynamics of
performance, spirituality, and tradition. Ideas and concepts can be uncovered and
understood from a more modern globalized perspective through this rethinking of
performance.
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Today, postcolonial scholarship explores the intertwined histories of the
colonizing and colonized countries as seen through the lives of people, ideologies, and
equations of power and dominance of one person or one society over another.
Postcolonial analysis has been deployed to confront the hierarchies in European countries
(e.g., Greece) that were considered less developed than other countries in first world
Europe (Chakrabarty 2007: 16). It is an attempt to rethink and reframe ideas and concepts
concerning domination and examine how previous literature and language rewrote,
changed, and eliminated dissenting voices: those of the subalterns. As Cook and Harrison
summarize:
The main aim of postcolonial scholarship is to undermine and resist these
persistent forms of colonial domination through, first, de-legitimizing and
de-centering European colonial discourses (e.g. of ‘modernization’ and
‘progress’), second, showing the messy, mixed up, interconnected nature
of histories, geographies and identities neatly compartmentalized and
opposed in these discourses, and, third, putting together alternative, hybrid
histories, geographies and identities which do not need to be anchored to
Europe to be worthy of attending (Cook and Harrison 2003: 297-298).
I look beneath the facade of the tradition to understand its continued relationship with the
nationalist period. These interconnected, messy histories continue to permeate the
performance space and complicate how women are encouraged to learn and perform
certain instruments. Furthermore, they exemplify the various dynamics of power which
are manifest between both European and Indian culture and modern, elite Indians versus
the lower classes. Postcolonialism in the context of the Karnatic tradition is shaped by the
influences of a neoliberal India, globalization, and capitalism. I examine current
performance spaces and how, through a decolonized postcolonial perspective, the
perpetuation of certain socio-cultural expectations can be understood.
18

The 1970s saw the emergence of the Subaltern Studies Collective as a new
academic construct which has today become postcolonial studies. This new academic
lens solidified India’s emergence onto the global academic stage. It was created by a core
collective of Indian scholars and it emerged from the nationalist movement (Majumdar
2010: 23; Ludden 2002: 30). These scholars demanded that the individual voice be heard,
and aimed to decolonize Eurocentric and elitist formulations of history.
These scholars focused primarily on the subalterns, or those marginalized voices,
communities, in India that constitute the lower castes and classes or those individuals
who are subjugated in submissive roles within dichotomies of power and dominance.
Within classical music and dance communities, for instance, this entailed writing the
voices of the devadasis back into the traditions from which they were eliminated during
the Tami Isai Iyakkam, or Tamil music movement (Weidman 2006: 111; P. Srinivasan
2011: 10; Menon 1999: 121). It allows for the layering of voices and new ways in which
to read present musical events. The scholarship on percussion, however, contains very,
very few “in the moment” lived postcolonial experiences because it is framed by the male
dominated world of drumming.
These textual rewritings and examinations of female and subaltern voices
emphasized a shift from social justice and political aspects of works to a more theoretical
lens concerning issues of caste and religion. Edward Said and Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak analyze postcolonial scholarship through historical writing and literary metanarratives where the biases and orientalist notions concerning India could be detailed and
contradicted (Said 1978, 1993; Spivak 2010). It demonstrated a purely analytical
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approach to understand ideological systems in relation to “modern political-intellectual
culture” rather than the present reality of postcolonial countries (Said 1978: 12).
However, postcolonial scholarship has since returned to social justice
relationships with the ways scholars are now decolonizing their work through a concerted
effort to see underneath the formalized presented images of performance and sound. It is
the exploration of both the contextual experience combined with the power of language
and textuality. The nationalist period changed not only the surrounding context of the
music and performers, but also the language in which scholars discuss the history of the
tradition. This view now promotes a timeless heritage saved from the devadasis, not a
tradition affected by colonialist ideals and a national drive to promote a heritage tradition
in relation to a modern, global India.
The desire to find and re-articulate the voices of forgotten women has been a
consistent endeavor within postcolonial scholarship. Scholars have attempted to excavate
the archives for postcolonial bodies and voices omitted from academic portrayals of
society: the bodiless footprints which lead to their invisibility (Spivak 2010: 22), the
bodies of nameless dancers who moved globally (P. Srinivasan 2011: 8), and the bodies
of women who were erased or legitimized within musical expectations (Weidman 2006:
6-8). It is women’s bodies and women’s voices that scholars attempt to rediscover. The
consistent return to the question of “can the subaltern speak, sing, or dance” and the
traces of their existence can still be seen within the Karnatic performance space. For
Spivak, the lives of these women exist in an in-between plane neither fully alive nor
dead. Furthermore, some women’s voices can only be heard after death and it is the
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retrieval of their voices, through their death, which provides more intricate techniques of
scholarship (Spivak 2010: 22).
However, western perspectives on feminism in postcolonial contexts has received
much criticism as it is said to promote an idealized version of a “Third World Woman”
and hence force imperial feminist belief systems onto other women (Mohanty 2003: 49).
In the view of postcolonial theory, these women’s voices should not become a
representation of totalizing concepts of all power dynamics (Spivak 2010: 21; Mohanty
2003: 50). While my study is based on a desire to examine Karnatic music and women
from a feminist perspective, I do not aim to equate them with all of India’s feminist and
empowerment projects. I focus on the position of these musicians and the representations
of sexuality and female identity within the performance contexts and situations I
observed. Furthermore, Karnatic musicians and female percussionists are increasingly
mobile and global. They do not represent a homogeneous group comparable to other
feminist groups or even with each other. In fact, I postulate that women percussionists are
restrained somewhat more than other classical musicians and dancers as they are still in
the process of receiving recognition. For them to break through certain musical
expectations would result in fewer performance opportunities. I try to understand how the
specter of the past affects how they perform on stage during the Margazhi music festival
and how their personal negotiation on the concert platform can be viewed as feminist or
women’s empowerment.
Through postcolonial readings of performances, power inequality is naturalized
under an umbrella of self-identification and globalization. As more scholars focus on the
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historical moments, texts and discourses, “contemporary postcolonial criticism leaves
largely undiscussed the articulation of imaginative and material geographies, ‘culture’
and ‘economy’, and ‘postcolonialism’ and global capitalism” (Cook and Harrison 2003:
298). Furthermore, the desire for social justice issues to rematerialize marginalized voices
through text resulted in unintended consequences. As David Ludden summarizes:
Subaltern studies launched itself with an act of rejection, denying South
Asia’s previous ‘history from below.’ Subalternity thus became a novelty,
invented de novo by Subaltern Studies, which gave old terms new
meanings and marked a new beginning for historical studies. Domination,
subordination, hegemony, resistance, revolt, and other old concepts could
now be subalternized. By definition, subalternity had been ignored by all
scholars in the past; thus all the old research became elitist (Ludden 2002:
15-16).
Postcolonialism thus contributed to both a resurfacing and an erasure of the issues. It
accomplished this result through a disconnect with the origins and history of the terms as
well as through the overgeneralization of countries’ experiences with postcolonial
thought as expressed by the intellectual elite.
Globalization, and its consequent complications, is an integral part of postcolonial
performance spaces. Within language politics the use of certain languages—both written
and spoken—holds associations of education, class, status, and global opportunity.
However, attempts to decolonize language do not consider all global and local dynamics.
This is further complicated within local language politics and the dominant/submissive
power associations between dialects. Guttal and Visaji explore the power dynamics
between various religious texts and their Sanskrit and Vedic translations in Karnatika.
They comment that,
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Translations contribute significantly to both these dynamics: of the global
and the local. It is interesting to note that it is cultural confrontation which
forces a particular culture to identify and protect its own uniqueness
against a dominant influence. It is also ironical that in an effort to
decolourize the mind, we keep going back to the debate of colonialism,
which involves the risk of valorizing it rather than liberating. (Guttal and
Visaji 2009:197)
In other words, while scholarly examination may not re-inscribe colonialist values, it can
still be a form of oppression and dominance. Guttal and Visaji state that, the “difference
between the supremacy of Sanskrit or Vedic culture and the colonial rule is that the
domination of the Sanskrit and Vedic culture was mainly religious, linguistic and
cultural, whereas the dominance of the colonial culture was essentially political (Guttal
and Visaji 2009: 198). Regardless of who is the dominant force, scholarly attempts to
liberate unheard voices in a decolonized way can ultimately end up re-inscribing
colonialist ideals.
Today the distant and overly generalized relationship with the subaltern,
marginalized voice has been greatly critiqued by many postcolonial scholars (Dirlik
1994, 1999; Eagleton 1999; Ahmad 1995; Sarkar 2002). The belief is that the individual
voice[s] has once again been lost within representations of homogeneous cultures,
discussions of capitalism and globalization, and the privileged western academy within
the global system. As Aijaz Ahmad states,
It is only when the Angel of History casts its glance back at Asian and
African societies from its location in Europe and North America, or when
it flies across the skies of the world on the wings of postmodern travel and
telecommunication, that those societies look like so many variants of a
postcolonial sameness. (Ahmad 1995: 28):
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It is a sameness created by accepted ideologies of globalization, media, and culture.
Guttal and Visaji further support that argument by stating that,
The colonial rule came to an end, but the western outlook and mode of
thought became an inevitable part of our consciousness…[Furthermore,]
that the various native modes of thought natural to [Indian] society earlier
have been forgotten and their place has been taken by the western thought
patterns and outlook, often distorting our responses to life (Guttal and
Visaji 2009: 198).
Hence postcolonialism has now become more defined not only by the issues at hand or
the context and relationships between the two countries, colonizing and colonized, and
their effects on each other but by those who critique, examine, and present issues of
postcoloniality in amorphous terms and language.
Terry Eagleton posits that for many postcolonial countries, culture has become a
way to define and maintain their identity even though “culture as art may not have a great
deal to do with these new sexual, ethnic, and associated movements, culture as language,
value, custom, life-style, identity, allegiance, clearly has” (Eagleton 1997: 3). This is
especially true as many Karnatic musicians are now based in the diaspora. It is hence a
global tradition where the performance of cultural ideals does not necessarily fully
translate to life beyond the concert platform. However, for Indian musicians on the Indian
platform, especially women, their performance is one negotiation between conformity,
globalization, and identity.
For some it is the internalization of or resistance against specific ideologies of
globalization and modernity stemming from the historical past, which complicates
identity within current spaces of unequal power. As Guttal and Visaji state,
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Postcolonial scholars have pointed out that when two cultures sharing
unequal power confront each other, the weaker culture seeks different
alternatives to meet the situation. If imitation and internalization of the
values of the dominant culture is one of the responses, to struggle to retain
its identity by turning to its roots is another (Guttal and Visaji 2009: 197).
Culture and the struggles to sustain certain identities becomes important in nationalist
movements, sexual and gender equality movements, and ethnic struggles.
The major problem is that the concept becomes either too broad, used to define
everything and anything, or too narrow, expressing the thoughts and ideals of only a
select, small group of people. Arif Dirlik views postcolonialism as important but critiques
its dependence on capitalism:
The complicity of postcolonial in hegemony lies in postcolonialism’s
diversion of attention from contemporary problems of social, political, and
cultural domination, and in its obfuscation of its own relationship to what
is but a condition of its emergence, that is, to a global capitalism that,
however fragmented in appearance, serves as the structuring principle of
global relations. (Dirlik 1994: 331)
Dirlik’s impatience with postcolonial scholarship emanates from its lack of connection to
the current power dynamics. Important power dynamics which are apparent in Karnatic
music as the performance space becomes a performance of globalization and tradition
while it conceals current gendered inequalities and the consequences of its reformation.
Consequently, postcolonial discourse must use its interrogative power to explore
questions of cultural identity. Dirlik writes,
The problem with postcolonial criticism ultimately is not that it has turned
its back on its radical origins but that, in doing so, it also had become
oblivious to these circumstances, and the possibility of imagining a world
beyond the present. It represents in this fundamental sense not just a new
way of remembering, as its proponents seem to believe, but also a new
way of forgetting (Dirlik 1999: 162).
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Postcolonial scholarship has become the voice of the present within the confines of
western theoretical thought and power, and at points falls into the trap of othering the
subaltern in terms of religious and social identity. As Sarkar summarizes,
Today, the dominant thrust focused on critiques of Western-colonial
power-knowledge, with non-Western ‘community consciousness’ as its
valorized alternative. Also emerging is a tendency to define such
communities principally in term of religious identities (Sarkar 2004: 400).
However, by using postcolonial theory, I explore the position of the female percussionist
within the tradition. I give voice to the ways in which cultural traditions, including
Karnatic music, are integrally linked with past policies and changes.
The need to decolonize the mind and listen and observe through a postcolonial
lens will affect new ways to explore performances of postcolonial spaces. Through a
decolonizing of performance spaces, key power dichotomies, including power-knowledge
and community consciousness, can be examined. However, scholars’ constructs of
postcoloniality do not always consider the binaries of dominant vs. submissive from
within the high art traditions and communities. Instead, the internal dissensions must be
considered in relation to globalization, decolonization, and hybridity.
Globalization and the promise of performance opportunities abroad for Karnatic
musicians is an essential part of the performance tradition. Furthermore, the use of new
technologies emphasizes new concerns with cultural production and no longer allows
musicians and students to understand their position within the tradition as linked with the
historical position they represent and perform. It is this unraveling of how percussionists
still perform historical gendered ideals from within a desire for globalization that both
reinforces the restructuring that took place during the Nationalist Period while
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simultaneously erasing how that restructuring took place. I therefore examine gendered,
globalized understandings of rhythmic Karnatic performance through a postcolonial,
decolonized listening within performance spaces.
Chapter Synopsis
The Karnatic tradition and the performance of this music within the Margazhi
festival is a demonstration of the deeply hetero-normative, patriarchal system. The
interconnections and influences of religious and social norms, caste, and marital status
shape every aspect of female experiences in India, especially the performers who embody
and perform these ideals as representations of an idealized Indian woman. While many
women learn music and dance, only a handful become professional performers. Players
of rhythmic instruments are even smaller in number. It is not surprising then, that
professional women percussion performers of Karnatic music are rare, or that
professional, accepted, and popular women musicians are consistently subjugated to the
male gaze as representations of an idealized Indian woman and her identity.
Being a woman percussionist brings up certain ideologies of strength. Many male
and female musicians believe that to produce the correct tones on a percussion instrument
one needs to play with a certain amount of strength and that many women performers
lack this strength. It is not just about being powerful but consistently maintaining the
correct tones, pitches, and hand positions for the duration of the performance.
This study focuses on performance spaces of percussion. Each chapter looks at a
moment when percussion or the percussionist was highlighted, either by physically being
the main performer or being acknowledged for their musical and rhythmic ability. I
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structure these moments within the Karnatic music festivals of Margazhi 2012 and 2013.
As a gendered study, I do not rely only on the discussion of female percussionists
because performance opportunities for these performers within the festival were sparse.
However, as a woman studying mridangam, my physical body also structured these
moments as the contexts in which things happened are seen through my own experiences.
I examine these performances through the lenses of postcolonial and gender
frameworks in an attempt to understand the performance of power relationships within
live performance space. In Chapter 1, I examine the Nationalist Movement and the
revival of the tradition in order to explore some of the main changes which were
implemented in relation to gender, education, language, and globalization. These changes
have helped restructure the tradition and have made it what it is today. Each of the
remaining chapters draws on these various layers in order to examine how the
performance and percussionist examined maintains and negotiates new forms of agency
dependent on these changes.
In Chapter 2, I examine the gendered complications which occurs in the
percussion studio. I examine my own position as I move within the performance space of
Ayudha puja in my teacher’s house. As a religious celebration, Ayudha puja takes place
on the eighth night of Navaratri, which is a nine-day festival in honor of married women
and the goddess Devi’s slaying of the Demon King Mahisasura. Ayudha puja represents
the restoration of order at the end of the battle through the veneration of the tools and
musical instruments that define one’s life. Within the Karnatic music tradition, disciples
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will arrive at their teacher’s house to pay homage, demonstrate various skill sets, and
receive blessings and good fortune for the upcoming year.
Since I was the only female disciple, my presence made this puja a performance
of globalization, music, and gender. My position became part of my teacher’s identity
and my physical movement through various aspects of the ritual as a participant and
observer made the layers of meaning visible, which I deconstruct. I became a part of the
gendered restoration of patriarchal order through my veneration of the drum—a
masculine instrument—and my male teacher. The other religious implications in relation
to married women, children, and the devadasis role enacting the Goddess Devi within the
temple were not present within my personal experience.
Instead, the layers reflected globalization and disciples from abroad who increase
possible opportunities for travel and performance. I do not propose that women are to
blame for India’s musical patriarchy or the lack of female performers. I do, however,
explore: whether or not the parampara system and its gendered discrimination, either
open and constant or implied, inhibit women from wanting to play or perform with
rhythmic instruments. Does the absence of female-headed percussive paramparas limit a
woman’s choice to the culturally more ‘acceptable’ instruments of veena and voice? How
do women fit within the gendered patriarchal community and what type of power do they
possess within the learning and performance of the tradition? Consequently, I explore my
position as I became a site of negotiated gender ideologies within the puja, a performance
of the patriarchal, male dominant hegemony of the percussive studio.
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In Chapter 3, I examine one gendered performance. I provide an in-depth
examination of the all-female music group Sthree Thaal Tharang and their main
performance during the 2013 Margazhi music festival. I examine their performance as a
negotiation of musical and gendered ideals on the concert platform through a more
ethnographic and subjective view of their performance. Their performance, while at times
uncomfortable, imparted knowledge of the position of women within the performance
space and on the concert platform. I explore how this gendered performance reconstructs
and perpetuates the image of femininity and female performers as formed during the
nationalist period.
The group is led by Sukkanya Ramgopal, the only A-level female ghatam artist.
This performance emphasized the new possibilities available to women for learning and
playing percussive instruments. I ask: What is Sthree Thaal Tharang’s ideas and views of
their music and role in the depiction of women performers and within the concepts of
feminism? Does their music change or solidify how women performers are regarded
within the male-dominated traditions? Finally, how does Sthree Thaal Tharang create
new musical and performance niches, or do they conform to traditional norms of
femininity? Their performance demonstrates the negotiation of gendered and musical
boundaries, how boundaries can be pushed, moved, or broken and more importantly,
which boundaries must be maintained as Sthree Thaal Tharang negotiates for
performance opportunities on the concert platform.
Chapters 2 and 3 emphasize the social limitations that exist for both female and
male performers. I examine the limitations perceived by female performers themselves
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and what effects these understood limitations have on female percussionists’ professional
musical careers and personal identities. Through an analysis of both the learning and
performance environments, I explore the intersecting factors that result in new gendered
negotiations within the performance space itself. By focusing on percussive instruments
and not melodic musicians or female dancers, my exploration of women’s societal
responses and participation, either conscious or unconscious, within this patriarchal and
hetero-normative framework adds new dimensions to feminist scholarship. Since
professional Karnatic performers travel globally, the foundational and underlying
patriarchy that is implied both abroad and during the Margazhi festival demonstrates how
these norms operate within these performance spaces.
In Chapter 4, I focus on two concerts, both which acknowledge the percussionists
and emphasize the increasing importance of globalization within Karnatic music. The
first is an award ceremony for a female percussionist. As a percussionist, the award was
important as a demonstration of excellence and acknowledgment within the performance
space. She is primarily a music teacher, not a performer, and thus she represents the
contested position between accepted roles and positions within the tradition. Furthermore,
I examine the use of language within the performance space and how language becomes a
marker of globalization, success, and acceptance. I take into account the imperialist and
colonialist implications, and I examine the choice of English within the acceptance
speech. English became a way of presenting a more educated, accepted, and conformist
image of herself. Because it was a percussion award, the accompanying artists were not
vocalists. So, her voice and the voice of her success was presented through the body of a
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male NRI music connoisseur. I examine the complicated language politics and the use of
English that surrounds the performance space and harkens back to the Tamil Isai
Iyakkam. The Tamil Isai Iyakkam, or Tamil music movement, is integrally linked with
the nationalist restructuring of the tradition, and its influence continues to be seen today
within performances, performance halls, and educational systems. I peel back these layers
in order to understand why the choice of English became so important during her
acceptance speech.
The second concert addresses the contested position of the diaspora within the
tradition and the performance space. The position of diasporic performers was changed
dramatically by the restructuring and canonization of the music. The new place of
diasporic acceptance within the festival changes the hierarchies and relationships between
diasporic musicians and musician’s native to Chennai and India as a whole. Furthermore,
it has resulted in the displacement of local Indian musicians from Chennai within the
December Margazhi music festival.
I focus on the performance of tradition through the body of the male diasporic
percussionist who is acknowledged for his talent and ability. I examine his position on
the concert platform and the impact of the new canonized tradition during the nationalist
period, which was the catalyst for some of these changes. I examine the layers of
meaning behind his acceptance as a globalized performer and the underlying tenuous
relationships of diasporic and local musicians within new power dynamics, associated
with political power and economic capital both of which open more doors and
performance opportunities for musicians from abroad.
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Conclusion:
Karnatic music is an elite, Brahmin form of musical expression, and women’s
places in the tradition are shaped by factors which must be discussed in the dissemination
and teaching of this music. This study derives from interviews and personal experiences
while playing music and living in India, both before and during my dissertation
fieldwork. These research periods broadened my understanding of the role of women
musicians and performers in India.
Percussion performance spaces demonstrate that the influence of the nationalist
period on the Karnatic music tradition needs to be fully acknowledged within the
performance space. It is harder to negotiate and break through gendered norms in
percussion spaces. The physical presence of gendered performers, negotiations of gender
within performance, and the disregard of obviously female spaces and places in ritual
instead of focusing on representations of globalization, all reflect various structures that
were changed, enforced, and canonized during the nationalist period.
Karnatic music is a nationalist, cultural tradition but these changes cannot be
ignored within the performances. They need to be decolonized, or listened to and seen
through postcolonial ears, in order to fully understand what is performed on the concert
platform today. Work has begun on these issues but I do not believe it has progressed far
enough in the area of examining individual events and situations today. Furthermore,
looking at gendered negotiations within Karnatic percussion is essential, as they provide
new ways of examining these patriarchal layers of conformity and tradition.
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My study explores performances during the Chennai Margazhi music festival
from a postcolonial perspective. Through my work, I bring a postcolonial, gendered
perspective to the musical discussion. This viewpoint problematizes the ideas that
concern the performance of Karnatic music in relation to the stereotype of a timeless
spirituality, identity, and notions of class and caste. Furthermore, the limitations placed
on female percussionists because of these reforms affects how they choose to either exist
within the patriarchal system or to create new musical niches. The exploration of
women’s societal responses to and participation as a part of this musical system, which
stands within this patriarchal, hetero-normative framework, will add a new dimension to
feminist scholarship. I question if and how “women can play like men” and what this
statement means within the twenty-first century postcolonial environment.
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Chapter 1: Literature Review
Postcolonial Evolution of Music Scholarship
The power relations surrounding Karnatic music as a lived tradition are inherently
linked with its performance, performers and capital, yet very little scholarship has
evaluated it through the lens of postcolonial theory. Influenced by political, economic,
social, and global culture, Indian music and musicians exemplify changing global
relationships represented through new forms of sustainability and progress. The
importance of music is not only its sound but also a way of understanding the power
dynamics between musicians and societal expectations which influence who performs,
how one performs, receptions of performance, and future goals after the performance.
Music is a space of contested domains in regard to tradition, modernity, and
globalization. Whether ethnic, spiritual, cultural, or economic, relationships of dominance
and subordination are almost always examined in relation to power, autonomy, and
capital.
Discussions of these power relationships within a new hierarchy mediated by
family relationships, globalization, and capitalism have simultaneously been extensively
explored and yet in other ways remain under-acknowledged. Classical musics have often
focused on Western influences and “exotic” perceptions of other cultures within classical
music and performance (Locke: 2009). Cultural mimicry, appropriation, and exoticism
have been prevalent in the discussion and imagery of “Oriental” landscapes. As Timothy
Taylor aptly states,
To address...issues of difference, selfhood, and music, it is essential to
move beyond the usual musicological rubric of ‘exoticism.’ [It] is
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pointless to talk about ‘exoticism’ as a kind of singular practice—there
are, now, exoticisms. The term ‘exoticism’ in its standard musicological
usage tends to cover up, gloss over, the varieties of treatments of otherness
in the last few hundred years (Taylor: 2007, 9).
Consequently, when addressing new relationships of power dependent on money and
status, performances and the music performed need to be addressed in relation to broader
socio-cultural contexts, moving away from these more traditional descriptions and
scholarship which provide idealized images of foreign lands is essential.
Within South Asian music scholarship, however, many scholars are just beginning
to examine postcoloniality. However, their discussions fall primarily into the area of
diaspora studies, marketing, and audience responses, with many scholars focused on
relationships between globalization and the prevalence of Bollywood and Indian cinema
music (Diethrich 2000, 2004; Dudrah 2006; Fiol 2003; Mehra 2004). Popular music,
especially Bollywood, emulates Westernized aesthetics because of the desire to connect
with and cultivate more globalized audiences within various diasporas. It lends a
postcolonial air to contemporary musical identities and it has an increased presence on
the global stage. This is easily seen in the music released by Priyanka Chopra in 2013, in
which the Indian postcolonial context has been transformed into a globalized
representation of the Global North. Priyanka, who sings in both English and Hindi,
created a music video emblematic of US popstar music videos, including blatantly sexual
imagery. This video is an expression of the elite transnational individual who disregards
certain power dynamics in favor of globalization. This rejection favors a globalized
present based on capitalism and which cannot be ignored.
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Thomas Solomon, a US-trained ethnomusicologist, has written searchingly about
how ethnomusicologists need to incorporate postcolonial thought into their ethnographic
work. He proposes that scholars need to listen through postcolonial ears in order to truly
understand both older and newer musical traditions and, within music scholarship,
ethnomusicologists bring a needed perspective to postcolonial studies. Solomon argues,
Ethnomusicology is uniquely suited to bring a more embodied,
experience-based perspective to postcolonial studies. Ethnomusicologists
are especially well-positioned to explore how the particularities of colonial
and postcolonial histories produce postcolonial subjects. Most
importantly, as meaning-making system and embodied expression, music,
and the closely-related medium of physical movement in dance, provide a
unique entry point into how the experiences of colonial and postcolonial
subjectivities are images, felt, and performed (Solomon 2012: 217).
This ideal “listening” is achieved through a “decolonizing of the mind,” a process
that exposes the deeply ingrained thoughts and ideas held by colonizing cultures about
their colonial subjects. Solomon argues that a postcolonial approach to music would
allow ethnomusicologists to “uncover the impact of colonialism on music—broadly
defined as human soundmaking, and encompassing ideas about music, musical
performance as social action, and the resulting musical structures” (Ibid: 220). By
learning to listen with postcolonial ears, ethnomusicologists will be better able to
understand the embodied process of experiencing music and consequently to explore the
sonic construction of power relations. Solomon posits that ethnomusicologists therefore
“need to focus on the embodiment of identities and ideologies in music performance, as
well as to move from the abstracted structures of the sounds themselves to performance
[and] how they are actually felt, heard and made sense of by listening bodies in specific
places and times” (Ibid: 235). By listening to sonic constructions of power relations, one
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begins to be able to hear postcolonial spaces. As one transitions from one identity to
another, from audience member to scholar, from English to Tamil, from performer to
academic, the practices through which one is incorporated into the listening act becomes
important.
When examining Indian classical music styles, an ability to decolonize or
understand and acknowledge various power inequalities within the musical space is less
obvious in certain respects because those who learn, teach, and perform are all members
of the upper class. Furthermore, drawing on Martin Daughtry’s metaphor of the
palimpsest, the underlying and still important and prevalent power relationships are
overwritten and at times covered up or ignored in favor of new relationships and musical
expectations. Palimpsests are parchments that were re-inscribed with new writings.
Daughtry points out that this practice was both pragmatic, as it was expensive to get new
paper, and ideological, as unwanted, mainly non-Christian religious texts could be
overwritten by the Roman Catholic church (Daughtry 2017: 49). However, the original
words and content could not be fully erased. The palimpsest is
Thus the result of successive acts of partial erasure [as] over the centuries,
as a result of oxidation and other natural processes, the original texts often
began to reappear beneath the new writings. This fact made it possible for
scholars of the palimpsest to engage in a kind of textual archeology:
ignoring the most recent layer, they peered back into the past, straining to
read the words that had been effectively buried (Daughtry 2017: 49).
In Karnatic music, the power dynamics in regard to class, status, and development
created and reflected in the revival of the tradition during the nationalist period, and
which are essential to an understanding of power relations within the tradition, are now
somewhat overwritten by expectations in regards to globalization and capitalism. The
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erasure of the devadasis and the changing voices and forms of agency within the musical
genre combined with new power dynamics has transitioned and revived the tradition
forming new identities, new voices, and new forms of agency based within the diaspora
and through technology. However, restrictions within musical performance based on
changes during the Nationalist Movement are still exemplified by the prevalence of
women and men of the correct class, with the economic capital, or a musical family
heritage who can afford and are encouraged to learn. Furthermore, many women who
participate in the Karnatic music community do so only as an extra-curricular activity or
as part of social expectations before marriage. To understand the music tradition within
contemporary performance spaces, an understanding of layers of power, inequality, and
agency are important. Music and sound need to be thought of as “always-in-motion [and
not] as a stationary object (which is, one might argue, what a textual palimpsest is at its
base)” (Daughtry 2017: 49). The layers of scholarship, performance, and sound need to
be understood as fluid vibrations that penetrate the layers comprising the musical space.
Indian classical music and dance have been interpreted and changed through the
lens of modernity and nationalism (Allen 2008; Weidman 2006; Bakhle 2005). The era of
nationalism developed the categories now used by scholars of North and South Indian
classical art, music, and dance. The nationalist movement revived the tradition and
created what we consider Karnatic music today. While the rhythms, melodies,
progressions, and teaching methods have been imbued with a certain timeless credibility,
the social construction of class, caste, and gender have changed dramatically.
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The Idealized Woman: The Female Musician
The classically trained female dancer and musician is one layer which was revived
as a modern symbol of cultural purity and is now representative of a global and
transnational community structured around a balance of musical devotion and capitalism.
These classical traditions were derived from the traditions of the devadasi dancers who,
because they were considered impure, were forced into silence during the nationalist
movement. New teachers—respected, educated, and wealthy Brahmin men and women—
have made their tradition respectable (Allen 1997: 63-64, 2008: 91; Chakravorty 1998:
116; A. Srinivasan 1985: 1875)1. During the nationalist reformation movement, female
musicians and dancers became the requisite image of nationhood and then global South
Indian cultural heritage. Consequently, these traditions are now emblematic of and
continue to recreate these relationships that emerged from the revival, reinterpretation,
and re-contextualization of these ancient traditions (Weidman 2006: 115).
The act of “seeing” or “viewing” women in the context of music and performance
changed dramatically during the Indian Nationalist movement which restructured and
reinforced certain societal expectations (Meduri 1988: 13; Coorlawala 1996: 21). Music
and dance were used to create a stable national culture and a global identity (A.
Srinivasan 1985: 1875). The Nationalist movement profoundly shaped the performance,
manifestation, and interpretation of feminine identities, both within India and its diaspora.
The female body itself became an icon of national identification, class, and caste. The

The complicated power relationships and the continued perceptions of the female body
and the agency of female percussionists will be discussed in depth in Chapter 2 and 3.
1
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voices of some women were strengthened while other voices were perpetually silenced
(Menon 1999: 46-47). The elite woman’s voice emerged from a new hierarchical class as
a result of India’s new, emerging nationalism and global identity. It became entrenched
within a mindset of respectability, historiography, nationhood, and culture.
This mindset rejected the hereditary group of temple dancers known as the
devadasi. Historically, the devadasi were an organized, mainly hereditary group of
musicians and dancers who performed for and were patronized by the Indian courts and
rajas. They were associated with celestial nymphs. These women “were drawn from the
non-Brahmin castes that followed the tradition of dedicating one daughter to the temple”
(Menon 1999: 41). These girls were often given to the temple as a “fulfillment of a sacred
vow [or] very often sheer poverty drove [families] to give their daughters away” (Menon
1999: 41). They trained as both dancers and singers and often carried expectations of
beauty by their male patrons.
The dedication of girls to be trained as temple dancers was not relegated only to
South Indian temples. It was a pan-Indian practice, but, “it became more conspicuous in
the great temple-cities of south India after the 7th century” (Menon 1999: 40). The women
who sang and danced were dedicated and married to the gods and the temple. They were
allowed “mortal lovers,” mainly wealthy men affiliated with the courts. Nevertheless,
their strict hereditary system afforded them great respect and patronage which often
allowed the devadasis to accumulate great material wealth (A. Srinivasan 1985: 1870;
Menon 1999: 43-44).
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The respect and social standing of the devadasis all changed with the Anti-Nautch
movement and British beliefs based on a Christian view of morality. The British
condemned these women as prostitutes, which encouraged the diminution of devadasi
prestige and prosperity. Indian men and women who moved into the urban, metropolitan
centers in search of work within the British colonial system were influenced by British
prejudice. The devadasi merged into the globalized landscape of these expanding cities
during the Anti-Nautch (anti-devadasi) movement and the Nationalist Period. Some
upper caste men married former devadasis, although this was rare due to cultural and
caste differences. Amrit Srinivasan states:
At the time of the reform campaign some eminent men did take devadasis
as wives in symbolic assertion of their emancipation and public spirit. But
these exceptions only served to prove the rule. It was the very beautiful or
gifted devadasi alone who managed to make good matches—M.S.
Subbalakshmi, today’s renowned singer, married a Brahmin despite her
parentage. For the majority however, marriage became an expensive and
difficult proposition (Srinivasan 1985: 1873-74).
For the most part, the devadasis were assigned a lower rank within the artistic traditions
and mostly excluded from the reformation of the artistic traditions.
However, some former devadasi became integral to the reformation of the
classical traditions, especially in relation to the Nationalist movement and the creation of
an unbroken history of classical, Indian heritage and spiritual arts. These performers,
including Madurai Shanmukhavadivu Subbulakshmi (M.S. Subbalakshmi), Veena
Dhanammal Tanjore Brinda, Damal Krishnaswamy Pattammal and Madras Lalithangi
Vasanthakumari played integral roles in the revival of classical music and the
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canonization and transformation of the tradition into a form of nationalist pride (Menon
1999: 121, Subramanian 2009). As Menon states:
Appearing at a critical moment in the history of Karnatic music, they
broke out of the casteist, sexist milieu to become equal partners with men
in a common endeavor of creativity. Though intensely rooted in the
tradition, each evolved an innovative idiom and fulfilled the highest
demands of art music. Their evolution as musicians was intertwined with
the growing democratization of music and dance, the cultural renaissance
sweeping across the country amidst political upheavals, mechanical
advances in the mass media and need for greater professionalism (Menon
1999:121)
M.S. Subbulakshmi was married to a Brahmin man and became especially
important in the new role and perception of women, their voices, and their bodies within
the tradition. Through her marriage, her classical music career, and her well-known
presence within the new film industry, she became a national image of both womanhood
and India. Furthermore, her voice, music, and recordings became emblematic of the
tradition (Menon 1999: 140).
Veena Dhanammal was also an influential figure in the restructuring of the
tradition. She and her family are closely associated with the padam genre of music since
the end of the nineteenth century. Padams are love songs usually “composed by men
[and] danced [and sung] by women” (Allen 1992: 14). While the male composers and
their compositions underwent change during the Nationalist period, the female bodies of
the devadasis who sang and performed the padams were more noticeable. The
relationship of the devadasis with padams is important as they “were for hundreds of
years the hereditary custodians” of this genre (Allen 1992: 6). Today, padams remain
closely associated with the female body and the dance tradition of Bharatanatyam in
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which classical dancers interpret the songs “using gestural technique[s] called abhinaya”
(Allen 1992: 11).
The above noted women played integral roles during the transformation of the
vocal performance tradition from the devadasis court system to elite Brahmin performers.
These women became the embodiment of classicism in Karnatic music overcoming
barriers of class, caste and gender. They represent changes in the position of the female
voice, which go beyond their physical presence. The respectability of marriage, often due
to their musical ability, changed their associations of caste, class, and spirituality.
Furthermore, their careers, bodies, and voices, helped solidify the changes that took place
during the Nationalist period, as seen on today’s performance stage. The nationalist
mindset sought to legitimize the music at the expense of the body and voice of the female
performer. Some women performers survived only by marrying respectably and leaving
the performance stage. These actions ensured the continuation of a patriarchal system in
spite of the canonization of Karnatic music as an elite bourgeois cultural aesthetic.
Modern Bharatanatyam dancers throughout the diaspora embody and reflect the
continued spiritual presence and historical importance of the devadasis heritage.
The devadasi legacy goes beyond historical definitions of ideal femininity. The
continuing negotiation of the politics that surround class, caste, and gender redefine the
position of current female musicians and dancers, and the performative spaces in which
they work. The power dynamics surrounding current musicians’ female bodies
simultaneously bear the marks of colonial domination and nationalist reclamation. From
the perspective of political economy, the archival bodies of musicians and dancers and
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their power (financial, political, social, and global) changed and reinterpreted the
devadasi’s position as she moves through local spheres of caste and class—from lower
caste to higher caste, and from prostitute to nun (A. Srinivasan 1983: 1875).
Internationally, she has become an emblem for a globalized, independent India. The
image of the female dancer now emphasizes the importance of the female economic and
political power, especially within the dance families, and provides different views of her
role within Indian society.
However, not all devadasi performers were successful in melding into the new
artistic tradition. Many women performers slipped into the abyss of disreputable
performance and were forced into actual prostitution because the nationalist movement
and lack of marriage options left them with few options. This restructuring of the
tradition, during the Nationalist movement, was consequently responsible for the erasure
of certain musical bodies. It also promoted specific characteristics related to the female
body which were promoted through the music halls and concert performances.
The Madras Music Academy, and concert hall, was integrally linked with the
Nationalist movement, the respectability of the devadasis, and the restructuring of the
Karnatic tradition. It was founded in 1927 at the Indian National Congress in Madras,
now known as Chennai. The Academy became, as Lakshmi Subramanian states, the
“decisive authority in directing the broad course of musical culture, guiding education
policy and settling the disputes that inevitably arose over interpretation and reproduction
of melodies and compositions” (Subramanian 2008: 44). The Music Academy was
instrumental in the new structuring and nationalizing of the music tradition into an
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expression of a newly emerging India. As part of the Nationalist movement, a group of
elite music and dance connoisseurs came together in order to canonize the tradition,
“save” it from the devadasis, and create a music and dance tradition that would rival
European artistic traditions. Although not musicians themselves, they helped create and
canonize what is today considered the South Indian classical dance and music traditions
(Allen 2008: 94). This reconfiguration of traditional music and dance represented the
elite identity through a balance of tradition and modernity and inscribed new meaning to
culture and its consumption. Hence as Subramanian states, “India’s artistic production
and heritage had to be relocated within a new discursive framework that was informed by
orientalism, the new learning, and subsequently nationalism as well as within the
changing psychological context of modernity” (Subramanian 2008: 53). Furthermore, as
Subramanian espouses,
Implicit in this process of modernizing and classicizing the tradition, was
the assurance that the tradition would be accessible both in social and
didactic terms, the re-evaluation and subsequent disempowerment of ritual
performers whose social position, functions, and repertoire did not
conform to the ideals of the new cultural project (Subramanian 2008: 61).
This music and dance became linked with new social, economic, political, and gendered
perspectives. Furthermore, this emergence of a new self-consciousness linked with
authenticity and religiosity excluded previous performers as they could no longer
represent the new authentic status of Indian culture.
Dance teachers today teach not only the gender roles found within the dance but
also the master narrative that Bharatanatyam is a classical elite dance tradition that
needed to be saved from the corrupted nautch girl and her performance. This ingrained
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ideology gives a voice, recognition, and permanence to the devadasi. However, it also
discounts the complexity and position of the devadasi within the court system and
perpetuates colonialist ideologies associating prostitution with the performers. For
scholars who also perform on the concert platform, these contradictions become
problematic. In an attempt to understand these complex positions and their continued
effects within the performance space, Avanthi Meduri, a scholar and performer,
reflexively examines her own dance background. She recalls her dance teacher:
My dance teachers told me a story, a story they were never tired of
repeating. They told me that bharatha natyam traces its origins to the
Natyashastra, a detailed, ancient text on dramaturgy authored by the sage
Bharatha, ca. 300 B.C. They said that the devadasi who practiced this art
form lives and danced happily in the temple environments. But then the
devadasi turned “corrupt” and profaned the art form. Their personal life,
reflected in the art form, expressed itself in the crude and literal language
of the nautch girl. A highly complex system rooted in religion had become
“corrupted” till the “respectable” people of the south initiated a campaign
in the late 1920s to abolish the ill-reputed devadasi system. (Meduri 1988:
1)
Meduri attempts to discover her own place within the tradition and hence the place of the
dance in the modern-day performance hall. She postulates that the dance itself does not
really speak anymore to the public or audience since modern Indian society is unable or
unwilling to fully understand the intricacies within the dance performance or its
relationship to postcolonialism or nationalism (Meduri 1988: 19).
This anti-nautch campaign, at the nexus of nationalism, caste, and class
ideologies, propelled the reclamation of the dance tradition and consequently led to a new
image of women performers. It created a new image of high class and caste women
performers and spirituality conveyed through their performance. Regardless of the
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questions concerning who did or did not lead the art form into disarray, the new
structuring of the tradition changed various ideals and gendered implications of who
performed these traditions.
In his examination of the Madras Music Academy and its canonization of these
traditions, ethnomusicologist Matthew Allen elaborates on this issue:
This situation in south India appears directly analogous with respect to
Bharatanatyam dance, whose traditional practitioners were doubly
subaltern as woman and non-Brahmin. Their replacement by upper-caste
Hindu ‘family women’ was a central strategy of the ‘revival’ of dance. But
in south Indian music, a great number of the performers were of the same
social community as the predominantly Brahmin group who founded the
Music Academy. So while the disjuncture of theory and practice was the
central issue of concern to Indian musical revivers, north and south, in
Madras the irritation of the amateurs towards the professional performers
was not in general coupled with a disjuncture in social class or religion.
The musicians were not to be replaced, but rather to be educated, in the
view of the elite amateur leadership—doctors, lawyers, scientists, civil
servants—of the newly born Music Academy (Allen 2008: 94).
However, this re-education of the traditional performers came at a price and for
many that was their physical removal from the traditions and the performance stage. This
revival and then the resultant reformation of the traditions stemmed from a fear of
association with prostitution as well as from a desire to “rescue” the art forms and
reinstall them with spirituality, dignity, and class. It was not only an erasure of certain
physical bodies but also the erasure of the lives that created this music through the reeducation of the dancers. As Weidman states:
The rationale for the “revival” of Karnatic music in the early twentieth
century: the movement to “rescue” the arts of music and dance from their
“degraded” status, which had been caused by the persistence of obsolete
forms of patronage and performance in the twentieth century, and reframe
them in new urban, bourgeois contexts. In this revivalist discourse
Karnatic music was redefined as strictly devotional and invested with the
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peculiar power to exist outside politics, outside circuits of economic
exchange or personal motivation. (Weidman 2006: 60)
Overall, the anti-nautch campaigns and the canonization of music and dance
effectively erased the physical presence of the devadasi musicians and performers from
the Indian cultural landscape. They also imbued music and dance with more religious
fervor and linked it more closely with the divine and spiritual. However, redefining these
traditions as strictly devotional forms of art exclude and prevent many non-Hindus from
learning or engaging with the traditions today.
New Educational Structures
The nationalist movement and the revival of these high art traditions is a layer
driven by a desire to distance Indian culture from the colonized perceptions of these
traditions by the British. Through the erasure of the original subaltern (the devadasis), the
elite committees and musical connoisseurs simultaneously imagined a new subaltern, and
revived the tradition based on Western high art traditions. These changes stemmed from a
desire to conceive and produce a cultural tradition that could compete with European art
forms and solidify India’s cultural presence within the global landscape (Majumdar 2010:
32; Allen 1997: 85).
The new tradition was also supported, promoted, and perpetuated by the Madras
Music Academy which became representative of a new middle class, elite art form and
embodied the new social, economic, and political landscape of India. Some of the
original female performers succeeded in maintaining their artistic careers and becoming
accepted within the new music and dance structure. They accomplished this recognition
primarily through new forms of media including recordings and film music, as well as
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through the patronage of, and marriage to, Brahmin elite connoisseurs of music and
dance.
This revival of the tradition was clearly marked in the new educational structures
of the tradition. Janaki Bakhle discusses in depth three important scholars who directly
influenced the educational structure of the music community during the nationalist
movement: Sir Mohan Sourindro Tagore, Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande and Vishnu
Digambar Paluskar. Each of these men influenced, promoted, and negotiated for a new
educational system to learn music as part of Indian modernization and nationalism. Their
ideas were couched within the belief that they were rescuing music from the uneducated,
correcting it, and then re-dispersing the true music of India back to the public, while
simultaneously promoting nationalism. In a discussion of Sir Mohan Sourindro Tagore’s
written book, Gerry Farrell elaborates that it
Graphically demonstrates the strange assortment of conflicting national
loyalties and admixtures of languages, musical systems, and theories
which characterizes the meeting between Indian music and the West in
nineteenth-century India. Tagore’s preface is a masterpiece of double-talk
about, on the one hand, the greatness of British dominion over India and
elsewhere and, on the other, the importance and national singularity of
Hindu music (Farrell 1997: 65).
These new structures and educational systems and schools including the Bengal
Music School, Bengal Academy of Music, and Gandharva Mahavidyalayas schools were
Westernized in their construction, thoughts, and musical analysis. They emphasized new
conceptions of music and the effects of colonization on musical scholarship and thought
(Bakhle 2005: 144). These men were both scholars and professional musicians and had
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complex, influential roles in establishing Indian musicology as a field. Their works and
lives emphasized the confusion Indians felt between British and homeland loyalty.
Within these new educational system, the spirituality of the music and the gurushishya relationship upon which classical musical pedagogy is based, and the position of
the guru was thus recontextualized (Bakhle 2005: 119, 138; Farrell 1997: 65; Schippers
2007: 132-133). During the nationalist period, Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande radically
proposed that to really unify India there needed to be an “integration of North and South
Indian music. [For,] without it, he believed, a new nation would sing not in a unified
chorus but in differentiated cacophonies” (Bakhle 2005: 98). This integration could only
be accomplished through unrestricted access to a nationalized, institutionalized, and
standardized mode of education. Furthermore, because music is a living entity, describing
who and what “Indian” is within the performance space, Indian classical music should be
considered a modern form of musical expression with a history of only two hundred years
instead of two thousand. It should be divorced from the idea that music was timeless,
eternal, and derived from the Vedas.
Some of these thoughts were derived from a desire for textual authenticity and
new notational structures. New ways to record, preserve, and transmit music were
introduced and today are used routinely within the structure of the lesson. Furthermore,
new technology also supports teaching: students and teachers use smart phones to provide
drone sounds and to record correct patterns for later practice (Schippers 2007: 127; Syed
2008: 102). These methods have drastically changed perceived hierarchies between
students and teachers, and thus the very structure of the tradition. During my lessons, I
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was expected to have a smart phone to record patterns and hand positions. Unfortunately,
I just had a basic phone, with barely any text capabilities. This forced me to listen harder,
write down quicker, repeat more, and memorize the rhythmic phrases faster. I became an
unconscious participant in the traditional ways students listen and learn.
My teacher also taught in the public and private school systems. He would go into
the schools and teach the musical tradition to various students. Most of them would not
progress very far into the tradition. But, if any showed exceptional promise, my teacher
would invite that student to join the lessons at his house. This practice simultaneously
emphasizes the new institutional structures determining how musicians enter into the
tradition (the school system), but also maintains traditional forms of relationships and
teaching styles within the parampara (my teacher’s house). It was implied by my teacher
that a student could not really learn within the school system and that it was more of a
way to spread basic knowledge and discover more talented students who would then be
invited into his home to deepen the process through more traditional teaching methods.
While Bhatkhande’s assertion alienated musicians and scholars when first put
forth, his point is pertinent to the discussion today. Bakhle’s in-depth examination of the
new educational system promoted under the guise of nationalism and postcolonialism
demonstrates that those changes continue to affect how students learn today (Bakhle
2005: 130-131). These new educational systems provide opportunities for everyone to
learn the classical music traditions and have emphasized the notation and transcription of
music. The traditional guru-shishya relationship and oral transmission of music, although
still used today, has been modified. Within the guru-shishya relationship and the
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parampara, transcription and written notation is now encouraged and allows for the
preservation of all musical ideas and thoughts. These changes in education consequently
affected how the music and performance are produced, perceived, and preserved today in
a globalized context.
Subramanian, Weidman, and Allen each explore the re-appropriation and redefinition of these arts into their contemporary forms. Some male performers and
teachers also survived long enough within the tradition to transmit their knowledge and
skills to new Brahmin women performers, such as Rukmini Devi, through the newly
formed educational systems of the Madras music academy and Kalakshetra, the premier
school of art and dance. Kalakshetra was designed to preserve and transmit dance, music,
and arts traditions while simultaneously educating the public about these traditions as
forms of national heritage.
Promotion of the religious and spiritual aspects within Kalakshetra and other
National schools of dance and music was also a primary objective (Chakravorty 1998:
166). Devi further strove to redeem the tradition by becoming a teacher herself. Once
higher-class performers—like her—existed, Devi considered it inappropriate for artists of
lower classes to continue teaching. She oversaw two phases resulting in the ultimate
removal of the devadasi dancers. The first step required new Brahmin women to be
trained in the art of Bharatanatyam by the traditional artists. The second step was the
eventual removal of these devadasi teachers and their replacement by the elite women
now competent in the dance forms. As Matthew Allen argues,
The services of the troublesome traditional dance teachers were thus to be
dispensed with, completing the removal of the entire traditional
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community, dancers and teachers, from the profession. By dispensing with
traditional teachers and using her own students as nattuvanars, [teacher,
choreographer, and concert organizer all in one,] Rukmini Devi
dramatically altered the modalities of communication in performance
(Allen 1997: 66).
During this transition, women became the emblem of this new artistic tradition
and the new social elite. According to Pallabi Chakravorty, the “sole bearers of this
spiritual identity were the (upper-middle-class, and upper-caste) Hindu women [and] the
revival of classical Indian dance and the construction of Indian womanhood are both
reflections of this essential Hindu identity” (Chakravorty 2001: 111-112). The woman
became an image of the ideal, modern, elite Indian woman, who embodied the inner
voice of femininity, grace and Indian identity. These women became essential to the
spiritual identity of India as symbols of culture and tradition. It is from this new place in
which the position of women needs to be further explored, as traditional performers were
completely eradicated over the course of the following years.
Today, Kalakshetra still battles with the conservative and religious ideas set forth
and implemented by Rukmini Devi versus more liberal globalized concepts which
threaten to overpower and disregard the traditional practices. At the beginning of my
research, Kalakshetra had just undergone a change of leadership. The ousting versus
voluntary resignation of Leela Sampson, the head of the Kalakshetra in 2012, was widely
discussed and examined from both conservative and liberal perspectives. The debate
questioned her dedication to the art form as well as her suitability both as a performer and
teacher. Concerns stemmed from her religious upbringing as a “Christian/ Non-Hindu”
individual combined with her incorporation of fusion and globalized aspects into the
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dance form and on the performance stages. The debate started with a scathing article by
P. Deivamuthu written for the Hindu Vivek Kendra, an online resource for the promotion
of Hindutva or the Hindu religion and way of life. Deivamuthu accused:
She has destroyed the values for which this institution stand and is still
continuing the destruction in a subtle way. The new direction is extremely
hateful of the Hindu tradition of idol worship. She has told the students
and teachers in the morning assembly that idol worship is nothing but
superstition and it should be discouraged in Kalakshetra. Her visceral
hatred of Hinduism is not known to most people outside the institution.
(Deivamuthu: Hindu Vivek Kendra)
These statements created uproar as Sampson’s perceived challenges to the
religious aspects of the artistic tradition were seen as purposeful aggressions against
Hinduism and conservative Indian practices. Although she is a disciple of Rukmini Devi,
her upbringing as Christian was viewed as problematic. For Deivamuthu, it brought into
question her dedication to her mentor and the school as a whole was questioned.
Leela Sampson responded with a statement released through the Prakriti
Foundation, an organization dedicated to events, scholarship, lectures, and film screening
which explore concepts of cultural heritage and identity within a progressively larger and
more global cultural context. She asserted:
I only ask whether moving a Ganesha from a path where dogs and
children desecrate it to a designated spot in the precincts of each hostel
block amounts to ‘throwing it out’ as has been alleged? And if any of us
move an idol in our own house, do we have any right to questions that
person or family’s choice? I have no attachment fortunately to this or any
other job I have done and would be happy to abdicate if found guilty of
these charges. However, it does not take away from the frightening
prospect of fundamentalism and its hold upon this or other institutions in
India and of our beautiful art forms. Kalakshetra was fundamentally
universal and the only truth we were instructed to seek was beauty. (Leela
Sampson: Prakriti Foundation)
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The controversy was fought within the public spheres of print and digital media and
finally ended with Leela Sampson resigning from her post at Kalakshetra. However, the
musicians I knew seemingly ignored the questions regarding her suitability as head of the
school, or they purposefully did not enter into a dialogue with me as an outside
ethnographer.
More dramatic was the response from my non-musician friends, and especially
Christian friends. They found it necessary to make sure I was not tainted by an
association with the Kalakshetra School because of these issues. They viewed the school
as blatantly promoting promiscuity and bad behavior, especially in relation to foreign
dancers (mainly Russian) who were there to learn Bharatanatyam. I was informed on
more than one occasion that these other white women students were part of illegal
prostitution rings. Some of my Christian friends found it necessary to protect me from
what they viewed as a school built to continue the degrading practices of the devadasi
dancers, regardless of the religious associations of the dance.
The tensions surrounding Kalakshetra influence and affect not only female
performers of music and dance but also the perception of the entire tradition both within
the Indian classical music family and within the larger Indian population as a whole. I
cannot give coverage of this topic adequate justice given the constraints placed on me by
colleagues during my fieldwork. However, I believe it needs to be addressed and
mentioned as the consequences of this situation complicates present day gendered
opinions of what these traditions mean and how they are perceived. While there are
religious differences in how these traditions are viewed in present day contexts, it would
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be detrimental for all of Chennai for various allegations to continue to go unchecked or
unacknowledged.
In addition to Kalakshetra’s original removal of the traditional artists during the
revival of the tradition, the transmission of knowledge from male dance teacher to female
performer also created new gendered positions. While many men today, both from India
and from the global diaspora, learn, study, and perform dance and music, the gendered
notion that dance is primarily a female artistic tradition persists. Priya Srinivasan
describes a recent change in the power dynamics stating, “the sheer number of women in
this position of power, [as teachers and gurus,] is something that was unlikely in India, as
male gurus dominated the market until recently” (Srinivasan 2011: 13). As in dance,
gendered structures remain extremely prevalent within the music tradition. Men are
encouraged to learn various instruments, including percussive instruments. Women are
discouraged from learning percussion and expected or encouraged to learn voice, veena,
and violin—the acceptable instruments for a woman.
The power dynamics of the new music and dance traditions again collided during
the Nationalist Period when some devadasis performers stopped dancing and instead
chose to focus exclusively on music, primarily the voice and the veena. As a result, these
instruments have since become viewed as typically female musical instruments. The
switch to musical performance from dance removed the display of the female devadasis
body and hence made their physical presence on the concert platform more respectable.
The female body on the performance stage could now be associated with an interiorized
spirituality instead of prostitution. The canonization of dance and music happened at the
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same time as the traditional female performers were split from the devadasis into
musicians or dance. Consequently, musicians were also transformed in order to render
themselves more respectable and less associated with temple music and the promiscuity
of the devadasis. However, some gendered ideologies were maintained and within the
newly canonized Karnatic music, melodic instruments were privileged over rhythmic
instruments.
These changes in the music and dance traditions successfully created new images
for female performers and musicians. The Nationalist Movement, the Madras Music
Academy, and the quest to “revive” and “reform” the artistic traditions all helped in the
construct of the classical music and performance canon. Dance and music had been
“removed from the lived experiences of ordinary people and [has become] textualised
and canonized in the guise of authoritative knowledge” (Chakravorty 1998: 119). It was
an authoritative knowledge which now could only be understood by the elite class and
caste and became essential to the newly independent India.
Tamil Isai Iyakkam and Language Politics in Karnatic Music
Language politics during the Nationalist Movement is another layer which was
important during the revival of Karnatic music. The language spoken and performed
within the music performance, the performance space, and even in music scholarship is
important as languages communicate a great deal about both the musicians as well as the
music. Language also give the musician’s voice agency and power in the performance
and learning environments. Furthermore, which language that voice spoke and how many
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understood that voice became extremely important. For women performers, the voice was
not always heard and their agency diminished.
Indian languages, throughout India, are divided into two distinct language systems
each with their own spoken and written scripts. Many Indian states, especially in South
India, resist the concept of a pan-Indian language system and have chosen to prioritize
use of their own regional languages. This regionalist pride, in relation to language, stems
from the early days of independence to the present and complicates pan-Indian politics,
transnational Indian politics, and aspects of political unity. This regionalist pride enabled
changes to the performance space and Karnatic music as part of the Nationalist Period.
Language was essential to the Tamil Isai Iyakkam movement (Tamil Music Movement)
and various contested and regional power dynamics. These issues were simultaneously
seen within and created when Karnatic music was revived, reinterpreted, and formalized
into a high art tradition, then made to express Indian nationalism and heritage.
Consequently, the politics surrounding the Tamil Isai Iyakkam movement still influence
relationships between artists and within the musical choices and repertoire.
Few South Asian music scholars have chosen to directly address these issues of
voice, language, postcoloniality, and the agency and empowerment which is heard and
spoken (Weidman 2006; Bakhle 2005; Kalra 2005; Hoene 2014). Weidman is a major
exception and, drawing from Spivak who asked, “can the subaltern speak,” Weidman
questions the changes in power with the question “can the subaltern sing?” and if so
where, how, and why is she able to sing? (Weidman 2006: 150). This becomes a question
of agency and where does agency exist for performers, how is agency exerted by
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performers, and why is agency denied to performers. Weidman explores not only the
people who were changed, but also the dynamics of the performance halls and the change
of vocal pitch due to modern technology. Framed within the dominant contexts of
nationalism and the Tamil Music Movement of the 1930s and 1940s, the elite and newly
emerged middle class “called on Tamils, [Tamil speaking people] to seize the
contemporary practice of Karnatic music and make it their own” (Weidman 2006: 171).
Tamil elites within this movement argued for the canonization of the music,
formation and recognition of concert sabhas (concert halls), the dominance of the Tamil
language within the musical repertoire, and written transcriptions of major musical
pieces. These aspects of the Nationalist movement fundamentally changed how music
was learned and performed and more importantly who could perform it (Weidman 2006:
86; Bakhle 2005: 50; Subramaniam 2006).
While Weidman’s central arguments are sound, her reliance on archival research
and her lack of engagement with the resulting influences of the Tamil music movement
on 21st century performance leaves a curious void. I wonder whether these postcolonial
discussions were less about whether the subaltern can sing and more about how, in a new
country, which elitist group has the right to canonize Karnatic music. Furthermore, in
today’s globalized economy, does this effect the voice of current female percussionists in
the context of a neoliberal India?
The political struggle over language during the Nationalist Period was part of the
politics that surrounded Tamil Nadu’s regional identity and more specifically the
reformation of Karnatic music. The Southern States, including Tamil Nadu, were
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perceived as culturally subordinate to those in the North. They, consequently, strove to
emphasize the national heritage of Tamil Nadu and secondarily, India as a whole.
Language became a contested space, especially in relation to music and the new
canonized tradition. Scholars such as Rao postulate that language differences only
became highly problematic during the colonial period. The controversial space language
now holds is “not merely a problem. It is an acute problem. In the name of language,
some citizens have become refugees in their own country” (Rao 1970: 203). However,
these refugees were not passive. Those fighting for acknowledgment of regional dialects
and South Indian languages conducted many political demonstrations and selfimmolations in the early Independence years. It was a demonstration and problem of
voice questioning who has the ability to make changes and, within music, whose voices
can and cannot be heard.
The Tamil Isai Iyakkam, or the Tamil Music Movement, stemmed from the Tani
Tamil Movement or Tamil Separatist Movement. These movements were also a part of
the Nationalist Movement during the 1930s and 1940s. Tamil Isai Iyakkam and its
supporters were determined to reclaim, document, and popularize the Tamil language
within South Indian classical music. This movement played an auxiliary part in the
struggle for the political-social empowerment and recognition of the Tamil state and the
Tamil language as integral parts of the changing Indian landscape. According to
Subramanian and Subramaniam, this movement “was a commitment that transcended the
bounds of nationalism; it assumed proportions of devotion, passion and sacrifice and at
the same time, held out prospects of genuine empowerment for its speakers”
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(Subramanian and Subramaniam 2004: 66). It was a movement which promulgated anti
Brahminism, Tamil separatism, and self-respect in the face of perceived Northern
dominance.
The movement went beyond politics and the struggle for independence and
championed a unique, exceptional, and timeless Tamil identity. Subramanian and
Subramaniam write that it encompassed,
an ongoing psychological drive to invoke a collective memory and a
unique inheritance. The issue was not one of mimetic playing out of
linguistic nationalism; it was as Sumathi Ramaswami suggests, about the
crystallization of passion and practice centered around language. Devotion
to the language defined the identity of the modern Tamil subject. It was
Tamil parru or devotion that determined true Tamil identity but an identity
that was necessarily multiply imagined, and one that inevitably produced a
splintering among its speakers (Subramanian and Subramaniam 2004: 67).
The movement concerned the unity and voice of the Tamil people which could only be
achieved through language. This devotion to the state, culture, and language led to the
minimization of other South Indian languages. As regards music, this devotion became
problematic because the Karnatic traditional music is primarily in Sanskrit and Telugu.
Language issues were in the forefront during the revival of the Karnatic music
tradition into a canonized reflection of South Indian identity and pride. It was during the
Nationalist Movement that language and music became linked. Karnatic music
represented not only a high art tradition and an emblem of respectability on a global
platform but also the non-Brahmin middle class aspirations, regional devotion, and
identity. The language of the music represented not only the musician but a new musical
lineage, a new performance stage, and a new Tamil identity.
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These contested feelings of devotion to the music shaped the tradition that we
understand and hear today. The Tamil Isai Iyakkam believed that the Tamil voice of
collective memory and inheritance could be maintained through the reclamation and
reformation of the classical traditions. The Tamil Isai Iyakkam and Nationalist Movement
were driven primarily by a desire to both reclaim the authentic tradition as high Indian
culture and to distance the music, its performers, and the overall tradition from the
negative associations of prostitution perpetuated by the British (Subramanian 2000: 1516; Weidman 2006: 166). The elite, scholars, and the new middle class implemented
these changes because,
[they] saw a need to transform the social base of the tradition and/or to
validate its authenticity by seeking a strongly grounded textual lineage and
by stressing the spiritual aspects of the tradition. The imperative of
relocation was not simply a question of patronage, of who consumed
classical music and dance, or of the changing locus of the arts from the
temple and the salon to the modern concert hall or urban soiree; it was one
of ownership. The tradition belonged to the nation; it was part of the
national legacy and as custodians of the nation’s heritage, the middle class
elite was responsible for its preservation and dissemination (Subramanian
and Subramaniam 2004: 68).
With this is mind, the Tamil Isai Iyakkam passed a number of resolutions in the early
1940s which promoted Tamil language songs over songs in other languages. The
following resolutions were passed during the Tamil Isai Iyakkam conference held in
Madras August 14-17, 1941:
1. That the executive authorities in charge of institutions for the
advancement of music give prominence to Tamil songs over songs in
other languages, in the proportion of 40 percent Tamil, 40 percent Telegu
and the rest in other languages; 2. That music academies arrange concerts
such that songs are in Tamil and only a minor portion of the concert be
devoted to songs in other languages; 3. That patrons and lovers of music
support the cause of Tamil songs; 4. That conference members would at
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an early date approach the authorities in charge of radio stations to arrange
the programmes intended for the people of Tamil Nadu, in such a way that
Tamil songs would predominate (Subramanian and Subramaniam 2004:
81-82).
These resolutions were not intended to denigrate music in other languages but to provide
a focus on Tamil language songs. Annalmalai Chettiar stated in an inaugural speech at
the first Tamil Isai conference: “Music performances should begin with Tamil songs and
end too with Tamil songs. The lion’s share of the performance should be in Tamil. Songs
from other languages can also form part of the concert” (Ramanathan Chettiar 1992: 24).
While other language songs could comprise part of the performance, the emphasis was on
the use of the Tamil language as essential to spiritual and regional expression and pride.
An immediate, serious backlash from the various music halls, including the
Madras Music academy and The Hindu newspaper occurred. Many scholars and
musicians also, “argued against the Tamil music movement…in the name of ‘classical
music,’ fearing that if Tamil songs became a priority, the standards of Karnatic music
would drop” (Weidman 2006: 183). They believed that, the “inclusion of greater number
of Tamil songs would lower the quality of Carnatic music” (Ramachandran 1983: 6).
Many of the canonized songs were not in Tamil but in either Sanskrit or Telugu. It was
perceived that these songs would no longer be allowed to be performed and that new, less
auspicious compositions would have to be written, learned, and performed. The potential
exclusion of these compositions was the most contested part of the debate. As a result of
the public outcry, these resolutions were repealed in the early 1950s (Terada 2008: 208).
However, the Tamil Isai Iyakkam was “more than a demand that the classical
music repertoire includes more songs in Tamil; it was part of a new set of discourses
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about the singing subject and the relationship between music and language” (Weidman
2006: 152). Karnatic music is based on religious texts, the Tamil Isai Iyakkam argued
that the music, especially in Chennai, needed to be performed in the more understood and
therefore inherently more spiritual Tamil voice rather than other traditional languages
such as Sanskrit and Telugu. Music embodies and transmits to audiences the sounds of
the universe, the most spiritual aspects of a performance. As Chennai was becoming an
integral and new center of the tradition, this Tamilization of the music would allow the
new middle-class audiences to fully understand the music as they would understand the
religious texts being sung. Tamil would be promoted over other regional South Indian
languages, including Telugu. These changes would also make sure the music was more
accessible to anyone who wanted to learn as it would no longer by completely tied to the
Brahmin religious elite. Through Tamil these new audiences would lend credence to
South Indian identity and devotion through the increased spirituality of the music. These
representatives of the new, emerging middle class would embrace, support, and
perpetuate the tradition through their children thereby divorcing the art form completely
from the original devadasis and performers.
However, the spirituality of music relies not solely on language, but as
importantly, on its wordless ability to create spiritual bonds and association. Music
derives “its power from being inescapable, from attaching itself accidentally, acting not
as a language but as a kind of mnemonic device” Weidman 2006: 159). According to
Hindu spirituality and the Natyashastra, music is a conduit for the sounds of the universe
and the gods, sounds which are transmitted through the performer as music. Wordless
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music and spirituality are therefore the sounds of the divine. The spirituality of language
is described by Krishna Rao as he elaborates on three classes of language:
[There is] “sound-language,” “sign-language,” and “word-language.” [In
which], music, as sound-language, was privileged over word-language and
sign-language because it was “natural.” Music had greater potential to
express and control the emotions of human beings because its sounds were
motivated by nature, not by mere convention. (Krishna Rao 1984: 1-2)
Further questions arose which concerned the voices being heard and the residence of true
spirituality, e.g. in the language, the performer, or the tradition. Many who opposed the
Tamil Isai Iyakkam further pointed out that the language was not as important as the
spirituality of the music itself. As T.V. Subba Rao states:
Sangita is solely the art of expressing beauty in sound; and to require the
aid of language is to reduce its power. The grandest achievement of
Karnatic music is Raga, which knows no bounds. To insist on language in
musical composition is to be deaf to the highest beauty of music. There is
none so deaf as those who will not hear good music in whatever language
it may be.” (Proceedings of the 17’th Madras Music Conference, 1943,12).
This debate over the dominance of the Tamil language was not as important for nonTamil speaking audiences, since meaning and spirituality are contained within the
emotion and quality of the music. In this case, the word-less “sound-language” of
instrumental performances such as violin and veena, still contain the same innate
spirituality as a vocalist singing canonized songs in Tamil or other languages. The innate
spirituality of music itself is the most important quality.
However, the problem of language threatened to disrupt the importance of the
“Saint Composers” or the Trinity. The elite believed that the canonization of the music
tradition and its three primary composers (the Saint Composers or Trinity)—Thyagaraja,
Dikshitar, and Shayama Sastri, who symbolize Karnatic music’s timeless Brahmin
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heritage—would be destroyed with the focus placed on the Tamil language. These three
composers represent the “golden age,” (late 18th century) or pinnacle, of South Indian
music history and composition. They characterize an idealized devotion to music and
spirituality combined with an avoidance of socio-cultural and political happenings
(Menon 1999: 22; R. Srinivasan 1962; Terada 2008: 205). Their pieces are written in
Sanskrit and Telugu. Sanskrit is used because of its relation to Hindu religious texts and
Telugu because of the musical center of Tanjavur, a city which was ruled by Telugu
speaking kings between 1544-1673 and where these composers all lived. Today these
composers’ compositions continue to be performed in both Sanskrit and Telugu having
not been replaced during the Tamil Isai Iyakkam movement with complete Tamil
compositions. Furthermore, the canonization of their work and their unquestioned
continuous promotion by the Madras Music Academy, the music festival, and the cultural
elite has cemented the place of these composers as revered “saint composers.”
These works are seen as defining the cultural legacy of South India. The
composers were not all Brahmin but instead through musical transmission they are
described as “having inherited music that had been passed down through other respected
Brahmin musicians and composers” (Terada 2008: 206). Consequently, their music is
viewed as completely Brahmin, through musical lineage, and it was because of their
talent and their musicality that the highest form of the Brahmin tradition could be
manifested. The promotion of these Brahmin canonized works was possible through
textual authenticity and spirituality—not the actual non-Brahmin bodies of the
composers.
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These issues regarding language and reform spread beyond the concertized
performance space into ideologies of caste and class. While integrally linked with current
day forms of Karnatic music, Tamil Isai Iyakkam is slightly different in its “modes of
historical interpretation and competing ideologies [are] based on language and caste”
(Terada 2008: 203). Furthermore, as Yoshitaka Terada states, “schematically put,
Karnataka Sangita refers to the culture of classical music based on composition in Telugu
and Sanskrit and performed and patronized primarily by members of the Brahmin caste,
whereas Tamil Isai Iyakkam, music in the Tamil language and/or a musical tradition
nurtured by Tamils, has been advanced mostly by non-Brahmins” (Terada 2008: 203).
The Tamil Isai Iyakkam, consequently, is more integrally linked with issues of caste and
class since it emphasizes a pushback against elite Brahmins by the new middle class, a
group who have a vested interest in achieving status as non-Brahmins in a newly
independent country.
However, in relation to the inherent spirituality of the music, the Tamil Isai
Iyakkam relocated this spirituality within the expressiveness of the language itself. The
singer’s or the listener’s relationship to the language being sung was secondary. This
inner spirituality and space, found within the restructured music, perpetuated and
emphasized the divide between the dominating elite society, which has been closely
linked with British power, and an emerging, empowered, non-Brahmin Tamil language
and cultural identity.
Partha Chatterjee states that the Nationalist Movement as a whole was, “a matter
of a vanguard intelligentsia coming to state power by ‘mobilizing’ popular nationalism
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and using the ‘Machiavellian’ instruments of official nationalism. Like religion and
kinship, nationalism is an anthropological fact, and there is nothing else to it” (Chatterjee
1986: 22). Furthermore, it demonstrates a “moment of arrival” (Chatterjee 1986: 22), in
which a “nation could modernize itself while preserving its cultural authenticity”
(Majumdar 2010: 32). This emphasizes, as Rochona Majumdar states, how “nationalist
thought was always a discourse of power and could not be considered independently of
post-Enlightenment, bourgeois-rationalist forms of knowledge (Majumdar 2010: 32).
To the Tamil Isai Iyakkam elite and intelligentsia, the traditions and the
promotion of language were an attempt to enforce a new type of codification between the
musicians, the scholars, and the new emerging audiences. Tamil Isai Iyakkam
emphasized language as the path to increased spiritual understanding of the music and
promoted a split between interior/exterior or private/public values and behavior within
the performance space. This relates to Chatterjee’s endlessly contested argument that
“anticolonial nationalism creates its own domain of sovereignty well before it begins its
political battle with imperial power” (Chatterjee 1993: 6). This is evident here within the
reformation and language politics of the Karnatic music tradition.
Ultimately the Tamil Isai Iyakkam was unsuccessful in enforcing permanent
changes within the tradition. However, the Karnatic tradition provided the perfect arena
for the Brahmin elite to negotiate between modernity and tradition. It was an integral part
of the elites’ national service to the modern Indian nation. The elite community viewed
their participation within the Nationalist Movement as “so many mirrors which returned
to them flattering images of themselves and fortified them in their self-appointed roles of
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patriotic reformers and modern Hindus who would usher in a brave new world of glory
and prosperity” (Geetha and Rajadurai 1998: 9). As part of the broader Nationalist
Movement, Karnatic music was established as an authentic, traditional music and
heritage representative of a new social class of Brahmin elite. It became an iconic
expression of pan-Indian identity devoid of the Aryan and Muslim influences of North
India and thus could maintain an authentic cultural representation and heritage as a
timeless tradition.
The preoccupation with language and spirituality, and the importance placed on
both during the period of reformation and restructuring of Karnatic music, left a lasting
impact on the musical culture and the concert platform. Not as big an impact as intended,
today Tamil songs are still played during the “thukkada section of “lighter” songs at the
end of concerts [and] to this day, only six or seven Tamil songs are generally accepted
and sung as classical compositions” (Weidman 2006: 187-188). The Tamil songs are
often considered miscellaneous, minor, or insignificant especially when compared to the
canonized repertoire of compositions in Sanskrit and Telugu (Terada 2008: 207). The
actions and successes of the music movement and the Tamil nationalist movement left
some discouraged with the resultant social standing of the Tamil language and the
ongoing politics of caste and class. It led them to encourage South Indians to forego
Tamil and to embrace English as their primary language both inside and outside the home
(Ramaswamy 1997: 235-236; Subramanian and Subramaniam 2004: 85).
On the performance platform artists perform power relationships within song
choice, language during speeches, and even in the instrument they play. The Tamil Isai
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Iyakkam movement both supported the unification of the traditions of music and dance
under terms of cultural heritage while also dividing voices within the performance space.
Their displaced voices represent various ways in which current language conformity may
strengthen societal expectations or at times resist various forms of domination. Today, the
Tamil Isai Sangam hall, a sabha begun by supporters of the Tamil Isai Iyakkam
movement, still requires artists to perform Tamil language compositions only while most
other musical halls perform the canonized repertoire done in Sanskrit and Telugu.
Overall, the Tamil Isai Iyakkam movement focused on the relationship between
music and language seeking to increase the spirituality of the performance through the
utilization of Tamil as the dominant language of the new musical canon, instead of using
Sanskrit and South Indian languages such as Telugu. It was argued that the use of the
dominant vernacular language, Tamil, in the growing metropolitan cities would increase
the spirituality of the performance for both the new audiences and the musicians.
Weidman states: “Within the politics of voice, music could be an expressive language or
an aesthetic language, but in either case language was the central metaphor for
articulating the relationship between voice and singing or listening subject” (Weidman
2006: 153). When promoting the Tamil language to be used within Karnatic music, elite
groups argued that if Karnatic music was in the vernacular language of Tamil, the
audience and performers could then understand it. Consequently, a higher spirituality of
performance could be achieved for all participants. The new politics of voice and
musicality was relocated within the spiritual and inherent expressiveness of the language,
and not necessarily the subject’s relationship to the language being sung. Language
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became a site of struggle over the voice: the voices of the performer and audiences and
the question of who could have a voice within the Karnatic music tradition.
Globalization and Indian US Diaspora
The final layer deals with the new globalization of Karnatic music and the
scholarships on diasporic studies and communities within the US. This layer stems from
the national, cultural, social, and economic importance place on the traditional art form
during the Nationalist Period and reinforced as a way to emphasize, perform, and
maintain cultural connections with India. When examining studies of diasporic Indian
culture, the representations of the idealistic “cultural tradition” form community within
the diaspora and define individuals as Indian. These cultural traits and behaviors are used
to socialize new generations.
Underlying this discussion of music in the diaspora is the matter of how diasporic
identity translates into the learning and performance of classical music and dance. As a
country, India is comprised of many different religions, customs, and languages, which
makes the Indian diaspora one of the least homogeneous immigrant populations in the
United States. Consequently, the pan-ethnicity and the examination of the individual
experiences of this heterogeneous group of musicians and scholars within South Asian
scholarship is complex. South Asian Diaspora scholarship, which examines South Asian
identities within the US diaspora, is often equated with that of India. As India is the
largest country in South Asia, it has the highest percentage of immigrants in the US
diaspora (Dave et al. 2000: 70). It is separate from and yet integrally linked to Asian
American Studies and Asian American identities. Many scholars have addressed the
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difficulties of an idealized concept of pan-ethnic South Asian identity (Dave, et al., 2000:
70).
Generational differences also affect how South Asians view themselves in
diaspora and perform that identity through language and cultural references. Within many
Indian diasporic communities, musical identity is shaped by generational differences,
preferences, and access to musical styles and genres. “Desi,” a term used in the United
States to describe Indian American youth and Indian popular music, such as Bhangra pop
and Hindi cinema music, is an identity marker that envelops multiple contested,
peripheral spaces of race and ethnicity (Diethrich 2000: 35, 2004: 103-104). Thus, Indian
film music has become a major cultural signifier for the younger generations within many
diasporas. However, a large cohort of the younger Desis also learns classical musical
styles, including Karnatic music, and classical dance styles.
Anita Mannur argues that food is often used to reference complex notions of
Indian identity. Coconut, Oreos, and chicken tikka masala are used to represent
aspirations of acceptance and “whiteness.” These analogies, “hints of racial ontology, the
term suggests there are authentic and less authentic ways of being Indian. Looking
Indian, being brown on the outside, and having a particular set of tastes and preferences
that don’t necessarily correspond to predetermined notions of what it means to be Indian
may lead to one being labeled a coconut—white on the inside and brown on the outside”
(Mannur 2009: 2). This idea of the coconut is further juxtaposed with the label of “rotten
coconut” or as Mannur describes “brown on the outside but black on the inside” (Mannur
2009: 2). This term allows for the inclusion of aspects of South Asian identity into
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broader socio-cultural and political context and allies the South Asian individual with
contemporary issues of expression, which includes blackness, the Asian rights
movement, and hip-hop.
This self-labeling, similar to the term “Desi,” becomes a way for the younger
generation to define, discover, and explore their own position within a diasporic space. It
is a space of
affirmation, because food often serves to mark defining moments in
marking ethnicity for communities that live through and against the
vagaries of diasporized realities, marred by racism and xenophobia.
[Furthermore, it represents] resistance, insofar as the evocation of a
culinary register can deliberately and strategically disrupt the notion that
cultural identity is always readily available for consumption and
commodification and always already conjoined to culinary practices
(Mannur 2009: 7-8).
Music and food become spaces where the diasporic individual can negotiate new
expressions of self through technology, performance, and individuality.
Much of the research on this diaspora has been conducted in large urban areas, for
example in New York City, Chicago, Houston, Washington, DC, San Francisco, and Los
Angeles. Diasporic community centers are essential to new learning and expressing a
global Indian identity. Their promotion of culture, language, and the arts situates them
and their children within the specific Indian ethnic constructs. It also simultaneously
disregards affiliation with current Indian politics and, in bigger cities, from other Indian
centers (state and cultural specific) within the diaspora.
Karen Leonard examines a Punjabi Mexican community in Southern California.
Her study focuses on the families of these Punjabi immigrants who married Mexican
women and the economic, social, and political history of the community which tells a
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story of “historical construction of ethnicity and its meaning to people across time, space,
and context” in relation to “ethnic pluralism in the United States (Leonard 1992: 14).
This Punjabi Mexican diasporic Indian community differs greatly from the larger urban
Indian communities in South California, which are subdivided into regionally specific
organizations and events as well as communities from smaller cities that combine for
special events and operate within one cultural center as a slightly more pan-Indian, panethnic community.
The large diasporic communities in urban metropolitan areas are not as concerned
with promoting a pan-ethnic Indian identity or just one identity of India. Their sheer size
allows them to subdivide into regional groups and avoid interacting as a unified whole
under umbrella organizations such as the “Indian Community Center” or as fully
integrated representatives of a pan-globalized India. In these bigger cities, there is no
such thing as one all-encompassing Indian group. Each regional group has its own
activities, educational and cultural schools for their children, and music and dance
programs.
In her work on the Indian community in Chicago, Alison Arnold argues that “each
separate subgroup strives, by sociocultural, linguistic and musical means, to maintain its
own identity within the larger Indian population and within the dominant American
society” (Arnold 1985: 26). She argues that while “all Indian associations in Chicago
sponsor musical events, generally involving music of their own people and
culture…Indian musical activities and the use of music [serves] to emphasize their [the
Indian diaspora’s] cultural heterogeneity” (Arnold 1985: 25-26). While this desire to
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maintain a distinct personal identity in the diaspora is undeniable, it is not a natural
consequence of the community’s diversity. Instead, it is a consequence of “the
associations [mainly religious groups who originally] served the immigrant’s immediate
needs by fostering various cultural and linguistic traditions. But in doing so, they have
divided rather than integrated the Indian community and have, in the long run, reinforced
its lack of cohesion” (Arnold 1985: 26). Consequently, she sees musical integration
happening on a personal and local level “between Indians of different cultures and
religions… while the larger social organization upholds Indian cultural and religious
boundaries and propagates distinct musical traditions” (Arnold 1985: 29). These larger
communities, divided into autonomous regional groups, allow for in-depth cultural
performances along linguistic, cultural, and religious lines.
In smaller cities, a single community center can meet the demands of the Indian
community in general. The Indian Community Center(s), for the smaller diasporic
communities, have become not only a physical space but also a cultural representation
and institution of support for growing diasporic communities. These centers are faced
with the task of balancing the interests of the various members who are divided by
religion, language, and custom. Within the Indian classical music series at the India
Community Center in Rochester, New York, the concerts are split evenly between North
Indian and South Indian classical music. This allocation balances presentations by both
classical traditions and allows music connoisseurs and students in the area to hear
performances by top name musicians (Jones 2010). These spaces provide a common area
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for all of its members to both express their cultural differences and also to unite all its
members, projecting one image of Indian identity and ethnicity.
Within all these communities, both popular and classical Indian music, while
different, are major unifying elements within the Indian diasporic communities for two
reasons. First, music has become a commodity of Indian culture, marketable to the world.
It has become a “tool and a building block to build and sustain collectivities within
‘situated contexts’” (Purkayastha 2005:13). Music represents Indian identity both
internally as well as externally; it “constructs ethno-national and pan-ethnic identities”
(Ibid: 118). Bandana Purkayastha shows how music “opens up some possibilities of
breaching ethnic boundaries that are divided by language, religion, nation of origin, and
other social markers. For groups like South Asian Americans, ready availability of ethnic
consumption items allows them to construct repertoires of shared practice” (Ibid: 143). In
essence, music allows for a construction of an identity that is both linked to India and yet
simultaneously distanced from India as the diasporic community is united within their
own cultural traditions and imaginings.
Cultural identifiers—whether music, dance, art, language, dress, or festivals,
among others—become complex ways of creating connections within a community or
representing a diasporic community to a larger outside community. Conceptualizations of
the self are complicated by physical location, status, class, economic prosperity and the
performance of cultural traits. These markers become important in order to demonstrate
specific ideals. Turino conceptualizes the self and identity as
comprising a body plus the total sets of habits specific to an individual that
develop through the ongoing interchanges of the individual with her physical and
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social surroundings. Identity involves the partial selection of habits and attributes
used to represent oneself to oneself and to others by oneself and by others; the
emphasis on certain habits and traits is relative to specific situations. Finally, what
is usually referred to as culture is defined here as the habits of thought and
practice that are shared among individuals (Turino 2008: 95).
Identity is then a compilation of various markers, each working together through the
experiences of the group or individual to represent an unconscious performance of the
self. However, from the outside we have come to expect that these representations are
authentic or directly related to the group experiences and upbringing. These dense
combinations of experiences and ideas come to represent many “existing social identities
and to provide models for possible ones” (Ibid: 108).
Second, music is an effective means of “performing and enacting a culture,” as
described by Stefan Fiol (Fiol 2003: 38). It is a way of either recalling or creating culture,
or evoking nostalgia for India. For younger generations, classical music creates images of
an unknown culture. First and second-generation Indian Americans watch Bollywood
movies with cultural and emotional awe as they try to construct their own identities. As
Rajinder Kumar Dudrah notes, “many of the women we spoke with insisted that going to
the movies [Bollywood] was a way of connecting to family and culture while
simultaneously asserting a stylized nostalgia through which they established this
connection” (Dudrah 2006: 101). Indian music and dance thus become a way of
experiencing Indian culture. Within collegiate experiences and South Asian youth
performances, the performance and re-appropriation of film music can provide a “feeling
of ethnicity [that] prompts the performance of culture, and [it is] this performance of
culture [which] in turn reinforces the self-evidence of ethnicity” (Fiol 2003: 38). Second
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generation youth often use cultural performances to understand and critique their position
within the community. It makes aspects of Indian culture visible and audible—including
Indian classical music and dance. These performances allow many younger musicians
from the diaspora to perform what it means to be Indian, while they also maintain
personal preferences in relation to genres or types of music. As Stefan Fiol states,
“artistic production, and especially music, is an effective means to bring about the
cohesion of group sentiment, because music making makes community visible and
audible, it allows for semantic polyvalence, and is considered a safe area of expressing
cultural difference in multicultural America” (Ibid: 63).
This expression of cultural difference through Indian classical music, performed
in safe spaces, can also lead to more specific feelings of nostalgia. This nostalgia for high
art music can be identified with a particular subset of Indian individuals from a higher
socio-economic class background. In India, learning classical music and dance is
restricted to certain individuals based on class, many of whom are older and learned these
traditions, or were simply avid music enthusiasts, before leaving India. When they grew
up in India, classical music was important for the Nationalist movement and hence as a
political standpoint during the beginnings of India’s emergence from British colonization.
However, many older diasporic individuals were unable to learn classical music and
dance because of class, caste, and religious differences and therefore take measures to
ensure that their children are able to learn and perform. These traditions are expensive to
learn and perform, factors which continue to prevent some people in the diaspora from
learning the classical traditions.
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The older generation continues to preserve and encourage their children to learn
and preserve these more traditional and specific cultural signifiers, particularly classical
music and dance. It is viewed as representative of a certain era of Indian classical music
and it has connotations of high class and status. Indians of a lower class and status who
could not learn these forms in India want to make sure that their children learn them in
diaspora. While this cultural representation is important, other steps are taken to distance
themselves from negative perceptions of immigrants in order to negotiate within their
new cultural environment. The older generations promote an idealized image of India
through their children who learn music and dance. This decision results in the creation of
new cultural traditions with new performers and performance spaces. Music and dance,
therefore, become primary activities for expressing what many regard as being
intrinsically Indian.
Not everyone within the diaspora understands classical music or dance at a
theoretical or compositional level, but they do acknowledge their importance within the
Indian national landscape. For the majority of the audiences, concerts are purely about
listening and enjoying the music. This music does not necessarily speak to or relate to all
diasporic individuals, adult or youth but, it is still a prominent part of the diasporic
community.
While the classical traditions flourish today within the diaspora, in the late 1990s
scholars such as Diethrich believed that Indian classical music and dance culture would
not survive within the US. However, the opening of India to Western commercialism and
media and the increased dissemination of Indian media through the diaspora in the early
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twenty-first century, led to an increased interest in Indian cultural traditions among
second-generation diasporic youth. These dance and music traditions have proliferated
within the diaspora as is evident by the importance of the Cleveland Thyagaraja Karnatic
music festival.
Furthermore, the increased movement by India-based artists to perform in the
diaspora has also helped solidify interest in these traditions. These top name, “A level”
performers stay in the homes of local families or members of the various Indian
communities during their travels. Members of the community support the artist with
meals, transportation, and other amenities. In smaller cities, the host family sometimes
struggle to accommodate performers’ religious and dietary restrictions. These host
families are expected by all traveling artists. Just as in India, these artists receive the
utmost respect.
These tours also provide a great opportunity for music connoisseurs to meet,
interact, and learn from great artists. This one-on-one communication allows for a
focused spiritual and musical experience, which is viewed as deeply beneficial for host
families and their children, who might be learning the traditions. It can also provide
introductions and connections within the music community in India, which could help in
future performances abroad. This hotel-like arrangement can also put a great deal of
stress on the hosts and their families. All artists are different; some choose to be more
social and outgoing while others can be more reclusive.
The opportunity to host and interact with artists from India can help alleviate the
fear that these traditions will be edged out by the plethora of popular music styles. This
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fear of loss opens an important space within the Indian diasporic community, focused on
Desi youth. Alison Geldard documents this comparable fear that Indian popular music
would be lost because of the influence of American popular music on Indian youth:
They are consequently attracted not toward Indian music but rather toward
American popular music… If the next generation of Indians in Chicago does not
continue the musical traditions of its parents, Indian popular music performance
will rapidly die out… Considering the present attitudes of the young Americanborn Indians one might speculate that Indian music of all kinds will die a natural
death in the future (Geldard 1981: 217-218).
These hosting arrangements allow for more personal interactions between artists
from India and the diasporic community learners and performers within the various cities.
For the host families, it becomes a way of connecting more intimately with the music and
getting to know the performers on a personal level. It also emphasizes the high degree of
respect that some musicians expect because of their position within the tradition
regardless of physical location and space. In essence, while on tour they are living with
“family” and expect to be treated as they would be in India. This arrangement perpetuates
the traditional values and artistic importance of the tradition, as developed within the
revival and Nationalist Period.
Many music connoisseurs, however, still travel to India for the December music
festivals in search of the ideals symbolized by the traditions, thanks to their personal
interactions with well-known Indian artists. This trip becomes a reaffirmation of cultural
identity as well as musical enjoyment during the winter holiday season. Many diasporic
audience members and performers “binge out” on the month-long music and dance
festival before returning to the US and once again leaving India behind. Many of my
Indian interlocutors who traveled to India for the festival expressed similar sentiments
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about actually living in India. To paraphrase them: Why do you live in India to study
Karnatic music? Just study in the US and then come for the festival, do all your research,
and then go home. We do not want to live in India; it is amazing that you do. This
attitude implies a separation from their historical past and an avoidance of the realities of
living in a postcolonial country. Within the diaspora, many profess their cultural and
ethnic identity while staying away from India.
Today, power relationships, expectations, and interactions inherent in learning
and performing these traditions within the diaspora are often overlooked or only briefly
acknowledged. Scholars choose to focus on the more current unifying elements such as
popular music genres and technology which are more applicable to the newer generation
of diasporic youth instead of the aging first-generation immigrants. These questions of
dominance and submission, in relation to classical music, are more often found in
scholarship addressing the Nationalist Period and the revival of the tradition. This
includes new patrons and sabhas (Subramanian 2006: 55), the position of women and the
female voice and body (Weidman 2006: 116), and the canonization of certain music
compositions (Terada 2008: 205). However, questions concerning the globalized body of
the diasporic performer who returns to India to perform and the Indian musician who
travels to the diaspora are equally important as Karnatic music was canonized during the
Nationalist Period, as opposed to Hindustani Classical music of North India, which was
not. Because this process solidified a specific repertoire, there are fewer songs and fewer
elaborations that need to be learned before performance opportunities are possible.
Musicians can learn quickly and achieve performance opportunities at earlier ages.
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Overall, music and dance within the diaspora have defined roles as cultural
unifiers and spaces of cultural promotion. However, the focus on globalization,
technology, and film music in diasporic scholarship take precedence over the power
relationships young Desis represent when traveling India to perform in the classical
music festivals. Furthermore, the use and popularity of technology within Karnatic music
performance today further covers up underlying socio-cultural implications inherent in
the tradition. To understand the full impact of the classical music tradition on those
musicians who travel back to India, we need to understand the multiple layers of the
tradition and how it relates to new globalized diasporic identities, including specific
communities in which people learn and perform. Diasporic performers who have learned
this new repertoire are inherently linked to the revival of the tradition and the
relationships of power and agency which were enforced and have become commonplace.
Conclusion
It is important to understand how a new Nationalist agenda, framed within the
postcolonial context, changed the high art traditions into emblems of national and ethnic
identity. Karnatic music became one aspect of high art that could compete with European
art on a global scale. Understanding how these various layers helped inform 21 st century
musical spaces and create new gendered and globalized spaces of agency offers a way in
to decolonize ourselves and thus hear the power dynamics within Karnatic music. To
discuss Karnatic music without acknowledging the changes of the performers and the
revival and canonization of the tradition would discount the tradition that new students
learn today. While the subaltern does not necessarily exist anymore within the Karnatic
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tradition, the power dynamics and struggles concerning who learns, who performs, and
with whom one performs are still powerfully present. From within the performance and
listening space, the creation and reception of music and culture can be understood from a
simultaneously historicized and modern perspective. It is within the musical spaces and
bodies of the new performers, through the negotiations between tradition and modernity,
and through the languages they speak that a deeper discussion can take place. The effects
of this are especially evident in the new globalized and commodified ways in which the
music is received, consumed, and transmitted.
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Chapter 2: “Play Strong Like a Man”
Feminist ethnomusicologist Pirkko Moisala writes, “Music and gender relate to
each other as a crystal refracts and cuts light. Gender is performative, and gender
performance is situational. In the context of music, gender performance reflects, reacts to,
and interacts with the sociohistorical constraints of the music in question” (Moisala 2000:
185). This refraction of light by the crystal into various spectra is an apt way of
describing gender and the ways in which the problematizing and critical approaches to
gender studies need to be addressed. Moisala’s crystal remains intact and whole while
refracting and cutting the light into various subsets. These fractured moments of light,
which are constantly changing and seem to appear and disappear, still exist within the
whole of the crystal. For many observers, these fractured lights reinstate and reinforce
various acknowledged gendered perspectives, based on cultural and historical constraints
and contexts. The learned expectations, performative aspects, and subsequent localized
and globalized performances impacts these ordered and simultaneously chaotic
refractions to allow for a critical examination of what gender means both in various
traditions based on their individual cultural and historical contexts as a whole as well as
in specific moments of time.
While these fractures of light need to be understood within the socio-historical
context of the tradition, a performer’s positionality and physical presence within the
performance spaces affects the interpretation of the tradition within current globalized
and localized contexts. It is sometimes the first impressions at a concert or within the
learning process which subconsciously influence the performance experience and the
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resulting gendered perspectives and agency inherent in or constructed onto musical
cultures. As Ellen Koskoff writes, ethnography allows for the understanding and analysis
of small almost inconsequential gendered moments within performances and lessons:
Those lessons that [have] to do with everyday, sometimes tedious,
sometimes miraculous human interactions, [which] have more to offer
than simply surface messages. They also offer gendered lessons of
compassion, respect for the individual, and respect for the process of life
that could help us put real people and the truth of their musical lives back
into the picture. (Koskoff 2005: 97-98)
In Karnatic music, many societal expectations inform how musicians learn,
interact, and perform together and separately. However, these societal expectations are
punctuated by direct and indirect moments and comments concerning gender. These
moments are often unexpected. Yet as passing comments they emphasize broader societal
expectations and the agency given to women within musical spaces. Many of these
restrict or emphasize the restrictions women face when learning or performing Karnatic
music, especially percussive instruments and repertoire, on the proscenium platform.
As a non-Indian female student of Karnatic music, my research required a delicate
navigation through various societal expectations. My physical and musical presence was
part of various gendered refractions of light purely based on my ethnicity and nationality.
I came to the realization that as a white American female I would not be held to certain
societal and musical restrictions. When attempting to fully engage with various traditions
and rituals, I was often forgiven for missteps within the various performance spaces.
These occurred during lessons at my teacher’s house, when accompanying my teacher to
temple puja, and at concert performances. I often experienced feelings of uncertainty,
self-doubt, and a lack of agency when initially learning mridangam. To put it bluntly, I
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often felt like the weird, “old”, unmarried foreigner who was accepted and yet still
existed in a liminal space and position during concerts and lessons.
These feelings of inadequacy stemmed from the pressures to conform and are not
uncommon within the ethnographic experience. The pressures to conform to the culture
and for the culture to “conform” the performer to their standards riddle ethnography. My
age and unmarried status were a concern in relation to the cultural context. I was older
and therefore should be married. Friends and colleagues even took it upon themselves to
find me a husband who would not only give me protection within the community but a
sense of legitimacy. I graciously dismissed their well-meant offers and was graciously
informed that when I was ready marriage dates were lined up. Even though they
understood my situation, the social pressure was always present.
Other scholars have had a harder time ignoring these societal expectations. In her
study outlining feminism and gender within the Lubavitcher community in New York,
Ellen Koskoff’s voice and frustrations are evident as her collaborators emphasize the
importance of marriage (Koskoff 2001: 59-60). Andrew Killick also faced the marriage
question from the opposite perspective, which he describes in his gendered study and
discussion of being a “White Straight Male” in Korea. Unlike the female body, which
becomes legitimized by the male and succeeds in bringing women ethnographers into the
community, his body made him ideal to legitimize, through association or marriage,
sisters and female family members of potential colleagues (Killick 1995: 97).
In all of these situations the pressures that come as a result of the physical body
(gender, skin color, age) either help or hinder how one is perceived and often, what
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information and knowledge is shared and imparted within the performance space. All
self-reflexive ethnographies emphasize how one’s physical presence helps or hinders the
gendered positions through which we navigate. As feminist theorist Audre Lorde
espouses, “Within the interdependence of mutual (non-dominant) difference lies that
security which enables us to descend into the chaos of knowledge and return with true
visions of our future, along with the concomitant power to effect those changes which
can bring that future into being. Different is that raw and powerful connection from
which our personal power is forged” (Lorde 2003: 26). From my non-dominant position
peering at non-dominant relationships through the light of patriarchy, issues of agency
become contested. In Karnatic music this was especially present as I seemed to exist in a
space that was never quite accepted but always acknowledged as part of the gendered and
globalized performance space.
This personal agency was often accessed within awkward, liminal, and outsider
spaces in which I began to see and think about how gender defines various aspects of
musical performance. Both Chandra Talpade Mohanty and Deborah Wong discuss the
reality of working within the periphery, theoretically and academically. Wong states,
Ethnomusicologists focus on power in our research but don’t have much
of it, structurally speaking. Ethnomusicology speaks from the periphery,
not the center. Ideologically and methodologically, ethnomusicologists
tend to side with the powerless and sometimes romanticize music’s ability
to shift power. (Wong 2014: 349)
Furthermore, Mohanty elaborates, “It is not the centre that determines the
periphery, but the periphery that, in its boundedness, determines the centre” (Mohanty
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2003: 69). It is the position of the female academic and performer who exist on the
periphery which allows for new perceptions of power.
In Karnatic music this is the ability to understand that there are multiple
intersections and performances of gender. Gender is situational, contextual, and
performative; it is a space of intersectionality. It is from the periphery, the gendered body
of the female percussionist, where an understanding of the perpetuation of dominant
power structures and the patriarchy of the hetero-normative tradition can take place.
Karnatic music becomes a performance of socio-cultural, political, and musical
expectations. The performance space is affected by one’s position and while my physical
body might have at moments been physically placed within the center, my incomplete
social inclusion placed me quite firmly on the periphery. I found that I understood many
gendered relationships. But, until I become more accepted within the community, some
gendered contextual moments were not obvious. Under the stressful drive to achieve
acceptance, I often disregarded many moments where female agency was more
problematic. These layers of agency are the refractions of light from the crystal. They can
be uncovered but they are also constantly in motion as some are seen in tandem while
others are overshadowed. The many fragments of the same light all shine and allow for
the dismantling and perpetuation of feminist and gendered ideologies and agency
prevalent within the performance space.
In this chapter, I examine the gendered dynamics and female agency during my
percussion lessons and Ayudha puja, both which take place within the houses of my two
teachers. I became attuned to issues of gender early on in my fieldwork as learning
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percussion is a primarily patriarchal endeavor. I feel that to truly understand the current
position of gender within Karnatic music the acknowledgement of the Nationalist Period
and the subtle moments and comments encountered within both educational and
performative spaces are necessary. For it is within these spaces that the dominant
hegemonic ideology of male dominance within the tradition is maintained. I do not
attempt to discount everyday resistant practices in relation to female power or
motherhood (Riessman 2000), or to deny power inherent to the individual woman’s voice
(Subramanian 2005: 1561). However, the position of women and the power, agency, and
value placed on feminine traits within learning and performance environments allows for
the negotiation “at the margins of power, [which is] sometimes constrained by but also
resisting even undermining asymmetrical power structures" (Davis and Fisher 1993, 16).
There were many moments during my musical and cultural journey where I was
confronted with gendered dynamics. These were sometimes overt and expected situations
where gender was perceived but often they were hidden and unconsciously promoted,
uncomfortable situations that took me outside my comfort zone. I could only reflect
afterwards on many of these subtler experiences when I had time to really analyze the
dynamic of the situation. As a participant during the lessons and puja, my personal
experiences frame my analysis. My presence and physical movement through various
spaces during the puja framed new ways of hearing the devotion and perceiving others’
relationships. Furthermore, such an experience unravels the musical and cultural
implications defined by my physical presence and outsider status. These moments,
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consequently, emphasize or in fact deemphasize the agency of women in the tradition and
subsequently on the concert platform.
Gendered Lessons and Female Agency
The parampara and the teacher are the first places in which gendered societal
expectations are learned. This also determines from whom one can learn, which
individuals learn, and how one learns music. From a societal perspective, women are
expected to get married, care for their children, and devote themselves to family and
husband (Riessman 2000: 112). It is often assumed that the public performance of music
after marriage will adversely affect and more than likely prevent women from proper
child rearing practices and family obligations. Furthermore, the display of the female
body on stage may have negative connotations after marriage as the woman is displaying
her body for other men. Consequently, women performers tend to disappear from the
concert platform and are often relegated to the role of teachers and studio owners.
If a woman is able, somehow, to learn and to perform musically, she is usually
encouraged to study voice or veena. These instruments are considered more acceptable
for a woman to learn, unlike percussive instruments such as the mridangam or ghatam.
Rhythmic instruments are discouraged for many reasons including the general notion that
women should not ruin their hands by learning percussive instruments. The concern that
calloused hands will limit marriage prospects prevents some women from wanting to
learn rhythmic instruments. However, professional female percussionists often take pride
in their calluses and their musical ability. Both female and male colleagues made it a
point to show off their calluses during private communications, almost in an effort to
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make sure that I understood the amount of time needed to learn and perform. One
collaborator stated: “Look at my hands, feel my hands, those callouses are the result of
hard work and dedication and without it playing percussion would not be possible.” Their
callouses become a symbol of not only their musical ability but, for the women, a sign of
perseverance in the face of adversity, a form of empowerment and agency that could not
be taken away or denied.
This notion that women should not play percussion also relates to the fact that a
percussionist is physically handling the skin of animals. In previous centuries, this
unclean touching of animal skin and the perceived intimate contact with death (of the
animals) limited who should or should not play. Therefore, many women are actively
discouraged from learning and performing rhythmic instruments. 2 Most importantly,
many performers believe that female percussionists do not have the strength needed to
make and maintain the proper sounds needed from each individual stroke.
Personally, I do not even know if any of my teachers actually believed that I could
always make the right sounds or should even be learning percussion. I recall sitting with
my first mridangam teacher. I sat playing and tried desperately not to mess up the rhythm
while my mind wandered away with the music. I repeated to myself that repetitive
motions build muscles in the arms, the hands, and the fingers. It had been over an hour
and my arms had begun to ache. My strength began to ebb, which resulted in a
diminished sound. My teacher apparently could not hear my patterns loud enough over
the TV and conversation within the next room. Abruptly, without warning, I heard the
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N. Govindarajan, personal communication, July 2011
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familiar call of my teacher’s voice: “Wrong, no, wrong, start again! Play stronger, hit it
harder with more strength, play stronger, like a man.” I asked my teacher: Do I just
physically hit the drum harder or am I not getting the right tones? What do other women
mridangam players sound like? He responded saying “well, most male musicians do not
really like performing with female percussionists because they do not play strong enough.
They do not have the strength to get the right sound.” He continued “those women who
do perform usually only perform with women performers or specific friends.”
With the conversation at an end, I began the same patterns over and over again
sitting cross-legged on a straw mat with my legs and ankles supporting the drum. My feet
began to feel cold, the first sign that my legs are falling asleep. My teacher entered and
sat comfortably in his chair in front of me. He smiled, showing betel nut stained teeth. He
decided that I understood the pattern well enough, if not perfectly, and started reciting a
new pattern. Paper, pencil, I vigorously wrote down the pattern so I would be able to
practice later. I unfolded my legs while I wrote, which allowed feeling to return to my
legs. My teacher once again told me to play and left me to practice. Combinations of
patterns started to blur in my mind as I tried to grasp the new rhythmic pattern.
Questions ran through my mind as I played. I thought to myself, play strong like a
man? Do I not play powerfully enough? Do I just have to hit the drum harder, have more
strength? Do I not produce the right sound? Do I have to play like a man to be a good
mridangam artist? What does it mean to “play stronger like a man”? These questions are
specific to individual performers, paramparas (musical schools/families), and musical
connoisseurs, especially with the use of modern technology and amplification equipment.
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But, regardless of the performer, male or female, without the creation of the correct tones
and rhythmic qualities, the spirituality of the music and the performance will be lacking
within the concert space. Consequently, if women cannot create the right tones because
of societal expectations of maintaining unblemished, un-calloused hands, the strict
religious spirituality of the music will be in jeopardy. In contrast to learning rhythmic
instruments, the ability to learn devotional music and sing/voice the religious texts or
play the veena and consequently to embody and epitomize the divine becomes more
accepted and encouraged.
With this, our lesson for the day concluded. I rolled up my mat, put the
mridangam in the corner of the room, turned off the light and the fan, and said goodbye
to my teacher, his sister, and his brother. The TV, which had been on continuously still
played in the background as I closed the door and headed out. My mind wandered, filled
with rhythmic patterns, Karnatic music, and now more thoughts about what it meant to be
a woman who studied mridangam.
Beyond this individual experience during a private lessons, which questions a
woman’s ability to play percussion instruments, group lessons with other students also
presented their own gendered implications and forms of female agency or lack thereof
within a male dominated studio. These group lessons emphasized not only the gendered
implication inherent in my learning process but the overall position of women within the
percussion studio. Mainly, this position was that of mothers who had their own sets of
societal expectations when they accompanied their sons to percussion lessons.
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These musical expectations arise out of societal expectations of womanhood,
which is first and foremost concerned with the agency and respectability of motherhood
and children. Children become a symbol of the woman’s ability to reproduce and hence a
source of power within the familial structure (Jeffery, Jeffery, and Lyon 1989; Stone and
James 1995: 131; Uberoi 1993; Riessman 2000: 112). Motherhood, as aptly described by
Catherine Kohler Riessman, is
[a woman’s] sacred duty--a value enshrined in religious laws for Hindus,
Muslims, Sikhs, and Christians alike. Bearing and rearing children are
central to a woman's power and well being, and reproduction brings in its
stead concrete benefits over the life course: A child solidifies a wife's
often fragile bond with a spouse in an arranged marriage and improves her
status in the joint family' and larger community; and with a child, she can
eventually become a mother-in-law-a position of considerable power and
influence in Indian families. In old age, women depend on children
(particularly sons) for economic security in a country like India with few
governmental social welfare programs, and upon death, a son makes
possible the essential rituals for Hindus. (Riessman 2000: 112)
Children become the sacred responsibility of women. It is more than just about children;
it is about future security.
Once again, I sat in a small room for my mridangam lessons. It was a busy day as
there were multiple students, all male besides me and all sitting in a circle. The mothers
of these young male students were all crammed in the corner. They proceeded to listen to
the corrections, took notes, and marked the patterns down for their sons. (I wish my own
mother would have done that for me when growing up. But, thinking back, she probably
would have just insisted that I do it myself). I began to play the pattern I was working on
and to get advice from my teacher. The lesson continued with another student while I
took a moment to write down the new patterns. It was at this point that I realized one of
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the new students, a boy about seven years old, seemed captivated by my presence, or
more realistically, was just confused that a woman was learning to play mridangam.
Ignoring the conversations in the room, I continued with the exercises. The boy said
something quietly to his mother and suddenly the whole room is laughing. I was stopped
from playing by my teacher. Looking at me my teacher asked if I understood what the
boy said. Not knowing what the boy said, I said no and my teacher asked the student to
repeat the comment. The little boy looked nervous but restated his comment. Everyone
was watching me at this point to see if I got the joke. I worked through the grammar in
my head. My teacher again asked, did I understand? I responded with yes and a smile. He
asked me to tell him the comment so I did. The little boy had just told his mother, a
woman my age, that she also needed to learn mridangam like the “white aunty” because
then she could help teach him way better than she was currently able.
This comment was funny for the rest of the people in the room so I chuckled
along with everyone. Upon reflection, the situation was funny. We all knew that the
mothers who sat quietly in the corners and took notes were the ones who would make
sure their sons’ hand positions were correct and who would help them recite the new
patterns learned during the lessons. It was those mothers who would become the
educators in the home and who would make sure that the rhythms were learned and
recorded correctly. However, they, as mothers, would never be expected to actually learn
or perform, which was why the comment became amusing for the other students and my
teacher. If the mother of this student were able to learn the basics she would have been
able to help him learn much better, just like the old white woman.
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This situation simultaneously emphasized the importance placed on the mothers
of the other students while it made clear that I was neither a mother nor considered
normal within either the musical or gendered spaces of students. This small comment
made apparent the normal, expected position that these women hold within the tradition
and within the musical learning space. They could learn and perform certain instruments,
but once they had children their main priority became their children’s instruction and
allowing their children to flourish within the various art traditions. The mothers became
teachers in their own right but only within the domestic space. The comment was seen as
funny because the mother was amused that her son would say it while knowing she
would continue to learn by watching and listening but never through the actual space of
performance. This gendered position does not allow many Indian women to learn
mridangam regardless of age. But it was ok, if odd, for an older white woman to learn
and play for herself and not for the benefit of her children. It was ok because I am outside
the tradition and outside certain dominant gendered perspectives.
The Death of the Demon God
The place of female agency beyond lessons occurs in the rituals which take place
in the homes and studios of the teachers. One such ritual which seemed to both
acknowledge and undermine female agency was Ayudha puja. Ayudha puja celebrates
and worships the instruments and tools that define one’s life. 3 In medieval times, it was a
veneration of swords and weapons – a representation of the final battle of the religious

Known as Durga puja and Desara puja in Bengal and Karnataka, respectively, and
similar to Vishwakarma puja.
3
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story of the Goddess Devi, also referred to as Sakti or Minaksi, and the slaying of the
demon king Mahishasura on the eighth night (Fuller and Logan 1985: 79). According to
the legend,
Once a fierce battle raged between the gods and the demons, lasting nearly
a thousand years. The main adversary of the gods was Mahishasura,
buffalo demon, who had nearly wiped out the divine army. At last he
managed to defeat all the gods. Driven out of their heavenly abode the
divine personages went to Brahma and sought protection. Brahma emitted
a dazzling effulgence from his many limbs which assumed the form of a
woman. She looked awesome and powerful and when the gods saw her
they took heart. Then each of them created replicas of their own special
weapons with which they equipped her (Bhattacharji 1995: 32-33).
Ayudha puja occurs on the ninth day of Navaratri and is extremely important in
Chennai and other South India states. Navaratri, meaning “nine nights,” is the annual
Hindu festival dedicated to the Hindu goddess Durga (Fuller and Logan 1985: 79; Gosh
2000: 289). Durga is both a protector and warrior and “the worship of Durga epitomizes
this search for protection and the benevolence of the goddess” (Gosh 2000: 295). She
provides protections against demons and spirits. The performance of Durga puja becomes
“a form of thanksgiving for a bountiful harvest” (Ghosh 2000: 295). On the ninth day, all
the Hindu instruments, both everyday paraphernalia which defines job success and
musical instruments, are brought out to be cleaned, blessed, and worshiped. This
symbolizes the banishing of evil and the bestowing of protection and good fortune for the
New Year. Ayudha puja occurs twenty days before Diwali, the Hindu holiday of lights
that signifies the conquering of good over evil, light over darkness, and the welcoming of
a new year of wealth, fertility, and happiness.
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These centuries-old festivals remain relevant in Chennai. Diwali represents a
clean, renewed, and happy house and home. Ayudha puja represents the cleaning,
renewal, and blessing of good fortune of one’s work implements, and the means of
earning a living. Anything can be considered a work implement and many things are
worshiped in order to give thanks for those instruments. For example, within the present
age of technology, computers become the focus of worship for companies both small and
large. The local internet cafe in the area where I lived during my research even conducted
puja for their computers. The space was a small room with five computers and a printer;
the place was slightly dusty from all the movement in and out. But on Ayudha puja, the
owners cleaned the room and the computers and put devotional flowers around each
individual computer. On this day, the Hindu auto rickshaw drivers washed, cleaned, and
adorned their small taxi vehicles with flowers and religious artwork in order to expel evil
and obtain blessings for another year. The festival retains its significance today. In
Chennai, many new work innovations become the focus for celebration and worship.
This puja is always extremely important for musicians and artists. All students
travel to the house of their teacher or teachers in order to pay homage to him/her as well
as to the musical instruments, paint brushes, or dance equipment. Those instruments
make the music possible and allow for the divine to be heard through the music and the
performer. Even Hindu artists who teach non-Indian traditional arts such as ballet and
piano celebrate Ayudha puja in order to show their reverence for the gift of performance,
and they require all their students, regardless of religion or ethnicity, to participate and be
present. Christian students who learn piano or ballet from Hindu teachers find this
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religious-cultural requirement problematic. The students’ religious beliefs and
background occasionally prevent them from participating. This negatively affects their
relationship with their teacher and their standing within the musical and artistic
community. It could also have lasting negative effects on the students’ positions within
the parampara, the musical lineage/school. In Hindu culture, Ayudha puja represents a
communal form of worship that unites and blesses the community, musical school, and
family. It acknowledges the past and the benefits received through learning and
performing the music as well as the gifts of musical ability one will receive in the future.
It is a cleansing of evil and a blessing for the future. Ayudha puja represents not only the
blessing of the instruments, the teachers and the students, but most importantly ensures
the gift of survival for musicians.
The relationships maintained and performed between the teacher and student
during rituals such as Ayudha puja, combined with the blessing of the gods received
during this puja, are necessary to maintain successful performances throughout the year.
It acts out the necessary encounters and interactions that come through the teacher and
are bestowed upon the student. For me, Ayudha puja marked both a beginning and end of
my musical journey. I started my research a few months before the 2012 Ayudha puja. I
ended my research the following year, a few months after the 2013 Ayudha puja with the
conclusion of the Chennai-based Margazhi music festival, the annual classical music and
arts festival that occurs each December. Like the inherent relationships read into the
opening melodic exploration within a Karnatic piece, Ayudha puja exemplifies the
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beginning and renewal of the relationships between the gods, the teacher, and the student,
all of which will ensure a good musical year.
Ayudha Puja
Ayudha puja is an important Hindu celebration in Chennai and I was expected to
participate as a student of Karnatic music. My teacher had had all the drums tuned and
prepared for the morning blessing by the priest. This puja is defined by the display of
tools and instruments, including musical instruments, before the household shrine in
preparation of worship. These items are cleaned and decorated with flowers. These
traditions define and perpetuate the great legacies and traditions of India, and especially
of Chennai.
My teacher had instructed me to arrive by 4:30 pm with devotional fruits, betel
nut, and money to honor the gods, my teacher, and most importantly the instrument. Just
as music has become a cultural symbol of India, certain traditions and pujas, especially
Ayudha puja, have been maintained and feature prominently in community and public
events (Ghosh 2000: 297; Bhattacharya 2007: 944).
I arrived a little before 5pm and left my shoes in a big pile with other shoes
outside the door of the house. I did not usually see this many people but that evening
everyone who was a student or disciple of my teacher arrived to pay homage to him and
the lessons and knowledge he had graciously bestowed upon us. Students were already
sitting on the floor or prostrating themselves in front of our teacher when I walked into
the house. I took my bag of bananas and other fruit to the kitchen where I could receive a
dish in order to present them to my teacher. I asked myself: Had I bought enough fruit?
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Had I bought too much fruit? Could one buy too much fruit for a puja? Had I bought the
right type of fruit? Why wasn’t this covered in my typical graduate school classes? I took
the plate of fruit and I returned to the main room.
My teacher sat in a chair at the front of the room beneath pictures of his gurus in
his lineage. He had positioned himself to demonstrate that he is the head of the lineage. It
emphasized not only his role as the head teacher but also as the vessel through which the
tradition would pass on to the students. The carefully placed pictures of his gurus created
a form of “darsana” or “seeing” of the deity or elder. This “gazing” is important in
Hinduism because it is an active gaze. For “just as the devotee gazes upon the image the
deity also gazes upon the devotee and there occurs an exchange of visions…This
exchange of vision enables the devotee to absorb the shakti (power) that flows from the
goddess’s unblinking gaze” and one can receive her blessings (Ghosh 2000: 295). My
teacher was placed in this position of power and sat under the watchful eyes of the
ancestors ready to receive the respect and devotion of his disciples. This display of
respect during Ayudha puja was paramount within the parampara and the rituals that
surround the guru-shishya dynamic. Not attending the puja would have been a mistake
and would have been considered a slight to the teacher, the lineage, and the deities.
I am currently the only female student and the only non-Indian student, so I
waited to be told when to approach my teacher to offer my devotions of fruit. I presented
my offerings after being invited to approach, received my prayers, and then took the
items back to the kitchen where they were haphazardly placed on a pile with all the other
devotional offerings in a small room with a shrine to the Hindu deities and their pictures.
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I thought back to a comment made by a colleague. He said that, “when you walk into this
teacher’s house, it is the closest that you will get to stepping back in time 2000 years and
then you will understand that the Karnatic tradition and the music have not changed.”
My physical presence was an anomaly in the space, both as a woman but also as a
student. This was unsettling to those present and rippled through the reverent atmosphere
of the puja. The place of women during Navaratri, and specifically the puja, is complex.
In the private worship space of the home, the first eight days of Navaratri are primarily
conducted by married women. This represents a time of freedom and female agency
when they are not confined by societal, cultural, and marital restraints and a time of
regeneration of a woman’s power, both reproductive and creative, through the goddess.
Consequently, it helps to re-inscribe the domestic positions of women since the powers
bestowed on them are through marriage and result in blessings on the family (Fuller and
Logan 1985: 98). In Durga puja, the same festival held in Bengal, the goddess also
represents a desire and “yearnings of young Bengali brides of yore, pining to return to
their natal families and be free from the stifling constraints of their affinal homes”
(Ghosh 2000: 294). In both puja celebrations, women and the female body are returned to
their expected domestic positions at the end of the festival.
I watched as my offerings were placed on the pile and people come in to pray, and
I thought that some traditions have not changed. However, I then turned around and some
of the students were on their cell phones and the television, which is almost always
turned on to the Tamil television station, was off. At first, I thought that it was
disrespectful for these students to check their cell phones because Ayudha puja is so
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important. But we still live in the twenty-first century and the use of technology is
everywhere, including in India. In fact, during my lessons my teacher would even asked
that I record myself on my iPad or iPhone so that I could hear the correct tones made
during the lesson and be able to improve when I practiced at home later.
These juxtapositions of modern technology with centuries-old traditions and
rituals were now colliding. I wondered at these new differences and the fact that
professional Karnatic musicians today can afford to own multiple cell phones—including
the iPhone, which is extremely expensive—that they travel abroad to perform musical
tours around the US and Europe, and that many of the top performers, including my
teacher, are revered in their status as musicians and bearers of Indian traditions.
Yet it was during the lifetimes of these older musicians when the tradition and the
performers began to change. My teacher embodies some of the changes that took place
during the Nationalist Movement. The original performers, such as the devadasis, were
removed and the tradition was elevated as high art. Within the context of Ayudha puja,
the temple complexes before the Nationalist Period and the revival of the traditions,
utilized the devadasi dancers as an important part in the ritual. As allies of the goddess
Minaksi, they held great power and would help her along with the festival priest and
other married priests. The devadasis would ceremonially help Minaksi rid uncontrolled
women possessed by evil spirits as they themselves also “had no human husbands and
were therefore uncontrolled by men” (Fuller and Logan 1985: 98).
It was this older generation who were the most affected by the changes
implemented during the Nationalist Period, and they now present an image of
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modernization and globalization. Their physical presence and position as the bearer of
traditional cultural is juxtaposed with their studio work recording film music.
Furthermore, this culminates in the education of students who do not hear the importance
of and often discount the changes of the nationalist period and the lack of female power
as they continuously check their phones.
I sat cross-legged on the floor and waited for my turn to demonstrate my musical
ability for my teacher. There were many students, so I waited and waited. Some of the
younger students also had to attend puja at other teachers’ houses so they asked to go
first. I continued to wait and tried to find comfortable ways to sit. The hard floor had
made my legs go to sleep and knowing that I still had to play, I tried to wake up my legs
before having to sit in the proper position to play. The waiting became longer and longer.
The physical act of sitting correctly is extremely important within Indian classical
music. For many non-Indian students of Karnatic music the act of sitting correctly is
difficult and is the first thing on which a teacher focuses. Furthermore, each parampara
has a slightly different style of gestures within the performance space. To the most
knowledgeable, these slight differences act as a language and grammatical structure; it
immediately informs them of the performer’s lineage (Rahaim 2008: 338). My physical
presence represented and symbolized my teacher and our lineage as well as transnational
understandings of an Indian nationalist female identity. My body as a female
percussionist became problematic within the nationalist female imagery and identity. I
did not truly represent the ideals of Indian femininity and agency, as I am not Indian. But
I am expected to perform an image of Indian cultural and societal expectations. So I sat,
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listened, and found it easier to examine the performance space within power and
gendered dynamics as my legs fell asleep. My physical body had become a small part of
the politics of female agency and recognition within the percussion studio but also an
essential aspect of Ayudha puja, an important part that began with learning how to sit and
how to wait.
While I waited, it was fascinating to see many students and disciples that I did not
know and others who I had gotten to know. I sat quietly, listened to the comments, and
tried not to draw too much attention to myself. The only other women in the room were
my teacher’s family and the mothers of younger male students (who all seemed to be my
age). The feeling of constantly being watched flowed around and through me as people
tried to figure out exactly who I was and what I represented. I was a student, but not
Indian. I was a woman, but I am older. The other women provided support and made sure
I performed the puja correctly, with the desired offerings, movements, and rituals.
The small room filled up with more disciples, students, family members,
neighbors, and family friends who had arrived to pay homage to my teacher and to
venerate the drum. I finally got asked to perform so I slowly figured out a way to stand
and move to the center of the room without too much physical damage to myself or
others. Although I could not really feel my legs anymore, I arranged myself in the correct
sitting position and began the rhythmic exercises I had been told to prepare. In that
moment, I was just one of many in a seemingly endless procession of students who
constantly moved, both physically and spiritually, through the ritual. With the conclusion
of my small demonstration, I received pointers on how to improve my tones and which
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rhythms to work on throughout the new year. After I received my blessings and prayers I
got up, transferred the drum to another student, and then sat back down. In the space and
process of the official ritual I felt that my part was now finished. However, I didn’t
realize that I had become the center of attention for many of the male students and older
professional male disciples that had come to pay their respects. It seemed that they still
did not quite know where to place me within the physical space and in the relational
space to the other disciples.
My teacher sat stoically in his chair throughout the entire process, as each student
came forth to receive his blessings. He represented an image of the god Shiva and male
dominance as the “rituals are performed by men of the household, suggesting that the
normal order, in which they take the leading role, has been restored [and that] the proper
ordering of social and economic activity” has been restored (Fuller and Logan 1985: 98).
We, as disciples, performed small demonstrations of our lessons and at that moment our
connection not only to the past but also to our future as performers, musicians, teachers,
and scholars was made visible and audible. These blessings were an auspicious moment
as the next day was “Vijayadashami [and] was traditionally the day on which the school
year began, as it was thought an especially good time to start learning or, indeed, any new
enterprise” (Fuller and Logan 1985: 85). Consequently, every student had to present a
pattern on which they were currently working, and with the blessings would receive a
new piece of knowledge. This directly corresponded with the fact that the new year
would start and this was the most auspicious time to begin learning new rhythms and
patterns.
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It was only through the teacher’s voice, his words, and his language that we
would be able to progress and receive the musical blessing of the gods. This language
was not just verbal. For most of the evening there were mainly just the recitation of
rhythmic exercises performed by students and disciples. In Ayudha puja, the ability to
hear and understand the rhythmic phrases provided by the teacher was important. This
ability to understand and recite back, both vocally and physically, the correct rhythmic
pattern would be a sign that he/she has received blessings from the gods and ancestors. If
one was unable to reproduce the correct rhythm, then the position of the student could be
diminished and he/she might not appease the god and ancestors watching over the puja.
For me, I found agency in being able to focus solely on the rhythms and the intricate
rhythmic phrases my teacher was giving to other students and to me. As I sat and
listened, new dominant/subordinate relationships were revealed as traditional spirituality
was performed within a new context of high art and globalization.
My teacher then called me to sit next to his chair. Moving to the head of the room
was once again a delicate process, which involved not just personal movement but
communal movement as people shifted in various directions to allow me passage to the
space next to my teacher’s chair. I sat down in this space of honor, but I felt nervous,
wondering whether I had maybe done something wrong. The center of attention once
again, it struck me as similar to a concert performance, where the percussionist
sometimes has advanced pupils sit on stage with them in order to help tune the instrument
and be seen and noticed within the community. Being on the concert platform shows
favoritism for the student and also respect for the teacher.
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During the Karnatic music season, there were a few times when I would be called
to stand from within the audience in order to acknowledge my presence and hence the
spiritual and musical presence of my teacher within the performance space. It further
emphasized that even American women were now learning percussion under the tutelage
of great Indian musicians. These situations were not about my agency and skill but about
the acknowledgment and agency or power of my teacher and his influence and greatness
as a musician both locally and globally. Therefore, I sat next to my teacher during
Ayudha puja, as a representation and representative of his world-renowned musical talent
as a performer and a teacher.
I sat and I listened as my teacher prayed and gave blessings and comments to
other students. The night progressed and more of the adult disciples, some performers
and some not, some who came from other parts of India and some who came from their
high-level jobs in Chennai, arrived to pay their respects. My teacher indicated that while I
sat I should watch, listen, learn, and ultimately, I would understand the skill and
dedication these performers had been blessed with. They were all older than me and
represented a newer, more respected professional and a more globalized individual who
had studied the music for many years and yet also had a non-musical career. They were
not necessarily professional performers, but some accompany dance recitals and other
small events.
These men were representative of his most advanced students. They distributed
mridangams and within a semi-circle began to play complex rhythms and patterns. An
impromptu performance in honor of the gods and my teacher, they took turns around the
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group, each taking a rhythmic phrase and improvising off one another in the creation of
more complicated patterns. The rhythms traveled around the circle and were taken up by
those confident enough to continue with a new improvisation. There were points where
more than one performer began to play but someone always quickly dropped out and the
rhythms continued. This technique, where all the students learned to play together, trains
them how to listen and hear the music and rhythms. Once a student has learned to listen
to the sounds and can hear and understand the rhythm, they are able to create more
complex improvisations. Not many disciples were left to watch this tribute to and love of
the music. Just outside the semi-circle my teacher sat, listened, and observed his musical
legacy.
Ayudha puja represented not just a new year but also a fresh look at music and at
one’s personal relationship with their music, their teacher, and the tradition. This
performance of rhythm by the older students represented the vast possibility of
improvisations that create the music and more specifically the tani avartanam, or main
drum solo in a Karnatic concert. Ayudha puja and my teacher’s house as a performance
space reflected the power of my teacher and the underlying rituals and movements that
could be revealed and give his students a space of acknowledgement along with the
music and performance.
Within the private space of my teacher’s house, these intricate rhythmic patterns
and improvisations made the Ayudha puja into a performance of not only tradition but of
the modern individual who learns and performs. While I struggled to follow all the
intricate patterns and improvisations, this demonstration of musical and rhythmic skill
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showed the connections between a musical tradition spanning thousands of years and the
new high caste Brahmin men who are mobile and educated and come from across India
in order to take part in these high art traditions and rituals. It is a representation of not
only how far music has changed because of the status, class, and caste of the performers
but the reliance on the global and international aspects of the students and the musical
culture as a whole.
Overall, Ayudha puja highlighted the agency and power of my teacher and the
students as well as new forms of globalization within Karnatic music and the
performance space. Ayudha puja was a demonstration and performance of acceptance
within the parampara. The individuals present represented different generations of people
who had been deemed worthy to participate in the ritual. The ritual was similar to the
large, public, and often expensive community celebrations in Bengal, and succeeded in
the creation of community (Ghosh 2000: 297; Bhattacharya 2007: 922).
Karnatic music, therefore, becomes more than a music and performance style
passed down over the centuries. It becomes more than the traditions still connected with
the music. It becomes a lived expression of where the music is going and the changes that
were brought upon it not only through the Nationalist Period but also in new, globalized
performance spaces. The performance and ritual of Ayudha puja demonstrated the power
my teacher possesses. It was through his voice, his connection to the gods, and his
musical lineage that blessings were bestowed upon the students and order was restored.
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Conclusion
In this chapter, I have tried to explore, through my experiences, the inherent
power and agency which can be provided and denied to women within the learning and
ritual space. Indian classical performance arts are a constructed symbol of authentic
national identity and a domain of the upper-middle class. It is a canon that has become
integral to the identity formation of women and their continued image as related to the
image of the Indian nation. The actual performances of percussionists maintain gendered
relationships and the tropes essential to the construction of the image and identity of the
Indian woman today. However, new negotiations within studios challenge some of these
contexts which allow one to “see” and “hear” representations of female identity and
nationhood. It is within the non-performance halls and spaces where negotiations of
gendered identity and agency can be heard and seen within a new globalized context.
While the tradition continues to change and rewrite itself in new ways, one idea
remains constant: Karnatic music cannot be performed without years of practice and a
thorough knowledge of its position as a timeless and devout tradition. Furthermore, this
begins with the teacher, with the gods’ blessings, and with rituals such as Ayudha puja. It
is no longer just about understanding the changes or listening to the music, but about the
reinterpretation of the traditional rituals and historical circumstances that created the
tradition, and the ability to hear them in new ways in order to move Karnatic music and
individual artists forward.
The private ritual of Ayudha puja continues to promote traditional religious
beliefs and the place of women and simultaneously represents new kinds of
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modernization within the tradition. Many different power dynamics within the puja have
been erased or written over, but the place of female power within the religious and
cultural implications has not fully disappeared. Instead they have become the
subconscious ideals, moments, and perceptions of the music tradition that occur as one
sits and listens within the performance space. In the context of this ritual ceremony, the
voice of my teacher was heard from within the context of the ritual and performative
space. While not much actual talking occurred, the voices of the tradition and the
parampara, or musical family, could be heard clearly and understood throughout the
performance. These voices became the new voices of a changing tradition of Indian
heritage and identity with a globalized context.
Overall, the female body became associated with inner spirituality during the
revival of the traditions. Today, the female body and musician is still somewhat
subjugated to a space of subordination and at times relegated to “eye candy” perpetuating
a fear of association with prostitution. However, new forms of agency and
acknowledgement create new refractions in the ever-changing representations of gender
as seen through Moisala’s crystal. It is only now, through my self-examination during my
research period as an “older” woman coming to terms with my own position as a woman,
as a racialized female body, trying to exist in various places and spaces of the world, that
I appreciate how much the small moments and comments during lessons subtly
influenced how I think about the position of women within Indian classical music and my
own position or non-position within the tradition. During Ayudha puja and other
concerts, I became a physical and aural representation of globalization and Karnatic
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music’s presence on an international platform. My agency was derived by my physical
presence and my connection to my teacher, not my own musical talent. This emphasizes
my precarious position.
In fact, the female percussionist’s position as a performer is constantly in motion.
It is fluid, depending on the artist’s location, connections, and overall determination. One
does not need to aspire to be the pretty disciple on the stage, or the woman relegated to
playing the drone. The male gaze is still alive and well living within the tradition since
societal expectations of beauty and conformity are performed within the concert space.
However, female identity, because of its fluidity, is categorized and viewed through
many refractions of light. A female body might become the globalized other on the stage
who promotes their teacher and musician friends in the broader globalized community.
The female body might simply listen to and enjoy the music without the societal
expectations and gendered pressures of performance. Or, the female body of the
percussionist might explore subtle ways in which to negotiate through and critique
aspects of this extremely conservative patriarchal tradition. These are just one set of
gendered negotiations and agency within the performance space from the perspective of
the outsider looking in. The next chapter will focus on the position of the female
percussionist from on stage and how gender is negotiated through one performance.
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Chapter 3: A Gendered and Innovative Performance by Sthree Thaal Tharang
Introduction
Gendered issues, the socio-historic constraints inherent in the restructuring of the
Karnatic music tradition, and its relationship with newly formed postcolonial academic
theory have been explored in academic literature. The physical and musical performance
of gender provides a visual and aural display by which these issues are analyzed. The
performance space, including both learning and concert platforms, allows for multiple
and simultaneous perspectives of gender. It is in the performance space that the musicians
and the audiences ultimately enact gendered implications. These acknowledged or
assumed gendered positions are not always stated aloud but are ultimately performed
perfectly without critical acknowledgment.
However, some performances defy certain gendered norms and promote an
alternative perspective. These groups who push back normative boundaries do not
completely abandon or break through the patriarchal, economic, and societal constructs
that fully define the Karnatic music tradition and performance. To do so carries the
greater risk of being denied the ability to perform within the various performance spaces
during the Chennai Margazhi Festival. In this chapter, I examine one performance—one
gendered moment—through my own personal lens. I explore how gender expectations
are acknowledged or unacknowledged, spoken or unspoken, by female musicians,
enacted through performance, and affect audience interactions.
I attended one of the concerts given by Sthree Thaal Tharang, the premier allfemale Karnatic ensemble performing today on the Indian stage. Their musical sound
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represents a transition and negotiation between traditional and modern aspects of the
performance styles of Karnatic music. These female artists uniquely challenge traditional
performance through not only their physical presences on stage, but also their continual
presences on the concert platform during performances as well as highlighting women
playing percussion instruments. Their desire is to change the prevailing attitudes about
women in performance and to create innovation in the percussion aspects of Karnatic
music. The renowned ghatam artist Sukkanya Ramgopal heads Sthree Thaal Tharang.
The ghatam, a clay pot, is a tonal percussion instrument played with the hands and
fingers. The artist uses different hand positions to hit the pot and create different sounds.
Performers utilize the top opening to create deeper bass sounds. For example, they can
press the opening to various degrees against the performer’s stomach thus partially
closing it or hit the top with the full hand. This percussion instrument is one of the
secondary, or accompanying, percussion instruments. In Karnatic performance, this
instrument always appears with the mridangam and follows the rhythmic patterns played
by the mridangam artist. Sukkanya Ramgopal is the only A level woman ghatam artist
and performer. Her classification as an A level artist certifies that Sukkanya has received
the necessary governmental and educational instruction in ghatam performance.
Furthermore, she has passed the mandatory performance exams that define her as a top
tier performer of Karnatic music. This honor brings national prestige and recognition for
both her and her guru, the legendary ghatam maestro Padmabhushan Sri Vikku
Vinayakram. Sukkanya is the only woman to achieve this status and to be classified an A
level performer on the ghatam. Her education and A level status achievement
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significantly promote her musical ability and the progressive innovative aspects of her
parampara.
Sukkanya is an artist at the forefront of encouraging more women to become
interested in percussion performance. She is well known for her support of other women
performers and is an untiring supporter of increased opportunities for women to both
learn and perform Karnatic music. This unflagging support of women is in direct
confrontation with the persistent negative musical and religious stigmas associated with
the female body on the concert platform. It also contests the socially accepted familial
responsibilities that prevent many women from learning or performing. The physical
presence and respectability accorded Sukkanya’s ensemble on the concert platform
therefore declares clearly to other women that there are opportunities and possibilities in
music and performance. Sukkanya and Sthree Thaal Tharang freely acknowledge the
pressure produced by their desire to perform well on the concert platform so that other
women feel more comfortable entering into musical performance. However, this pressure
is not visible during the performance itself. Since they are the most celebrated all-female
Karnatic group, if blatant problems did occur during the performance, they would give
credence to negatively gendered socio-cultural assumptions that women cannot and
should not perform with rhythmic instruments.
Although I focus on this group’s relationship with gender, the group itself is
primarily concerned with the promotion of secondary percussion instruments. Sukkanya
has been a vital promoter of playing secondary percussion instruments and an advocate
for increased recognition of percussionists as serious artists throughout her career. She
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has performed, worked and collaborated with various all-female groups and showcased
her musical expertise in both Karnatic and Hindustani music halls and venues.
Sthree Thaal Tharang is not the only all-female Indian classical group. There have
been and are presently other groups dedicated to demonstrating the musical abilities of
women performers of North Indian classical music, South Indian Classical music, as well
as combined ensembles which showcase both traditions. One such group, Rhythms of
Shakti, combines both of these musical traditions and performs in dedication to the
goddess Shakti. However, Sthree Thaal Tharang’s enduring presence on the concert stage
makes it unique. Their continued performance presence is due to the group’s mentality,
its unifying social goals, and a consistent, enthusiastic public reception.
Since its inception, Sthree Thaal Tharang has provided a place and an atmosphere
wherein the passion and drive for musical excellence of all women performers has been
nurtured and acclaimed. Sthree Thaal Tharang has many voices. It currently comprises of
five members. In this chapter, I discuss an account of their negotiations through the voice
of Sukkanya Ramgopal. I have chosen her voice because she is the founder of the group
and her voice was most prominent during my interviews. When I asked questions in our
group interviews, the other artists deferred to her presence and her voice. Furthermore,
she is the most prominent performer and during concert performances when Sthree Thaal
Tharang occupies the stage, it is her voice that the audience hears. Her voice represents
the voice of the whole group as she presents songs, talks to the audience, and musically
performs konokkol (vocal rhythmic percussion). Through her voice, I will give an account
of the ways in which the group disrupts accepted and perceived boundaries within the
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Karnatic tradition. Her voice, opinions, and ideas are formed by her experiences as a
performer. They are not the result of extensive academic research and analysis 4. In sum,
Sukkanya’s voice speaks for the group and this chapter. Her voice and that of Sthree
Thaal Tharang are inseparable. It is through her voice that I will examine contested
spaces of power dynamics within Karnatic performance.
Music Concert
Sthree Thaal Tharang is one group that has challenged rigidly structured musical
and societal boundaries and expectations. The group’s promotion of women performers
with their unique musical sensibilities has broadened the scope of musical possibilities
achievable by rhythmic instruments in musical collaboration both as a group and within
performance. The women of this group state that the promotion of secondary percussion
instruments is their important, defining feature rather than the promotion of their own allfemale identity. This promotion of secondary percussion is not integrally linked to any
explicit feminist position as the only all-female ensemble. In addition to breaking norms
of gendered perception, they strive to revitalize and reinterpret the position of secondary
percussive instruments in the traditional musical hierarchy. Boundaries of sound are
further negotiated as the ghatam is resituated from a purely percussion instrument into the
role of a melodic instrument. This melodic quality increases the intrinsic spirituality of
the instrument and its importance within the canonized tradition as it can thus perform
lyrical songs.

4

I review the scholarship of gender more extensively in Chapter 1 of this dissertation.
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Ghata Tharang
An intertwined relationship between the maintenance of musical tradition and the
introduction of an innovative presentation of percussion and women performers can be
observed within the concert itself, and Sukkanya Ramgopal’s representation of herself.
The negotiation of gendered and percussion hierarchies can be observed throughout the
performance as Sukkanya transitions from accompanying on one ghatam to playing her
signature ghata tharang as a melodic instrument. Ghata tharang is a grouping of seven
ghatams, each with a single pitch which, when played together, functions as a single
melodic instrument with a defined scale of sound. The concert performance highlights
her personal transition from one performer to many. It shows the group’s evolution from
the focus of highlighting secondary percussion instruments to the incorporation of
melodic instruments and the prominence of the ghata tharang.
Throughout a concert, Sukkanya repeatedly alternates between playing one
ghatam and the ghata tharang (many ghatams). There is no direct progression from
Sukkanya playing one ghatam initially to concluding the concert playing the seven
instrument ghata tharang, although many scholars and music critics would find that
pleasing. Nevertheless, a Sthree Thaal Tharang concert has two very distinct parts: the
opening piece and the main selected piece of the concert, which includes the tani
avartanam, the main drum solo. The same piece opened many of the concerts I attended.
This particular opening number has become a “signature opening piece” according to
Sukkanya. It specifically ends with a short mridangam, ghatam, and morsing solo which
is a teaser of the tani avartanam at the end of the main piece. It gives the audience a taste
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of their message while it sets the tone for the rest of the concert. It catches the ears and
eyes of the audience, implying that this performance is not a typical Karnatic
performance.
The main composition of Sthree Thaal Tharang’s final performance of the 2013
December Margazhi festival was comprised of two typical major sections. These two
sections highlighted Sukkanya’s presence on the concert platform as well as the ghatam
in its two forms. In the first section, Sukkanya was the focal point of the melodic phrase
playing the ghata tharang. The piece began by featuring the melodic instruments of violin
and veena accompanied by the rhythmic mridangam according to accepted tradition. The
ghata tharang quickly shifted the focus when it joined the musical conversation and was
performed alone without additional rhythmic accompaniment. In this position, it led both
the other melodic and rhythmic instruments and was the key voice the audience heard.
The piece showcased the many different individual ghatams and the innovative aspects of
the group’s musical style, pushing against the preconceived boundaries of the instruments
and the traditional raga system.
An additional subtle critique of the genre’s traditional raga structure is seen and
heard through the ragam, an opening exploration of the raga scale that has defined
musical characteristics. Instead of the expected violin or veena, the ghata tharang
performs the ragam. The audience can hear the negotiation of traditional boundaries
because the ghata tharang is not capable of producing the microtonal nuances of other
melodic instruments. Each ghatam has one distinct pitch and consequently it is not
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possible for the instruments to sonically create all the sliding slurs, microtones, and
gamakas (ornamentations) that the melodic instruments are capable of producing.
The ghata tharang’s sound and exploration of the ragam was beautiful, but it did
give the piece a very different feel within this negotiated boundary. Instead of a single
instrument exploring the raga and melodic structure through the nuances of microtones
and movement, the musicians worked collectively to explore the raga through melodic
and rhythmic improvisation. Their musical choices demonstrated to the listener the
innovative interpretation of the scale, Sukkanya’s skill, and rhythmic instruments’
possibilities as she sonically guided the listener through and between the notes the
ghatams could provide. This resituated the ghatam and made the ghata tharang a musical
equal to the other melodic instrument on the concert platform. It also showcased the
ghata tharang as a new, innovative avenue, if chosen, for percussionists on the concert
platform.
Sukkanya disrupts the hierarchy of the instruments and the music by transforming
the ghatam into a main, melodic instrument. She resituates the instruments’ relationships
for the audience, and introduces them to unexpected musical interactions. Sthree Thaal
Tharang’s arrangement reverses dominant power relationships between the instruments.
It changes the position of the traditional accompanist, as the melodic instrumentalist has
to give up a sense of power in order to accompany Sukkanya on the ghata tharang.
The use of microphones and technology further complicate relationships of
power. All the members of Sthree Thaal Tharang use technology to project and amplify
the sound so that the instruments can be heard throughout the concert venue. The
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microphones placed on all the ghatams and instruments allow the musicians to work
collaboratively to give each instrument an opportunity to be heard. Spiritual and
thoughtful nuances can be performed without the worry of one instrument overshadowing
or dominating another in the pursuit of prominence on the concert platform.
Technology, including media cameras and microphones, play essential roles in the
modern performance of Karnatic music and the perception of women performers.
Technology reconstructs women through the gaze of the camera and the voice of the
microphone because these devices frame and choreograph perceptions and depictions of
the idealized Indian woman, a stoic, motionless body, the epitome of purity and deep
spirituality. The microphone has changed the image of the female musical performer,
how she performs, and the way the music itself is performed. It has become an integral
part of the music and the performance of sound.
Karnatic music was originally intended for a small, intimate setting. Typical large
concert halls necessitate loud, high-pitched vocals in order for audience members to hear
a singer, and damaged the intimacy of the music. The microphone allows performers,
both men and women, to modify how they sing and perform. They are no longer required
to project loudly to the audience, producing a shrill, strident sound. Vocal pitch has been
lowered in many performance spaces which effects the instrumental pitches of the
accompanying musicians and percussionists. This lowered vocal register allows for a
more relaxed crooning music. Vocalist can then increase the volume on their
microphones in order to be heard without straining their voices. Consequently,
instrumentalists can also utilize the microphone to modulate the volume of their music so
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that it neither overpowers nor is over shadowed by the vocalist (Weidman 2006: 92).
These register changes and technology allow the musicians to be heard throughout the
performance space and hence for the spirituality of the performance to be appreciated by
all audience members. The microphones also further restrict the bodily movement of the
performers during the concert. When placed directly in front of the instruments and
vocalists, the microphone limits the artists’ movement. The modern use of microphones
promotes the traditional view of the ideal Indian woman both by restricting active body
movement on the performance stage and by modulating her vocal pitch. These were
ideals which were promoted and implemented during the Nationalist movement to
increase the spirituality of the performance and decrease the musician’s association with
the corrupt female body.
Recording, movie, and media companies have also influenced musicians and their
music. Many Karnatic musicians work closely with the movie and media industries as
well as within the concert hall. The recording industry itself originally created
opportunities for devadasi singers as well as the new Brahmin musicians producing
popular music and performing as playback singers. The opportunities offered by the
recording industry provided a way for women to sing and maintain social respectability
as a bodiless, female voice. Vocal recordings “presented a way for women from both
communities, to be heard, without being seen, to escape association with their bodies. For
Brahmin women, recording provided a way to sing for the public without appearing in
public and jeopardizing their respectability” (Weidman 2006: 122-123). The bodiless
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female voice lends respectability to the performer, while the corporeal, overly feminized
dancer moves on the screen.
Sthree Thaal Tharang as a group uses modern technology to allow all the women
performers and percussion instruments to become clearly audible and unrestricted even
after marriage. In fact, the ghata tharang played by Sukkanya voices the major part of the
melody. It thus holds a spiritual importance equivalent to traditional melodic instruments.
Sthree Thaal Tharang balances the ability to break free of the stricter prohibitions of the
performance and musical stage while still conforming and adhering to certain cultural and
performance restrictions.
Background
Sthree Thaal Tharang is the only all-female Karnatic ensemble. Based out of
Bangalore, it was formed in 1995 with two main underlying goals. First, the group was to
promote secondary percussion instruments in the Karnatic music tradition. Second, the
group would support and recognize the women artists who played these specific
instruments and Karnatic music in general. Their dedication to these stated goals gave the
group a distinct personality, drive, and enduring quality when compared to other
performance groups. Sthree Thaal Tharang actively recognizes and showcases those
women who are already engaged in Karnatic music, and who already perform on the
proscenium stage and concert platform. They also present audiences with the musical
talents of these professional women percussionists and hence promote what women can
accomplish musically if they are allowed to learn and play. This promotion vividly
negates the traditional stance that women are incapable of skillfully performing
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percussion repertoire. Sthree Thaal Tharang proves that women musicians can make
music more than just a personal passion; it can also be a fulfilling career. As I will
describe, the group has evolved, but these core goals have sustained the group through
many changes.
Both as a group and individually, Sthree Thaal Tharang’s members have had to
navigate both the socio-economic pressures placed on women in Indian society and the
expected musical aesthetics inherent within Indian classical music. Many of the socioeconomic pressures stem from women’s expected roles within the family structure. These
expectations include marriage, child rearing, care for extended family members, and
maintaining jobs to enhance family income. These obligations constantly prevent women
from performing on the proscenium platform either alone or as part of Sthree Thaal
Tharang as they intrude on the time needed to practice and to perform. In its present
configuration, Sthree Thaal Tharang consists of the following artists and their
instruments: Sukkanya Ramgopal playing ghatam, ghata tharang and konokkol; J.
Yogavandana playing veena; Soumya Ramachandra playing violin; Ranjini Siddanthi
playing mridangam; and Bhagyaiakhmi Krisha playing morsing. The current group of
artists in Sthree Thaal Tharang have collaborated, played, and performed together for
over ten years. These women are all at various stages in their lives and careers as
demonstrated by their range of ages and the times they are physically present. However,
they all have managed to delicately balance family expectations of marriage, children,
and jobs with their continued musical endeavors, which include performances and
musical concerts in South India and abroad. For some members, negotiations include
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bringing children to a performance while the children of others are grown married adults
with jobs and lives in other cities.
Reception/ Audiences Globally
During my time in India, I traveled to various places to see Sthree Thaal Tharang
in concert, including Bangalore, Pondicherry, and Chennai. These concerts were at a
variety of venues and functions, including a wedding and various religious celebrations
and festivals in Bangalore and Chennai. Each brought its own interesting twists for the
set up and performance of the music. Despite these differences, the music, the message,
and the audiences’ reception of Sthree Thaal Tharang were always consistent from both
men and women. The group received positive encouragement from the audience whether
it was at a wedding or at a religious festival.
The first Sthree Thaal Tharang performance I saw was in Bangalore. An older
gentleman and fellow audience member elaborated on the pride he and everyone in
Bangalore had in their accomplishments. He was genuinely happy to say that the one allfemale Karnatic ensemble is based in his city. As individual musicians and as a group,
their musicality and success as performers was a source of pride for both the Karnatic and
the Hindi communities in the city. This feeling of pride is significant since Bangalore is
known as the center of Indian culture, music and dance for North and South Indian
classical music, as well as popular and folk styles. Understanding the interconnected
ways audiences view performances is essential to how women are viewed on the Karnatic
performance stage. The audience’s view of musicians and dancers communicates and
relays important information about performance styles and gender roles. Performances
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simultaneously shed light on the views of the audience and city where the performance
takes place and their desire for conformity or acceptance of negotiated gender ideals.
There are many different types of audiences, including those who understand the
socio-cultural implications of the music and those who experience these performances
solely within the context of a cultural demonstration or experience (primarily foreign
audiences). The first issue during the Nationalist period was the formation of the correct
audience through the construction of the concert space and concert hall. This
accommodated a newly created middle-class audience that had the ability to pay for the
pleasure of listening to music. The concert hall provided,
A particular structure of presentation, one that was based on a clear
separation between the musicians and the audience, and the idea of a
“repertoire” of “timeless” compositions detachable both from their
original context and the contexts of their repeated performances. It
involved the microphone, necessary for making live music audible to large
audiences in noisy urban settings but also a technology whose effects went
far beyond mere amplification (Weidman 2006: 59).
The creation of the concert hall created not only a musical space but also a homogenous
elite audience who would promote and support elite ideals. The new audience was taught
the right way of listening to and seeing a performance, thus endowing the music with
authority and respectability both physical and psychological.
The audience receptions of Sthree Thaal Tharang, while personally subjective,
were always supportive regardless of the city. I find it difficult to determine if they are
better received in Bangalore than Chennai. But, various musicians in Chennai during the
Margazhi festival commented that the group might be better received in Bangalore
because the city itself is more cosmopolitan and less conservative. Hence, concert
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organizers would be more willing to allow them performance space on the concert
platform. Despite these thoughts, during their performances in the Chennai Margazhi
Festival the audiences seemed to be engaged in the performance, evident by their
counting Tala. Furthermore, their concert was well attended with all seats occupied and
audiences who stood and filled up the outdoor space. Many stayed afterword to
congratulate and talk with the group. They seemed to really enjoy and appreciate the
music as well as the innovative and negotiated aspects of the performance.
Consequently, when examining the reception of Sthree Thaal Tharang, one needs
to consider the audience and ways in which the audience can imagine both themselves
and the musicians within the music. The women of Sthree Thaal Tharang became
representations of the people and the city of Bangalore and more importantly, an image
of equal opportunities for women musicians on the concert platform. As accepted
representatives of the image of an “ideal” Indian female exhibiting the socio-cultural
constraints that entails, Sthree Thaal Tharang understands how far they can push the
boundaries of the music community and when they need to conform and perform within
the social, economic, and political box that exists in each venue.
Rhythm
The proponents of the Nationalist movement gave the musicians of the newly
canonized Karnatic music respectability. They solidified the increased spirituality of
melodic instruments over rhythmic ones, and ensured audience preference for melodic
instruments. The voice is the most important instrument in Karnatic music in the eyes of
many performers, scholars, and audience members. The voice represents the epitome of
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divine music. For example, during a vocal concert, one concerned audience member even
went so far as to explain to me in detail that the vocalist was a great artist because she
really expressed and emphasized the spirituality of the music for the audience through her
vocal quality and slight hand movements. The inherent spirituality and relationship with
the tenets of Hinduism and the universe can be maximally expressed through the voice,
both male and female. Melodic instruments, such as violin and veena, comprise the
second highest tier in the hierarchy of instruments because these instruments emulate the
voice. Hence, they have a higher connection with the spiritual universe.
Rhythmic instruments, in general, are lower than melodic instruments in
importance because while they do have tones and pitches they are not used to play the
melodic lines of a piece. The restructuring of Karnatic music associated rhythm and
rhythmic instruments with the non-Brahmin traditions of periya melam. Periya melam, as
describe by C.R. Day, originally was the great band “consisting of wind and percussion
instruments with the nadaswaram figuring as the lead instrument and played essentially—
though not exclusively—by non-Brahmin castes…[they] were mostly from a caste of
Telegu-speaking barbers called Manglavandulu, who made this their special profession
and provided the music (so called) commonly heard at temple ceremonies, weddings,
festival gathers, and all street tamashas” (Day 1974: 70-71). This music was
differentiated from the music and dance performed by the devadasi inside the temple
because it was played outside the temple. At the time of C.R. Day’s writing, it was
considered more respectable. Today, this tradition is associated with the music that
accompanies Bharatanatyam, making the dance performance less classical.
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Percussion instruments do inherently contain spirituality, but listeners cannot
always understand this spirituality. Many times, this is because the listener is untrained,
has a preference for melodic instruments, or does not invest the rhythmic instruments
with spiritual power. In fact, during the tani avartanam—the major drum solo of a
Karnatic concert—many audience members will take a tea break. The solo provides them
the opportunity to get up and stretch their legs during the three hour, or longer, concert
without showing disrespect towards the melodic instrument performer(s) as the melodic
performers sit on stage and count tala (beat).
In addition to the hierarchy between melodic and rhythmic instruments, a
commonly known hierarchy designates the importance of the percussion instruments
themselves. Sukkanya especially felt the need to point out this hierarchy to me:
The mridangam is a double-headed, tonal drum and holds the highest
ranking. It is always present during a concert. The kanjira (a handheld
tambourine), the ghatam, (clay pot), the morsing (mouth harp), and
konnakol (vocal rhythmic percussion) follow in prestige. They are
secondary percussion instruments as their presence for a concert is not
required, in contrast to the requirement of a mridangam artist. 5
Within the concert performance, these secondary percussion instruments always follow
the rhythmic patterns played by the mridangam. The mridangam artist plays the initial
rhythmic pattern; the other percussion artists then echo this pattern and must respond to it
with improvisations.
The technical ability and musicality of the secondary percussion instrument artist
is readily evident during the performance as these musicians always begin rhythmic
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variations. They must perform the act of intense listening and then respond to the
rhythmic phrases presented by the mridangam artist. Responses must be immediate and
precise and usually require quick mathematical calculations necessary to improvise on
the established pattern. This musical, improvisational dialogue between the mridangam
and the secondary percussion instrument continues through the concert. Each artist
displays his/her expertise and mastery of the music. This emphasis of the rigid
hierarchical construct continues today and determines audience appreciation and hence
success on the concert platform. If a group performs too far outside of the defined sociocultural constraints and expectations of the tradition, it might decrease the success of the
performance. The audience might not enjoy the music or perceive sufficient spirituality
during the concert. Consequently, invitations and opportunities for an artist to perform
would decrease.
Sthree Thaal Tharang, however, challenges this hierarchy and the importance
placed on certain visible and musical rhythmic restrictions. These restraints dictate not
only which instruments are readily performed but also in what order and with which other
instruments they perform. Sthree Thaal Tharang has undergone several phases that
highlight the negotiation between these strict structures and boundaries of traditional
practices and the group’s innovative musical techniques. During these stages the group
has actively promoted the development of percussive instrumentation in both ensemble
and solo performance.
In the first stage of the formation of Sthree Thaal Tharang, Sukkanya’s vision was
to promote only secondary percussion instruments without the inclusion of either melodic
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instruments and, more revolutionarily, without the inclusion of the mridangam.
According to Sukkanya,
Sthree Thaal Tharang started as a small group without any melody
instruments. Just rhythm, without mridangam. There was no importance
for the additional percussion instruments like ghatam, kanjira, morsing,
and konokkol. I started with one kanjira player, [then added] two
additional percussion6.
Sukkanya believed that it was important to showcase the secondary percussion
instruments, especially her own instrument the ghatam, disregarding the accepted
hierarchy. Artists of these instruments would then have a platform to demonstrate the
ability of the performers as well as the rhythmic complexity and sounds of the
instruments themselves. She commented that for her, the concert experience could be
somewhat discouraging because even if a “ghatam artist [was] very talented that person’s
talent is not coming out because of the domination of the mridangam.”
However, as Sukkanya discovered during this first phase in the evolution of
Sthree Thaal Tharang, the negotiation between traditional musical expectations and her
efforts to promote a new place for the ghatam and other secondary rhythmic instruments
was more complex than she anticipated. The concept of secondary percussion instruments
as premier performance instruments needed to be re-evaluated. Both audience members
and performers supported her endeavors, but expressed the need for the grounding
support provided by the mridangam and any type of melodic instrument. These
instruments proved necessary to maintain audience interest and the ability to procure
performance spots on the proscenium stage. Audience desire for a melodic instrument
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and the necessity of the mridangam was succinctly summed up in a passing comment by
another mridangam artist, “without a mridangam you cannot have a concert.”
In their second musical phase, Sthree Thaal Tharang added melodic instruments
and the mridangam to their performance stage, which gave Sthree Thaal Tharang more
performance opportunities and solidified their presence as an official performance group.
The phase also solidified the group’s dedication to promoting women who performed
Karnatic music generally, not just women who performed Karnatic percussion, or more
specifically secondary percussion instruments.
This phase once again challenged the strict musical hierarchy and the established
traditions within Karnatic performance. Including the mridangam and melodic
instruments, such as flute and veena, in their ensemble created spaces of negotiation
within the group. The group had to decide how to emphasize the percussion instruments
over the melodic instruments and how all musicians would work together musically to be
successful. The group achieved this success by practicing and performing with the same
mindset. It was the group, not an individual, who garnered recognition within the music
community, and performance opportunities both in India and abroad.
Instantaneous success did not occur because not all performance collaborators
appreciated challenges to both musical and traditional expectations. Musically and
sonically, some instruments did not fit together to create pleasing musical sounds. The
need to adhere to the tradition’s musical structures while highlighting the ghatam created
complications. For example, the timbre of the flute was considered too dominant. The
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higher pitches covered up and overpowered the lower sounds of the ghatam. This
distracted the audience from properly hearing and appreciating the ghatam.
Issues also arose concerning the shruti, or the tonic drone pitch from which all
instruments tune and perform. Some musicians found it impossible to agree on a shruti
center pitch, since the pitch is subjective and instrument specific, that would highlight the
ghatam and work for all the instruments. The difficulty in compromising occasionally
stemmed from a musician’s desire to maintain good, devout relationships with their
personal guru who would not approve a performance of the instrument in a higher shruti,
so these musicians did not continue with the group. Sukkanya commented, “One veena
player was there with me but she told me her guru is not liking to play veena in the higher
shruti; my shruti is five so usually veena players have two, two and a half, or three not
more than that, five is very higher pitch so she went away7.” In this statement, Sukkanya
acknowledges the importance of the guru, or teacher. The guru needs to approve of the
musical dynamics of the group and how the music sounds and is performed. If a guru
says that one cannot perform, then that individual will most likely leave the group to
perform elsewhere.
The ghatam and rhythmic instruments have always been the focus of Sukkanya’s
group. The ghatam, which is a clay pot and cannot be re-tuned, is the focus of the
performance group. The accommodation of the higher shruti was essential to highlight
the instrument’s sounds. It was difficult for certain melodic instrumentalists to accept
these new constraints and navigate their new position within the group. In traditional
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concert settings, the rhythmic instruments would change pitch in deference to the melodic
instruments. Ghatam performers consequently needed to bring the necessary pitched pot
or pots for the performance. The reversal of this dynamic with deference given to the
tonal attributes of the percussion instruments, especially the ghatam, created problems.
Because of their tonal quality or performance style, various instruments and performers
obscured the tones and inflections of the percussion instruments, especially the ghatam,
and thus could not be part of the ensemble.
In addition to including melodic instruments and the mridangam, Sthree Thaal
Tharang also negotiated new ways of performing the rhythmic instruments themselves.
They desired to break through traditional stylistic boundaries that confined and restricted
full percussive expression to the tani avartanam, or drum solo. The traditional aspects and
structures of the tani avartanam were explored and critiqued to showcase the rhythmic
abilities and sonic elegance of these various instruments. Initially, the group abandoned
the solo altogether and replaced it with a conversation between the various percussion
instruments. Alternatively, one percussion instrument was highlighted per song.
Sukkanya thought that this latter technique would be fun and interesting,
Sometimes for fun just maybe mridangam will play alone for some song
and ghatam artist will play solo in some other song by oneself. It is very
difficult and I thought even of asking one by one play solos in songs but I
thought it was boring. Different, different tones. Different sounds and
when you are reducing it will sound nice. It is nice like a friendly fight. So
I also tried once but then left it because the audience was feeling
restlessness and so I decided to follow the tradition. For means they won’t
feel like… Too much of a change for the audience to handle 8.
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This new idea did not sonically please either the audience or the performers, so once
again, Sthree Thaal Tharang had to negotiate pleasing musical aesthetics while also
highlighting the prominence of rhythmic instruments. Ultimately, Sukkanya decided that
the tani avartanam sounded best when all percussion instruments played it together. This
highlighted the blending of all rhythmic tones and rhythms during the rhythmic
reduction.
The negotiation between the traditional and the innovative is most clearly
delineated in what I view as the third phase of Sthree Thaal Tharang. In this phase, we
see the development and the focused promotion of the ghata tharang, or the seven tuned
ghatams which are played together as a melodic instrument. The ghata tharang, besides
being an instrument is also a concept derived from percussive techniques used in the
parampara and allows Sukkanya to perform the canonized repertoire of the melodic
instruments. The use of the ghata tharang is the ultimate negotiation of the boundaries of
rhythmic instruments, the educational techniques of the parampara, and power hierarchies
and dynamics of performance.
The ghata tharang is Sukkanya’s specific technique of playing seven tuned
ghatams as a single instrument. It is specific to Sthree Thaal tharang as no other Karnatic
ghatam artists currently utilize this technique. Each ghatam is tuned to a different pitch
within the raga scale and is then played in various melodic fashions thus creating a
melodic instrument out of percussion ones. This invention can be seen as simply the
playing of multiple musical instruments or the creation of one melodic instrument
composed of many tuned ghatams. Sukkanya based her concept of the ghata tharang on
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an educational technique by which many students practice together. During this process,
a group or even an entire school of students, would each use a different tuned ghatam and
play various patterns together. This pedagogical exercise emphasizes a shared rhythmic
experience of creation and musical imitation within the community of the parampara. Just
as students practicing together and playing off of one another creates a sense of student
“unity,” the ghata tharang unites multiple ghatams to create a unified melodic whole.
This technique also allowed Sukkanya to envision possibilities for the combination of
melodies and harmonies.
Sukkanya appropriated this learning technique to create a single instrument, the
ghata tharang. She used it innovatively to create a different sound and different space for
ghatam on the concert platform. With this new melodic instrument, she, a percussionist,
can play various melodies and melodic statements. The ghata tharang becomes more than
just seven tuned ghatams, but a true melodic instrument. A concept of people playing
many instruments together was revised into a new concept of a single person exploring
the possibilities of playing many ghatams together. The sounds and voices of all these
ghatams are united into a single instrument. Instead of many people playing many
instruments, Sukkanya is one person playing one instrument, technically speaking, which
is composed of many instruments. This technique has become her signature style and it
defines the group performance of Sthree Thaal Tharang.
Physical Image
The new image of the Indian woman, created during the Nationalist Period, is
evident today within music and dance performances. Many factors affect the creation and
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representation of these ideal feminine and masculine traits. However, as Coorlawala
states, the act of “looking involves not simply the act of seeing, but also translating,
interpreting, and an awareness that one is being seen” (Coorlawala 1996: 19). When one
hears and sees a Sthree Thaal Tharang concert, one needs to understand how they
translate and reinterpret the position of women artists. How they as musicians place
themselves both musically and physically within the boundaries of the tradition while
simultaneously extending the boundaries of the musical tradition must be discussed. We
must examine how they conform as women performers as well as how they exist outside
conventional margins.
Contested roles of women performers within gendered dynamics are performed
in the Sthree Thaal Tharang concert. The performers’ visual appearances and their
musical performances are intrinsically embedded within contextual, gendered identities.
Bakhle postulates that these gendered identities emerged out of the new educational
system and the transition from devadasis to upper-caste and middle-class women who
kept “music ‘traditional’ and national” (Bakhle 2008: 266). Furthermore, “hereditary
musicians refashioned themselves and their pedagogy to accommodate a new set of
demands, making music much more accessible that it had been” (Bakhle 2008: 266-267).
These new voices presented a sense of authenticity, agency, and religious values within
the bodies of the female performers.
The role of the woman performer has become rigidly structured in performance,
whether music or dance. The Sthree Thaal Tharang concert I saw presented a restrained
energy and performance of female identity. For most Indian women, and especially
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performers, the correct clothing and presentation can either create or destroy a career.
Within the Karnatic music genre, women and men must conform to the traditional,
conservative attitudes of their audience, which requires wearing the correct clothing on
the performance platform. For women, the sari becomes not only a representation of the
inner spirituality of the music but also a visual, embodied, and performed aspect of Indian
culture. The importance of the outward display of the sari extends beyond the concert
platform. As Priya Srinivasan states, “the cultural-bearing agendas of the nation were
embedded into Indian women, who were expected to display their culture continuously
by wearing cultural symbols such as the sari, even while men wore Western clothes” (P.
Srinivasan 2011: xi).
The saris and jewelry the performers wear and in which they perform provided
visual layers of meaning which can both provide and restrict agency and empowerment
for the musician and dancer. The sari is both a fashion statement signifying wealth and
power and a demonstration of nationalism dependent on the fabric choices. For Priya
Srinivasan, the “sweat-stained garment —at times disheveled, untucked, slipping, and out
of place—becomes the symbol for the contradictory relationships among the sari, the
female body, and labor” (P. Srinivasan 2011: xi).
The stylized appearance of the female performer, according to Weidman, adds to
the discursive invisibility of women:
The effacement of the female musician’s body on the concert stage is
accomplished not only by a lack of gesture but also by an implicit dress
code that ensures that all female musicians look the same. Karnatic
concert attire makes female musician’s bodies visible as a certain type: a
respectable family woman. Whereas male musicians who present an
eccentric appearance are often thought to be geniuses, female musicians
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whose appearance differs from the norm provoke negative comments;
their appearance is considered extramusical excess, an unseemly
element…The more classical the music, the less there is to watch on stage;
if anything, musicians perform a kind of interiority through bodily posture.
(Weidman 2006: 132-135)
Sthree Thaal Tharang employed this form of stylized appearance and “invisibility” to
present a united front as a group and as individual women performers with common goals
and expectations for their music. They did perform in saris, which allowed them to
remain within the socio-cultural constrains of the tradition. Simultaneously, they
challenged this “invisibility” of women on the performance platform by wearing saris
which were not identical but which complimented each other and were slightly different,
thereby giving each woman an opportunity to express her individuality.
The body of the female performer became the embodiment of an inner domain of
spirituality, the inner voice of the classical arts and the respectable woman. Performance
presents the image of the physically and spiritually chaste woman, the idealized woman
who safeguards traditional family values. This inner domain of spirituality emphasized,
as Weidman states:
Not drawing attention to one’s body or relying on physical charms [and
thereby] became a metaphor for a new kind of art that privileged meaning
and naturalness over cleverness and acrobatics. In that sense, classical
singing was refigured as a natural expression of devotion (Weidman 2006:
145).
For voice, veena, and violin, the female performer requires a demure attitude,
which creates an image of the woman and her music as a simple expression rather than a
contrived performance. The voice should represent and transcend the chaste body of the
performer, which must not be too energetic or animated. Women who deviate from this
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accepted norm are considered eccentric and are faced with obstacles to marriage (Rahaim
2008). These latter traits are restricted in female performers but are encouraged and
desired within male performers. Men use expressive movements as part of their vocal
interactions during a performance. The learned and performed physical movements of the
male singer are important for the dialogue between the performer and the audience.
Rahaim argues that male Indian classical vocalists
Use gesture space together with sonic space as a medium for the depiction
of improvised melody. These improvisation techniques are guided by
flexible frameworks that operate like grammatical structures. In this sense,
the melodic improvisation that occurs in the course of performance is akin
to extemporaneous speech (Rahaim 2008: 325).
Women vocalists are nearly motionless while singing and performing on a public
stage. The women become both visible (present on stage), yet invisible (only
representations of an idealized woman). Since the singer cannot use their physical body
to emphasize and explore the dynamics of the music and the story, this motionless female
singer represents the cultural and spiritual qualities of the music. At some concerts I
attended, some women singers still performed this spirituality. Some women would use
slight hand gestures to emphasize certain aspects of the song, but for the most part they
remained stoic, an image of the sublime.
These aspects of eccentric and non-eccentric movement become less critical for
percussionists in the overall spirituality of their performance. When they play their
instrument correctly, percussionists display an inherent lack of physical movement except
for their hands. The addition of body movement during the performance might lead to an
unwanted change in hand position and hence tone production. A fine balance is required.
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In contrast, classical dance is dependent on the audience’s knowledge of the style
and the physical ability of the dancer’s body to draw the audience into the performance
through movement. As Coorlawala states:
According to Indian theories of aesthetics and perception, looking (drishti)
as evident in Indian Classical Dance, is integrally linked with cognizing
form (rupa) and naming (nama). Mastery of abhinaya necessarily involves
the ability to direct the audience’s sensibilities towards a particular
perception through the use of eye movements. The eyes are used not just
for “looking” at, or responding to another imaginary character. The
focused gaze directs attention to an action, a place or a part of the body.
This cues observers to “see” what they are supposed to see (Coorlawala
1996: 19).
Unlike the stoic female musician, the movement of the dancer creates an image of ideal
femininity through actual representations of gods, goddesses, and their interactions. This
movement clearly demonstrates that performers must constantly reflect on how to
perform and what their bodies and voices represent to an audience. The performer’s
interpretation of the story, through plot, lyrics, movement and music, becomes essential
to the gaze leveled at women by both the audience and the other performers.
The Sthree Thaal Tharang concert was also unique because of the sheer number
of women on the concert platform. Classical Karnatic performances do not usually have
many people on stage and few of those are women. The Sthree Thaal Tharang is unique
in the number of female bodies in the ensemble and on stage. It was implied by male
colleagues that too many women on stage would distract the audience from the spiritually
of the music or that their physical presence would overshadow other (male) performers.
Today, the audience’s perceived importance of spirituality in performance continues to
maintain restrictions of female movement and presence on stage. However, in concert,
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the female performers of Sthree Thaal Tharang did not overshadow each other either
visually or musically. The physical movements and connections between the musicians,
especially between the veena and the violin, were subtle. The musicians concentrated on
each other as well as on the music. They performed a type of conformity in which they
subtly critiqued the patriarchal and religious system that would restrict their movement.
These performed relationships of power on the concert platform resisted the problematic
nature of these women’s presence together on the concert platform. It is through
conformity and demonstrations of female and feminine ideals where new spaces of
negotiation can be explored.
Family
The erotic bodies of the devadasi were exchanged, during the Nationalist Period,
for the nearly motionless body of the Brahmin woman, a body desired for its inner
spirituality, femininity, and contained family values. The act of an audience seeing and
viewing a woman on the performance platform displays her relationship with family. I
previously described societal expectations and social boundaries surrounding the
dominant ideologies of femininity, motherhood, and career choice. Conventional,
motionless female performers are visually erased from the performance platform.
Eccentric female performers are erased from the societal platform of motherhood and
family. This desire for family and respectability results in the disappearance of many
women performers within Karnatic music from the concert platform. Instead, they choose
to either support their families and children or to begin teaching at schools. Today, more
and more young women are learning the performance traditions both inside and outside
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India to supplement college and career applications. This shows both their personal links
to their roots and culture while simultaneously showing a dedication to years of learning
and the ability to perform and speak on an increasingly global stage.
Sthree Thaal Tharang has had to persistently navigate through these various layers
of societal expectations. The longstanding belief that married women cannot and should
not perform does not prevent these women from playing. All the women who perform
with Sthree Thaal Tharang are in fact married and are either raising or have raised
children. These musicians made very specific comments as to how and why they have
been able to overcome such negative attitudes and balance their many responsibilities. In
talking of the group as a whole, Sukkanya commented,
Everyone [is] married and everyone [is] having kids. Everyone makes it
work with kids and family. All have understanding husbands. Thanks god
for that, [but], so many ladies, maybe more talented than me, never came
out because of their family. Because they have to look after the family. No
one else has learned ghatam. Singing or violin or veena they learn [and]
are devoted [to] and then [they] get married and then they stop. We have
to fight. Even if the husband is encouraging the other persons should
encourage more, [both] on the platform [and for] other artists. 9
Many musicians, both men and women, reiterated the necessity of a woman having an
“understanding husband.” Women performers need understanding husbands who
willingly share the demands of family life and children, in order to perform and succeed.
Various male and female musicians never voiced but alluded to the fact that
Sukkanya was lucky that her husband supported her as a musician, especially during the
early years where family responsibilities and performing might not always have
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S. Ramgopal, personal communication.
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conformed to the same schedule. They were reluctant to discuss and were slightly
confused at why her husband would voluntarily retire from a good job in order to support
her fully as this goes against patriarchal and masculine norms and responsibilities. It
seemed to me that none of them would have done the same. Sukkanya herself
acknowledge that she was lucky that her husband decided to take early retirement so he
could be home with the family and hence she could perform more frequently.
In contrast, more rigid stereotypic male-female roles are present within families
where the man is a performing musician. The husband’s profession as a performer
provides financial support and security. The wife remains at home, caring for all other
aspects of the family life. For many musicians and audience members, these sociocultural constraints prevent many women from performing. They are not always
acknowledged, but they are understood and accepted.
Family life is just one deterrent keeping women from performing or continuing to
perform on the stage. Financial necessity and additional careers outside the performance
setting also limit their time. Some musicians found it difficult to both practice and
perform with the group as well as to travel for concerts outside of Bangalore. For
example, one performance I attended by Sthree Thaal Tharang was a wedding in
Pondicherry. The group all traveled together in one van, which included all their
instruments, from Bangalore for this performance. The supposed six-hour drive lasted
over ten hours. They arrived at around 4 am, the morning of the wedding. The wedding
began around 9 am at which time they proceeded to play for approximately three hours.
When the wedding finished, everyone ate lunch before settling back into the van for the
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six-hour drive back to Bangalore. This is only one example of a performance requiring
prolonged travel for Sthree Thaal Tharang.
Societal constraints are applied to proper non-Indian women also. My friends in
Chennai required multiple updates on my whereabouts as a woman simply because I
traveled alone for this concert. I was to be simply an audience member crashing a
wedding in order to hear the musicians. But even so, my Indian collaborators envisioned
many risks possible for a woman traveling alone, concerns which were bigger than I
expected. Therefore, for many women performers who adhere more strictly to Indian
societal expectations and limitations, this performance would not have been possible.
Sthree Thaal Tharang has thrived and exists today because of the dedicated
musicians who compose the present group and their ability to overcome some of the
socio-cultural restraints mentioned. Other women are unable or unwilling to challenge the
societal limitations of marriage, children, and financial jobs. Subsequently these issues
prevented some women from continued practices and performance with Sthree Thaal
Tharang.
The current configuration of women who compose Sthree Thaal Tharang have
found ways to bridge the gaps between two major conflicting views of self. These are the
traditional societal expectations of their roles as women and mothers in India versus the
modern roles of being women music performers in the twenty-first century. The present
group members actively encourage and support each other in both their professional and
personal lives. Their camaraderie, understanding, and friendship have allowed the group
to flourish.
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Relationships of Artists
Resituating the ghata tharang within constructs of power and equality within the
group, notions of positionality, dominance, and hierarchy are clearly challenged and
reinterpreted. Sthree Thaal Tharang is concerned not only with the desire to get more
women to join and learn Karnatic music. They also champion the negotiation of societal
constraints and increased respect for women musicians and artists who already are
performing. Respect and change can be achieved through group support and interaction.
Female musicians who work together and create beautiful music must be acknowledged
and their accomplishments celebrated. Each new generation of women will otherwise
begin anew the already difficult navigation through societal restrictions placed on them
and their desire to learn. The music, voices, and accomplishments of groups like Sthree
Thaal Tharang are cracking the very foundations of these dominant power relationships.
The ability to unite, work on new musical expressions, rhythmic phrases,
improvisations and share new musical ideas in an open, respectful way allows Sthree
Thaal Tharang to overcome adversity, survive, and thrive as a musical group. The
musicians do not see this from a “feminist” perspective and approach. They define it as a
form of “women’s empowerment” where they work together and support each other on
the concert platform in the hope that other women will see the possibilities within the
tradition and the performance space. In essence it is from a very specific position in
which they see themselves, a position which supports women who want to learn the
tradition or are currently performing and not about the promotion of this tradition to all
women or broader issues of the Indian feminism in India. For the group, it seems that
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feminism as a framework is too aggressive and women’s empowerment in the sense of
supporting other musicians fits more with their mindset of collaboration between women
to produce a good concert and achieve success within the structures of the tradition. It is a
space in which women gather and confront the societal and musical challenges and
restrictions as a group. They are committed to friendship and collaboration. Sthree Thaal
Tharang’s reluctance to be labeled as “feminist” illustrates different power relations and
uses of complicated, preferred, and ever-changing terminology. Ultimately, it is the
respect that they all have for each other and the dedication to community that makes their
group different.
This space of empowerment is observed in the new way the ghata tharang is
situated upon the Karnatic concert platform, the disruption of acknowledged positionality
of instruments, and the camaraderie between the musicians. Instead of using the
performance to demonstrate individual talent, they showcase the group dynamic and
engage in a “friendly fight,” according to Sukkanya. The goal is to work together with set
pieces and improvisation—not to outrank the individual instruments.
The dialogue between the musicians and the fluid accompanying relationships are
situational and dependent on specific concerts and pieces. The melodic improvisation that
occurs between Sukkanya on the ghata tharang and the performers on other instruments
demonstrates a new dynamic experience of Karnatic music. It influences how one listens
to and experiences this music. The choice by Sukkanya to play only one ghatam as the
expected accompanying instrument or to play the ghatam tharang, which creates a
negotiated space, is dependent on the concert, piece, and her preference. The performance
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becomes both a subtle critique of the tradition but ultimately, they maintain other
ingrained power relationships.
The negotiation of cultural norms between all the instruments can also be seen in
the performance of the tani avartanam. Unlike what occurs during the main melodic
sections of the concert, where Sukkanya plays the ghata tharang, during the tani
avartanam she plays one ghatam. This demonstrates her appreciation of the audience and
the need to conform in certain ways to accepted concert standards. In this section of the
concert, Sthree Thaal Tharang chooses to maintain the traditional performance order of
the percussion instruments. Thus, the mridangam begins the tani avartanam and other
rhythmic instruments follow. As the dominant voice, the mridangam chooses the
rhythmic path which the other instruments must follow and improvise upon.
Sthree Thaal Tharang maintains the following traditional order and progression of
secondary rhythmic instruments: kanjira, ghatam, morsing, and konokkol. The
mridangam solo is followed by the ghatam, morsing, konokkol, and then surprisingly, by
an additional instrument, what Sukkanya called the “drum box”. For Sthree Thaal
Tharang this was a small set of electronic drum pads which were mounted on a platform
from which Sukkanya used her hands to play the tradition rhythmic patterns. This
incorporation of yet another rhythmic instrument adds a further dimension to the
performance and the drum solo. Sukkanya is now even more of a focal point for the
group since she performs not only on the ghata tharang and the ghatam, but also
konokkol and drum box. The addition of electronic drum pads, djembes, and other
smaller world percussion instruments, on which traditional Karnatic rhythmic patterns are
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played, has become more common in recent years. These also add new dimensions to the
tani avartanam. Sukkanya’s utilization of all these various percussion instruments, which
is not the norm, makes the tani avartanam even more interesting and vibrant.
Sthree Thaal Tharang maintains and conforms to most traditional power dynamics
and socio-cultural constraints during the tani avartanam. This is exemplified as the
traditional order in which percussion instruments are performed was upheld: mridangam,
kanjira, ghatam, morsing, konokkol. Consequently, the mridangam began the solo
followed by the other rhythmic instruments in the accepted and understood order. The
audience, invested listeners, expect certain relationships to exist in the drum solo. To
begin with any other instrument than the mridangam would disrupt the careful
negotiation of expected norms and progressive techniques and alienate the audience. A
lack of enthusiastic audiences and support would limit performance opportunities for
Sthree Thaal Tharang. Within traditional constraints of the solo, the presence of the drum
box provides a small, accepted negotiation. The drum box is performed after all the other
solos. This order maintains the expected musical relationships while pushing the
boundaries enough to encourage new perceptions and different approaches. It displays a
negotiation of the position of the percussion instruments within the hierarchy of the solo
and the equal position of women and women percussionists on the concert platform—a
position that encourages all voices to be heard and equal opportunities to exist.
These artists work together to make beautiful music without the highly
competitive mentality that otherwise characterizes the Karnatic music community. In
Karnatic music, the drive to be the best and most accomplished musician can often
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overshadow helping other musicians learn new rhythmic or musical nuances. Musicians’
competitive nature can cause them to hoard new musical and rhythmic manipulations
which would impress audiences during performances. These drives injure and prevent
much productive collaboration. The belief that more musical opportunities and greater
personal recognition will be attained if one is better than everyone else within the group
is never promoted in Sthree Thaal Tharang. The friendly conversation and common
mentality that Sukkanya promotes is the source of the supportive dynamics within the
group, which can be heard and seen in their music and performances.
All my group persons want to learn something new, do something new,
they are getting the spirit, getting the spirit from each other. She is doing
this why not me. A friendly thing. If you play like this it will be very nice.
So, I can make some suggestions and then everyone else also gives some
suggestions. So not competing with each other. Not in my group.
Encouraging other women to become as good as they can. It is very
difficult to maintain a group for a long time. All five of us are having the
same wavelength or mindset. Also, played with female tabla player but
felt it was not for me. She runs an [ensemble]. Father founded a female
group with his students: kanjira player. But after her father’s death she
was not able to keep it. She is also, I can’t…same mindset should be there
because otherwise it is very difficult10.
It is the friendly banter between the artists that creates the group’s great musical
experiences. The most interesting quality of the conversations is that they do not just
relate to music. The overbearing egos of many musical artists are absent in Sthree Thaal
Tharang. I have learned from my conversations with various musicians that this is not the
case for other all-female groups: many have disbanded due to the lack of consistent
communication or due to some musicians’ egos. I observe that Sukkanya is undoubtedly
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the driving force and the face of the group, the source of its present success, and most
probably its future successes. Sukkanya is by far the main artist and the group’s bestknown musician. She is supported not only by the community of Bangalore, but also by
musicians in Chennai, her friends and family throughout India, and has increasing
recognition on the global performance stage. I wonder if the group will continue or could
continue without her.
These musical collaborations and conversations emulate the conversations and
rhythmic experimentations and new concepts that they readily share within the group.
Sthree Thaal Tharang stresses this cooperation and mutual support as essential for
collaboration on many different musical concepts and new rhythmic “turns of phrase.”
Sthree Thaal Tharang is truly defined by this collaboration and the promotion of music
education and performance opportunities for all.
Conclusion:
Sthree Thaal Tharang has challenged the rigidly structured societal boundaries
and expectations of Karnatic music. Through the promotion of women performers and
their unique musical sensibilities, they have also broadened the scope of musical
possibilities for a group and a performance as to what can be achieved with rhythmic
instruments working in musical collaboration.
Sthree Thaal Tharang utilizes various techniques. These musical styles include
individual percussive solos instead of only combined, collaborative solos during concerts,
and the creation of the ghata tharang, Sukkanya’s personal instrument and method of
performing melodic patterns on seven differently tuned ghatams. These innovations have
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broadened the scope of rhythmic performance and allowed for a new understanding and
appreciation of various tones and capabilities of rhythmic instruments.
Hierarchy within the performance of Karnatic music is one of the more critically
examined aspects of the tradition that Sthree Thaal Tharang explores. These hierarchies
importantly define relationships among melodic instruments, rhythmic instruments, and
the communication between melodic and rhythmic instruments. This emphasis on the
rigid structuring of Karnatic music remains in force today and is based on the belief that
all music and musical instruments have varying degrees of intrinsic spirituality, through
which listeners connect to universal, supreme life forces. In the eyes of many performers,
scholars, and audience members, the most important instrument in Karnatic music
remains the voice. The voice represents the epitome of divine music. The inherent
spirituality and relationship with Hinduism and hence the universe can be most purely
expressed through the human voice and hence the physical body of the female or male
vocalist. Melodic instruments, such as violin and veena, comprise the second highest tier
in the hierarchy of instruments because they emulate the voice.
While percussion instruments are tonal, they are not usually performed in a way
that allows them to play the canonized repertoire and create melodic pieces. The ghata
tharang therefore allows a new way for the audience members to hear the standardized
music from a new perspective. They might even forgo their tea break in order to
appreciate the new ways Sthree Thaal Tharang negotiates these musical songs. In
addition to the hierarchy between melodic and rhythmic instruments there is a known
hierarchy designating the importance of the individual percussion instruments
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themselves. The mridangam is a double-headed tonal drum and holds the highest ranking.
It is always present during a concert. The kanjira, ghatam, and the morsing follow in
prestige.
Sukkanya Ramgopal believes that it is important to showcase the secondary
percussion instruments, especially her own instrument the ghatam. Artists of these
instruments will then have a platform to demonstrate the ability of the performers as well
as the rhythmic complexity and sounds of the instruments themselves.
Today the concert experience of Sthree Thaal Tharang is a combination of the
traditional expectations of a Karnatic music performance and new, innovative techniques
that allow the audience to hear how Sthree Thaal Tharang negotiates through traditional
melodies and rhythms. Sukkanya views contrasts within a concert and the rhythmic
interactions between the performers as a type of “friendly fight.” In truth, it is a dialogue
where all the performers and artists work collaboratively to improve musically and
become more visible on the concert platform.
The group continues to be a place of community. It is a place where these women
share ideas and explore musical concepts as equals. In this space, they can avoid the
constant pressure or need to maintain accepted relations of power and safely promote
these ideals to other women and their listeners. One sees the traditional musical concepts,
as well as new images and uses of percussion, enacted within their performances on the
concert platform. Through the new tones and nuances of the ghata tharang—which are
captured, amplified, and transmitted through various electronic leads and portable
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microphones throughout the concert space—the audience is able to hear, understand, and
appreciate traditional rhythmic phrases in a new and interesting way.
Sthree Thaal Tharang actively works to extend the boundaries of rhythmic
instruments in general. They also work to push past musical and gendered barriers and
restrictive hierarchies within the Karnatic music tradition and performance space. The
ingrained power relations and hierarchies that exist within the Karnatic music tradition
and between the musicians themselves continue to relegate percussionists to the bottom
tier in prestige. Sukkanya and Sthree Thaal Tharang’s attempts at change, whether
accepted or not, have broadened the scope of rhythmic performance and allowed for a
new understanding and appreciation of the various tones and capabilities of Indian
rhythmic instruments. Groups like Sthree Thaal Tharang make new conversations and
negotiations of traditional values audible.
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Chapter 4: Indian Classical Music and Globalization
It was a night like any other during the Margazhi music festival as I followed the
Karnatic music artists who I knew to different sabhas, or music halls. On that night, I
drove all the way to the Hamsadhwani sabha to see an NRI American friend perform. The
Hamsadhwani music hall is known within the Chennai music festival for its support of
younger musicians, especially Non-Resident Indian (NRI) musicians, who are emerging
on the concert platform. This space allows younger artists, who do not have the necessary
performance connections or who are performing professionally or semi-professionally for
the first time, to perform on the concert platform.
The Hamsadhwani concert space was similar to other performance spaces. It was
an outdoor, open area. I got dropped off by the auto-rickshaw and made my way toward
the entrance. It had taken me over an hour to get there due to traffic, so I was excited that
I was actually on time for the performance. The concert was just starting, so I grabbed a
seat and relaxed. There were approximately thirty-five people present, which seemed
small compared to the size of the concert space. The concert, however, was for the local
area, and community, friends, and family of the musicians who were all NRI or diasporic
performers. The concert was approximately an hour long. I was informed that the vocalist
was new and that this was her first time performing in Chennai. At the end of the
performance, I met other audience members, mostly family and friends of the musicians
who had come to support her. CDs were sold and family members enthusiastically
handed out flyers advertising additional performances. Some of the family members even
made sure to invite me to future performances in case I needed some help getting around
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Chennai or navigating the various performance spaces and festival as a whole. I politely
thanked them for their offers and went to congratulate the artists.
This concert was a new experience for me. Unlike other concert venues, this
concert venue made it a point to promote, support, and reserve the majority of its concert
times during the festival for younger, new diasporic musicians traveling from abroad to
perform Karnatic music. Musicians who had studied and learned from the diaspora. My
friend even said that this sabha helped his career when he first started performing in the
festival, so he liked supporting it by performing with other, newer NRI musicians. This
first experience at an NRI concert made me wonder about the place of NRI and diasporic
musicians within the various music sabhas and furthermore, about the place of all
musicians who perform on the concert platform. The place of musicians and the
implications that provides about the changing context of Karnatic music in a more
globalized context is the focus of this chapter.
In this chapter, I examine two concerts each of which emphasizes a connection to
the global and transnational Indian community. I examine them in order to understand the
important impact of being acknowledged and receiving awards on the concert platform
and its relationship to various forms of globalization. These concerts will juxtapose both
the phenomenon of diasporic and Indian based artists as well as gendered distinctions
between male and female percussionists. They emphasize both a static position of
identity and societal conformity within the tradition while simultaneously being
transnational and globalized. Influenced by political, economic, social, and global
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culture, Indian music and musicians therefore exemplify various power dynamics
especially within live musical performance.
The first concert acknowledges the skills of an Indian woman mridangam artist. I
analyze this performance where multiple languages enable the performance of multiple
identities and how language has become an essential part of the music and musical
performance. This performance was an award ceremony in honor of a female mridangam
artist. Most of the attendees referred to her simply as “the female mridangam artist”
without using her name, which I found odd. Unfortunately, I was unable to officially
interview her as she was not available to meet before the concert, and she left directly
from the award ceremony to return home on the overnight train. Accordingly, I have
decided to use the pseudonym Geeta throughout this analysis of her desired use of
language and her speech which was given by an older, male, NRI audience member in
English. Her use of language demonstrates a form of agency from which she performs a
type of globalization.
The second concert explores the various power relationships which surround
diasporic, globalized performers. First, it brings into question the power dynamics
between performers and who has the ability, prestige, and connections to secure
performance venues and concert spaces. Second, for diasporic musicians it represents a
“return” to the homeland. These diasporic musicians represent an integral aspect of a new
era in which Karnatic music is experienced today and who transmits it. These pronounced
power relationships between diasporic and Non-Resident Indians (NRI’s) versus Indians
living in India, as experienced within the concert space will provide insight into how
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Karnatic music exists within the context of a neo-liberal India, a neo-liberal India where
the musical tradition is based on ideals of competition and capitalism representing a form
of oligopoly within the performance spaces and based off shared benefits and
familiar/acquaintance connections.
I explore the Karnatic tradition as seen through two different concerts each
emphasized by an acknowledgement of the artists and how they reveal expectations,
relationships, and assumptions within the performance space. These performance spaces
(performance and speech) represent moments of domination and subordination as they
exemplify the changing power relationships inherent in the performance and between the
performers. Beyond the interpretation of literary texts as constructs of past relationships
from a non-hegemonic dominant perspective, these performance spaces become essential
within the evolving tradition and provide a new lens in which to examine and experience
Karnatic music. Through these acknowledgments I explore how agency can be both
simultaneously given and taken away by those who maintain the dominant position on
and off the concert platform.
Geeta’s Award and Tani Avartanam Solo
In this section, I explore, through the body of a female percussionist, how she
chose to demonstrate agency and empowerment through her speech. Her choice of
language demonstrates how language dynamics still hold a contested space on the concert
platform today. The choice of language today demonstrates new spaces of negotiation
beyond feelings of domination and subordination within a pan-Indian context, between
Hindi and Tamil or the Northern and Southern states, respectively. However, English still
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maintains a strong, unshakable presence with an underlying implication of dominance.
This dominance needs to be understood within the elite performance space, because
although India continues to struggle to institute a pan-Indian language acceptable to all,
the language which currently represents India within the global, transnational community
is English.
Languages spoken from the concert platform are part of the performance and are
conceived, promoted, and utilized as part of political, economic, and social realities
within Chennai. I focus primarily on the complications which surround the use of Tamil
and English, the two dominant languages in Chennai. Within the Margazhi music
festival, the use of specific languages represents various experiences and performers.
Today language and their use has become part of the transnational expression of Indian
heritage, complicated by distinct regional languages and dialects that prevent
communication between musicians from India and for whom English exists in a contested
space. While not literally part of the expression of the music itself, the English language
is integral to how various artists, performers, and audiences express themselves within
the performance space and from the concert platform.
The use of multiple languages complicates Karnatic music’s performance space.
The Karnatic performance space includes, but is not limited to, the use of Sanskrit,
Telugu, Tamil, and English. Each of these languages performs various contested power
dynamics in relation to the political, economic, and societal landscape of the tradition and
musicians. Hence, the choice of languages is a conscious decision by artists and
performers. Language has importance beyond the communication of information about
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musical repertoire and artists. It has become a central aspect of the performative space
because the use of specific languages establishes commonality between performers and
audiences, shows levels of education and status, and emphasizes a connection with
globalization. How some individuals restrict themselves to certain languages, while
others move freely through various languages and dialects within the performance space
demonstrates language politics in the Karnatic area.
Furthermore, the complicated place and use of the English language when used
within the Indian musical canon and performance can be viewed as a recollection of the
British Commonwealth, colonial oppression, and US imperialism. The English language
has become not only the product of the US “cultural package,” as Schiller discusses, but
represents a new version of imperialism and a subtle, cultural dominance. It spreads not
only democracy but also capitalism, and is the language of business, economics,
academics, and globalization (Schiller 1991: 24). Yet for performers, it also represents a
new globalization, education, and acceptance within a broader transnational context. It
becomes a part of the performance especially for audiences who are assumed to be global
and transnational.
I drove to a concert on my scooter and ignored the looks from other drivers and
pedestrians which implied: “wow a White woman is on a scooter instead of in a car!” I
ignored the stares of other motorists as I worried about negotiating the congested traffic
and arriving on time. Early in my research, I had abandoned westernized clothing for a
more traditional Indian outfit. I tended to blend in at first glance especially with my head
wrapped in a dupatta in order to cut down on the ever-present road dust. I did not,
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however, wear a sari. From previous experiences, I had learned that it was difficult, if not
impossible, for me to maintain balance in a sari. It was not enjoyable to almost topple
over when riding a scooter. I arrived at the concert venue, parked on the street, and
thankfully did not receive any questioning looks. It was a good evening for the start of a
three-day concert event in honor of a female mridangam artist, who I will call Geeta.
Because it was the first day, the performance featured the award ceremony and
presentation followed by a small concert and drum solo given by Geeta.
Very rarely is a female percussionist recognized and awarded for her career and
talent as a musician. Hence, the concert held great promise and I was particularly excited
about the tani avartanam solo. It demonstrated her acceptance and acknowledgment
within the prestigious music festival by other well-known musicians. Against all odds,
she had “made it.”
The concert hall was an open venue, not attached to a temple but also not one of
the more enclosed concert spaces like the Madras Music Academy. The Madras Music
Academy features many well-known musicians each season and many individuals who
travel from abroad will procure season tickets to their events. I chose a seat close to the
front but not in the very front since I was not quite sure where I should sit. I was early, so
very few people had arrived.
The concert finally began, slightly late, which was not unusual. I watched as the
premier artist arrived, pictures were taken, video was recorded and formal greetings
between all the artists were made. Unfortunately, I was not allowed to record the
performance since professional photographers and a videographer were hired for the
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event. The award was presented and several short speeches were given in Tamil by the
presenters. Geeta said very little during the speeches which thanked Geeta for her career,
thanked the other artists for performing, the organizers for putting on the event, and basic
other acknowledgments. These were all in Tamil and were standard for concert I
attended. When Geeta did speak, it was short thank-you acknowledgment and these were
in Telugu, a South Asian language I did not understand. Even without an official
translator, the audience seemed to understand her short phrases or at least politely watch
her acknowledgment of the award.
It was then time for the performance and the musicians moved onto the concert
platform. The performers included Geeta, two of her young boy disciples, the violinist
and a kanjira player. I was informed before the concert that Geeta primarily ran a music
school and, furthermore, that she rarely performed. As she tuned and set up, I recollected
a discussion I had with the concert organizer, my teacher, and some very brief comments
which I was probably not supposed to hear. Apparently, her late husband was the better
known professional mridangam performer. After their marriage, he undertook to teach
her the rhythmic instrument. It was only with his instruction and support that she learned
and eventually decided to open her school. She chose to be primarily a percussion teacher
and not a performer. Because of this position as a teacher and as a woman, logistically, it
was difficult to organize this performance. Many major artists would not perform with
her as she was thought to be below their skill level. Some of the musicians who would
have played with her were already booked for other performances on this specific
evening. It was frustrating for the organizer to solidify the performers for this concert
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because of the unwillingness of artists to perform with a woman whom they deemed
unworthy. The reticence to support a slightly unknown but proficient female mridangam
artist was evident in the small size of the audience. I counted only twenty-five or thirty
people total for the event, mainly locals who could walk over for the free performance
and disciples of the organizer and their families from both India and the diaspora.
These thoughts ran through my head as Geeta set up her instruments. Because this
concert honored her, she was placed front and center on the concert platform with her two
disciples, one on each side. It is not unusual for artists to bring older and more established
disciples to these types of events to help tune drums or to play during the performance. It
shows the skill of the performer and his/her lineage and helps fill out the percussion solo.
However, the boys looked younger than I was expecting. While I am not a good judge of
age, they were probably twelve or thirteen years old—young to be exhibiting on the
concert platform.
While Geeta set up, finalized the tuning of the drums, and prepared herself for the
performance, another attendee delivered her acknowledgement speech. This was the only
performance and award ceremony I witnessed where the awardee did not give their own
acknowledgment speech. The man who gave Geeta’s acceptance speech was an older
gentleman and an NRI living in the US. Award ceremonies do not always include
speeches by the awardee. Sometimes concert organizers, who knew the performer and
his/her artistic career, gave comments about the awardee; however, this man did not
know the artist. Instead, he read the written speech as a representative of the organizer.
He got up, was handed the speech, and he announced that he would read her full
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acknowledgments while Geeta tuned her mridangam. These are usually long speeches
and I assumed that the speech would be in Telugu, so prepared myself to not fully
understand it and to muddle my way through. However, to my surprise, the speech was
not written in Telugu but was in fact written in grammatically stilted English. I was so
surprised that at first I did not process that the speech was in English and missed the first
sentences.
After the acknowledgement was read, the audience settled in for the main
performance, which was to be a short melodic piece followed by the elaborate tani
avartanam. The audience waited patiently and anticipated the start of the performance.
After her drums were tuned to her specification and ready to start the piece, Geeta
glanced at the man who had just given her speech. Apparently, she did not realize that he
had already given her acknowledgement because she was either too involved with her
preparations or because of her rudimentary knowledge of the English language. She
indicated that the speech should be given again. This was extremely usual. It
demonstrated that she was unsure if the speech was given and her ultimate lack of
connection with and knowledge of the language that she had chosen to represent her and
her voice. An awkward moment passed before the man rose and again gave the speech.
Geeta, now happy with the knowledge that her speech was given and received,
acknowledged the audience and the music began.
As I sat, watched, and listened, the importance that Geeta had placed on her
speech being given in English, a language she obviously did not understand, instead of
Tamil or Telugu emphasized the problematic contested binaries of language within the
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performance space and especially between musicians within India. Geeta specifically
chose not to have her speech read in either Telugu or Tamil. Instead, the speech
highlighted her assumptions that those in attendance in Chennai—whether local, NRI,
diasporic, or foreign—would all be sufficiently educated and globalized in order to
understand English. It became an acknowledgement of the position of English as now
integral to the tradition and her own assumption that a globalized audience would be in
attendance.
Language use within concert sabhas is most often dependent upon specific
musicians and performances. Languages include Tamil or English only, a combination of
the two, or “Tanglish” (Tamil-English). Speeches were consistently even delivered in
both English and Tamil. Some artists would even switch languages into English if they
noticed a foreign audience member. Others just spoke English the entire time. The
combination and use of English and Tamil was always fluid and complicated as it
perpetuated various dichotomies of dominance and subordination.
The performance began. Geeta was a proficient and excellent musician. However,
unlike other performances I attended, it was clear that the three main musicians had never
performed together as a group: each of them slightly missed cues as to who was to play
and when. These small miscommunications culminated during the drum solo when one of
Geeta’s disciples and the kanjira player began at the same time. There was a small
moment of musical confusion as the young boy deferred to the older, established artist.
However, Geeta was adamant that her student play and made it clear that she wanted him
to continue the rhythmic pattern. The concert ended successfully in spite of these slight
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mishaps in communication between the performers. Geeta was able to exhibit the skill of
her students and the parts of the solo she played were excellent. Contrary to the comment
that skilled musicians willing to perform and accompany the female mridangam artist
were difficult to find, as an audience member, I did not “see” a skill difference or
confusion between the performers. However, I did “hear” confusion within the back and
forth dialogue of the rhythmic solo as evident by the confusion of performance order
between her student and the male kanjira player.
After the performance, I offered her my congratulations on a good performance
which she politely accepted as she packed up her instruments. I unfortunately was unable
to interview her further because of her time constraints. She had arrived earlier that day
by train and had gone directly to the venue. After the concert, she left directly from the
performance space to catch the overnight train home not staying in Chennai any longer
than the performance required.
I contemplated her desire to leave as I drove home and wondered why she chose
not to stay for the whole three evening event in her honor. However, in spite of the
various factors which could have derailed her performance, she performed successfully.
It was rewarding to see her skill publicly acknowledged and for her to receive
acclamations for her musical ability.
The issues of language which framed her performance demonstrate various
meanings associated with her choices and especially within her speech. In a broad
context, her use of English highlights a sense of globalization within the performance
space. However, in regard to the complicated relationship between Telugu speakers and
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Tamil speakers it could also have been a disavowal of the Tamil legacy and association
with the Tamil Isai Iyakkam. The Tamil Isai Iyakkam movement had attempted to
legitimize and promote the Tamil language and Tamil language compositions within
Karnatic music over the canonized compositions written and performed primarily in
Telugu and Sanskrit. Consequently, this performance and assertion of her own agency
and identity can be read as opposition to certain past dominant ideals as well as a
connection with the new globalized tradition. Her voice, as heard through a TamilEnglish speaking diasporic/NRI audience member and educated aficionado, represents
various power relationships that only exist within this more globalized and transnational
context.
Geeta’s Speech and Language Politics in a Globalized India: The Importance of
Monkeys and Tomatoes
The performance and speech gave a glimpse into the problematic space language
holds in the Karnatic music tradition. Framed within the performance spaces, this
included the languages of the compositions and music, the language spoken by the artists
and performers, and the languages heard and performed within the performance space.
Within the performance space and languages spoken by the artist’s Tamil, Telugu, and
English were all represented. Furthermore, as the music pieces are canonized each piece
carries an understood language which represents that composition. These languages
including Sanskrit, Telugu, and Tamil compositions and fully instrumental concerts, like
this award ceremony, are therefore still subjected to associations with these three
languages even if unspoken. Each of the languages (Tamil, Telugu, Sanskrit, and
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English) seen in the performance space carries the weight of long histories of social,
cultural, and political conflict. The choice of languages by the awardee and the languages
being spoken by those in attendance overlay each other to relay specific images,
ideologies, and identities.
The debates concerning language are no longer only concerned with the ideals of
tradition, religion, and spirituality. They are also centered on additional societal ideals of
status, modernity, and globalization. The unraveling of language within the performance
space and its place within Karnatic music is further complicated because of its
connections with the Nationalist Movement and the place language holds in relation to
India as a country, Tamil Nadu as a state, and the impact of India’s emergence as a
modern, independent country. Language(s) has always been central to the construction,
maintenance, and ideals of nationhood because common language allows for the
expression of ideas and the critical discussion of government and politics. However, the
overwhelming presence of the English language, seen as a form of imperialism,
complicates how people express themselves and communicate.
Artists perform perceived senses of elite status and globalization through their use
of English within the performance space. In the award ceremony and the concert
performance, English became more than a way to communicate—it also emphasized
Geeta’s place within the community. The use of English demonstrated her ability to
belong within an audience whom she had assumed spoke and understood English, an
assumption that was evident by the prevalence of audience members and other students
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who were all conversant in English. In addition, it emphasized her educational status and
knowledge within a space of performed globalization.
However, this performance within English also takes into account the location of
the performance and hence the position of the audience. For, while the discussion of local
language politics between South Indian languages and Hindi is still necessary and persists
within the academic discussion, the promotion of English in the city of Chennai marks
globalization as more relevant for performers. Chennai is an urban metropolis with large
populations of educated elite Brahmins and a middle class. Ideally, music can then
provide a common voice for the people. Within the Karnatic music tradition, the
contested aspects of language are no longer as blatantly political as during the Nationalist
Period. Geeta’s speech dealt with ideals of status and globalization, so she made sure that
a male-bodied NRI music aficionado gave her speech in English.
This speech highlighted the importance of language issues in India. In India,
language is especially important as it represents and designates one’s home state and city
and even, in even smaller circles, the area of the city in which one resides. Language,
accents, and speech patterns can also indicate one’s class, caste, and status. Politically,
the two official languages of government are Hindi and English. However, within
literature, education, and public life at least fifteen major languages are recognized,
including Hindi, Bengali, Marathi, Gujarathi, Oriya, Assamese, Punjabi, Urdu, Kashmiri,
Sindhi, Nepali, Telugu, Kannada, Tamil, Malayalam, and Sanskrit (Kachru, Kachru,
Sridhar 2008: 1-3; Rao: 1970: 204). Many of these languages are confined to
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geographical regions and are further divided between the North Indian and South Indian
language systems of Devanagari and Dravidian respectively.
The political and social issues surrounding the use and importance of certain
languages rather than others represent both regionalism and concepts of domination and
subordination between states. These underlying issues became more visible after
Independence as India struggled amid political and religious upheaval furthered by the
monumental task of uniting all the states under one constitution. For some ardent
supporters, self-immolation became a way to attract public and media acknowledgement
(Mitchell 2009: 15-16) in support of south Indian language, including Tamil and Telugu.
For Gandhi, who was working with the new government, language became a key
question that needed to be addressed in order to solidify the stability of the new country
and to unite the people. V. Venkata Rao summarizes some of Gandhi’s thoughts and
ideas about language:
The Mahatma, who placed the country above everything else, desired that
there should be a pan-Indian language for obvious reasons. First, to defeat
the centrifugal or fissiparous tendencies which have reared their head as a
result of linguistic chauvinism. Second, to connect the different states and
thereby promote unity among the elite of the country. Finally, to carry on
the administration efficiently and economically. The Mahatma thought
that without a pan-Indian Language, the country might disintegrate and the
state of affairs that existed before the conquest of India by the British
might emerge. (Rao 1970: 203)
Unity through a common language, mainly Hindi, was seen not only as a cornerstone for
the newly independent country but also as a way to unify the elite of the country. The
elite included those in South India who were working to revive Karnatic music. Hindi
was advocated as the pan-Indian language and hence the Devanagari script would
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become the written language of education, especially higher education, and of all
government. The formation and construction of a national language and script was seen
as a potential benefit for all people throughout the Indian subcontinent. Everyone—
including the large, illiterate populace—would learn the same language system (verbal
and written). The institution of a pan-Indian language would simultaneously represent a
newly independent India and create a united people.
Hindi was and still is seen by the Indian government as the desired pan-Indian
language because the written script is used by all North Indian languages in contrast to
South Indian languages, which all use different scripts. Furthermore, while there are
regional ways of speaking Hindi, South Indian languages have both literary and
colloquial ways of speaking, each of which emphasize various class and political
divisions (Rao 1970: 206).
Gandhi envisioned that the use of Hindi and the Devanagari script would lessen
the underlying political issues and erase the associations of status, class, and caste
inherent in some of the South Indian Dravidian languages, thus strengthening the new
country. Furthermore, a united, authorized, educated elite able to work together through a
common language would unify the people and all the individual state governments. The
elite represented an important constituency in the fight for independence and because of
the high illiteracy rates at the time of independence, some scholars believed that the
elite’s solidarity achieved by a pan-Indian language was paramount to India becoming a
unified nation. Without this pan-Indian language the elite and those working to form a
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politically stable India feared that India as a country might crumble and dissolve into a
collection of individual, politically independent nation-states. Rao passionately asserts,
If there is no mobility of population and no intellectual communication
there will be no solidarity of the elite. We should note that this solidarity
of the elite was responsible for the attainment of political solidarity of the
country. It created the feeling of oneness. It generated love for the country.
If the solidarity of the elite is lost, the unity of India is lost. (Rao 1970:
218)
The unity of India was not lost in the years following the 1970s but, the politics of
language persisted. The country was unable to agree upon a pan-Indian language with
which to present a national identity. The politics which surrounded each language, and
hence each state and regional identity, became controversial. Peoples and states fought
for individual representation and acknowledgment within the new government, which
was symbolized by acceptance, not erasure, of their own languages and regional
identities. South Indian peoples believed that their representation by Hindi and hence
Devanagari script simply masked a new form of Northern oppression and domination of
Southern States (Rao 1970: 211). The South would not placidly follow the lead of the
North in all pan-Indian matters. Today, these language politics still emerge sporadically
in the media as government officials in Chennai and other major southern cities rage
about Northern oppression.
What seems to be more problematic in the push for Hindi to be recognized on a
global platform is that English, a recognized national language in the Indian constitution
and the language of Indian elites, is the representative Indian language spoken on the
global stage including the United Nations, The World Bank, and the European Union. By
designating English as an official language of politics, English maintains a space as part
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of global imperialism that continues to be relevant and encountered within India today.
The result of this designation, of English as an official language, in postcolonial contexts
often results in the marginalization of other local languages (Phillipson 1992; Bisong
1995: 123). This marginalization often starts within the education systems which are
conducted in English. Bisong and Kachru argue that the English language education
systems also ensure a form of colonization is not erased but hidden beneath concepts of
multilingualism and globalization (Kachru 1985: 11-12; Bisong 1995: 131).
The ability to speak English as a sign of education and class is important within
the elite Karnatic music community. No longer only representative of British
imperialism, the use of English represents US culture and a sense of global opportunity.
The majority of my South Indian acquaintances and colleagues were encouraged as
students to learn English rather than Hindi as the pan-Indian language in order to
participate, communicate, and debate on a globalized platform. The ability to speak
English both pushes against Hindi as a symbol of North Indian domination and provides
for more advanced opportunities. Throughout Chennai, there are many “English medium”
language high schools which are more prestigious and expensive than their Tamil
equivalents. These schools prefer that their students think and work in English from an
early age and often restrict their students from speaking Tamil or other Indian languages.
Furthermore, higher education colleges and universities also instruct primarily in English.
Bisong argues that these postcolonial preferences for English education systems
are preferred. The ability to speak fluent English is one defining aspect which allows for
success within higher paying jobs and for possibilities of global movement abroad. In
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Nigeria these school are “pragmatic in nature…and Nigerians are sophisticated enough to
know what is in their interest, and that their interest includes the ability to operate with
two or more linguistic codes in a multilingual situation (Bisong 1995: 131). Furthermore,
he discusses how attitudes toward language use are changing as English “is no longer
perceived as the Imperial tongue that must be mastered at all costs” (Bisong 1995: 131).
While, South India and Chennai are extremely proud of their language, Tamil, similar to
Bisong’s conclusions, understanding English offers opportunities from a global
perspective and displays a representation of higher status. These benefits often outweigh
the underlying reminders of British colonialism and makes decolonizing language even
more complicated.
Despite the official acknowledgment of Hindi in Southern states, English, Tamil
and other vernacular languages are spoken more frequently than Hindi. For this reason,
when living in Chennai and doing my research, I took every opportunity to improve my
knowledge of and skill at speaking Tamil including the continuation of formal
conversational Tamil lessons. However, I unwittingly was confronted by the problems
and issues that exist because Tamil words and phrases emphasize caste, class, and status.
I quickly discovered that communicating with high caste and class musicians was
different than the local vegetable seller who was heartily amused when I tried to order
fifty monkeys instead of five tomatoes. These were the same reasons raised when arguing
against Tamil becoming the pan-Indian language.
Throughout my research, the words and languages used by performers and hence
the agency of their voices entered the language politics of social standing. The ways in
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which language, especially Tamil, was used within the performance setting was
important as language emphasizes respect, dedication, and position which are all readily
apparent within the musical community.
In the performance setting, the importance placed on which languages are used
emphasizes the importance placed on the correct language used for the correct groups of
people. As a woman, this becomes especially important as the words and languages used
reflect status, class, and education and the use of the wrong words or phrases can imply
the opposite and reflect badly upon one’s guru, colleagues, concert organizers, and
potential husbands. Consequently, as languages is a part of class dynamics Geeta needed
to speak the correct words and have them delivered in the correct way.
During the award ceremony, it was imperative to Geeta that she speak to the
audience and the perceived class of the attendees in the correct language. In this situation,
the correct language became the use of English instead of either Tamil or Telugu.
Through English Geeta could elevate her position as more educated. She avoided
speaking Tamil and kept her Telugu to a minimum. Instead, she chose to have her speech
read in English by a male NRI.
Status and class are linked not only to the understanding of the English language
but at times are further indicated by speaking English with a certain accent, British,
Australian, US as representative of various cultures. Accents and speech patterns have
implications and associations and a US accent seemed preferred over a British accent. 11

The complex discussion about various and multiple US accents or British accents each
of which have their own social values attached is often overshadowed and ignore with the
performance space and is beyond the scope of this study.
11
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However, the Indian inflections and phrasings were most often maintained even when
speaking English. When I deviated from those inflections corrections where often
provided by friends to make sure I spoke correct English.
These difference in grammar were heard within the award ceremony and Geeta’s
speech. Her desire to speak English and be understood by the audience in question led to
grammatically stilted sentences and inflections. These were especially apparent as Geeta
insisted on the speech being read twice. However, language and the possibilities of how
people understand contextual sentences can be different. So, while I found her speech to
be awkward and problematic, it was about the performance of education and status. A
performance to emphasize her empowerment and presence as a globalized artist within
the context of the traditional, conservative performance space of Karnatic music.
Despite the continuing politics of language, today it seems that English, not
Hindi, remains the acknowledged principle language of India in economic and political
spheres. For many Indians today, the English language is the gateway to better paying
jobs and jobs with more prestigious or with international companies. Fluency in English
is the key to possible immigration to a European country or ideally to the US. Gerald
Knowles does postulate that “sooner or later the dominant position of the English
language is going to be successfully challenged” (Knowles 1997). And within Geeta’s
performance and award ceremony, English was performed as part of the representation of
education, elite status, and globalization.
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Diasporic Musician Presence on the Globalized Indian Concert Platform: He’s a
what?
The differences in language and communication are even more prevalent today in
relation to both older musicians from India and newer musicians who travel from and are
based in the diaspora. Today, the new globalized Karnatic and Indian classical music
industry demonstrates the persistence and proliferation of power dynamics that control
who learns, who performs, and who listens to this music.
Comments about the place of musicians were alluded to throughout my fieldwork
experiences. In relation to diasporic musicians, my own teacher made a point to explain that the
process to learn music took time and effort beyond what I had been taught in the US. This
attitude becomes especially problematic when the tradition is faced with younger musicians and
students who now learn totally within the diaspora from other diasporic teachers, some whom
have never lived in India. The Marghazi music festival offers a vast plethora of music options
and concerts which feature musicians and performers from across the Indian subcontinent and
the Indian global diaspora. It seems clear that within hierarchies of musicians, those who come
from the diaspora may not rank as highly. However, it simultaneously emphasizes the more
global aspects of the performance space. It becomes a performance of a changing tradition where
diasporic students and performers can perform and be accepted on the same concert platform as
A level performers from India. It represents not only the physical movement but also the musical
movement and how it is maintained within the various diasporic communities. Younger
performers arrive with music CDs and promotional flyers emphasizing not just a global presence
but a globalized community and commodity. In the face of scholars who focus on the more
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unifying elements such as popular music genres and technology, which are more applicable to
the newer generation of diasporic youth instead of the aging first generation immigrants, the
classical genres also need to be reexamined from a more globalized transnational market. It is
this globalization within the performance space which attests to the fact that while India is a neoliberal, globalized country, the effects of the Nationalist Period need to be acknowledged as still
essential to understanding India and Indian classical music today.
Throughout this section, I explore the diasporic performer as he/she moves
globally to perform during the Chennai December music festival of Margazhi. I examine
the place of musicians within the hierarchical dichotomies which surround the
performance space beyond the expulsion of the devadasis and the revival of the tradition.
This reexamination of music postulates a more globalized perspective which upholds,
maintains, or changes the context, distribution, and commodification of the musical style.
I examine the NRI musician who returns to India in order to perform during the
Margazhi festival and his success on the concert platform. I focus on a concert where his
abilities as an NRI performer were praised and I consider how this praise accentuates
negotiated hierarchies between musicians from India and from the diaspora. He
represents the hetero-normative Karnatic music tradition. As such, I have provided him
with the pseudonym Karthik throughout my discussion in order to examine his position
without questioning his musical ability and proficiency.
Having taken an auto rickshaw, I arrived at the Brahma Gana concert hall. It was my first
time at this prestigious concert venue, which is one of the oldest music sabhas in Chennai. After
I paid for my ticket, I entered and took a seat. For many concerts, I felt obligated to sit up front,
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especially during performances of artists I knew. Many times, the artists would insist I sit in the
front area so that I would have a good seat and a good view of the musicians. This morning,
though, I chose not to sit in the front and to try to be less conspicuous: I took a seat in the middle
of the concert hall.
The concert began soon after I arrived. It featured a colleague from the US, Karthik, who
performed on the mridangam. Many times during the music season I was invited to attend the
concerts of friends and colleagues to lend support. This morning was no different. I knew that he
was a diasporic musician and I wondered what the other audience members would think about
his performance and whether he would be well received. He is an excellent musician and this
was just one of many performances during the season that I attended in order to support him.
Notably, he was the only NRI performing with this music ensemble. All the musicians moved
onto the stage and everyone settled in for the concert.
Before the concert ended, the main melodic musician made a few comments and a
speech—a typical procedure. He sat on the stage and thanked the audience for attending and then
moved on to thank the organizers, sabha, and other musicians for performing with him. He
finished up by thanking Karthik for accompanying him on the mridangam. My colleague was
deservedly praised for his accompanying abilities as well as his performance acumen, especially
his technically proficient and unique taniavartanam solo. However, the speech then took an
interesting turn. After all this praise and acknowledgment, the main artist made a point of stating
and then stressing to the audience that the mridangam artist was born and raised in the US, and
studied mridangam from within the US diaspora. He emphasized how great a performer he was,
even though he was not from India. With this statement, there was a surge of conversation
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around where I sat as people seemed to take in the fact that he was an NRI. The comments
spanned a range of surprise as it seemed some of the audience members could not believe a
diasporic musician could rate such acclaim, believing he was from India. The speech concluded
with these thoughts.
These comments emphasized that the place of diasporic musicians, learners, and
performers is contested within the Chennai music festival today. There were many instances
where respect toward the diasporic musician would be shown and then comments were made
about diasporic students not understanding the importance of the tradition. I felt that my own
mridangam teacher, and similarly many older musicians, did not think that anyone who traveled
from the US diaspora or other countries truly understood how to practice and the time and effort
one needs to put into learning the tradition, which they themselves inherently understood. But
beyond my own personal thoughts, it seemed clear that within the hierarchy and layers of
meaning that comprise the identity of a musician, newer Karnatic musicians who come from
abroad do not rank as highly when competing for performance opportunities. The family
connections needed by NRI musicians to secure performance opportunities with well-known
Indian musicians is often more difficult as they are not present in India to maintain relationships
and perform rituals such as Ayudha puja. However, based on financial ability and stability of
performers traveling from abroad, many are still able to secure performance spaces because of
increased donations to the sabhas, donations and a monetary commitment with which Indian
musicians are often unable to compete. Consequently, for Karthik to be singled out for his
performance abilities, as an Indian but-not-from-India, represents more than just a purely
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globalized relationship but a genuine respect that he has taken the tradition seriously and is able
to perform at a high level.
In order to understand the power dynamics inherent on the concert platform
between diasporic and Indian musicians, the first identity layer of “returning performers”
needs to be examined. Here, I further explore the concept of traveling ‘home’ and its
perceived importance within the cultural context of Karnatic music.
I draw on Kalpana Ram’s work and her discussion of immigrant responses to
music and dance upon return trips to India. Her perspectives corroborate my own
experiences as I observed interactions between diasporic musicians and audience
members during performances. She describes the immigrant responses as
… a sign of disturbance and breakdown… Difference between this
disturbed mode of comportment and a more primary manner of
embodying temporality and culture. On trips ‘home’ to India, both
immigrant parents and their (exasperated!) children find that their peers
have a far more open attitude towards responding to new contexts, which
may allow for a far greater degree of ‘Westernisation’ than is permissible
among those actually living in the West. The gap in experience stems from
two fundamentally different ways of living the past, present and future, or,
what amounts to the same thing, two different ways of living culture (Ram
2000: 263).
These immigrant responses represent the layers of meaning that now need to be explored
in order to understand the position of younger diasporic performers of classical music and
dance. As Kalpana Ram states: “What were once embodied ways of interacting across
hierarchies of age and gender now have to be turned into representations and injunctions
that are all the more severe and rule-like for being at odds with the practices of the
dominant culture that are simultaneously socializing the immigrant children: Respect
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your Elders; Behave like an Indian Woman” (Ram 2000: 262). It is this gap between
generations which has shifted the focus and place of the music and dance culture within
the diaspora. Classical music and dance are representative of an older generation’s
memory of culture, elite status, and postcolonial nationality. The younger generation
regards these as emblems of ethnic individuality, respect of elders, and an
accomplishment to note on college application forms. As scholar Ranajit Guha further
explains,
As an immigrant…the sense of time he brings with him is the child of
another temporality. The myriad relationships it has for its referent—
relations to his own people, its traditions and customs, its language, even
the environment of his native land—sets it clearly apart from those that
inform such relationships in the community where he finds itself (Guha
1998: 158-159).
These differences of generation and ideologies which surround the learning and
performance of Indian classical music and dance affect the position of the performer
returning to the Chennai Margazhi concert platform. Their position is intricately linked
with the means of culturally teaching ethnicity and community within various globalized
diasporic communities.
Avtar Brah also focuses on the cultural impact of diaspora and the movement of
labor, especially women in the global work force. Brah states:
These population movements are set against major realignments in the world
political order. New transnational configurations of power articulated with
fundamental transformations in the political economy of late twentieth-century
meanings in a world characterized by the increasing dominance of multinational
capital; the flexible specialisation of labour and products; and the revolutionising
impact of new technologies in production, distribution and communication (Brah
2003: 614).
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The diaspora has become an essential part of the Indian classical tradition. The return to
India to perform ties the musician to the tradition and acts as a form of transnational
power. Beyond an expression of cultural identity, it connects the tradition to the diaspora.
The tradition becomes an aspect of the global, political, and economic landscape as
money and musicians are dispersed throughout the city. Karnatic music today is linked
with musicians from the diaspora as the diaspora has become essential to the perpetuation
of the tradition.
We need to look beyond studies that focus only on the promotion of Indian
culture in the diaspora as a way to form community, and instead begin to examine the
place of the new performers within a global Indian culture. These performers do not
necessarily understand the place of India within the British Raj and do not care that these
musical and dance traditions were saved from the “evil Devadasi dancers.” Furthermore,
performers of traditional music who “return to the homeland” receive more acceptance
within the tradition, as their talent can be properly acknowledged and commodified.
The emphasis on musicians returning to perform in the music festivals so they can
receive proper acknowledgement adds a complicated layer to the position of the diasporic
performer. Scholars such as Brah have posited that second and now third generation
Indian diasporic youth desire a tangible connection, musically or culturally, with India.
However, Brah argues that the “homing desire… is not the same thing as a desire for a
‘homeland.’ This distinction is important, not least because not all diasporas sustain an
ideology of ‘return’” (Brah 2003: 614-615). Within the classical music community, it is
noted that many musicians travel back to India to take part in or observe the Karnatic
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music festival but do not want to actually live in India indefinitely. It seems that a monthlong stay is enough to get one’s “Karnatic Music Fix” (a musical high), which will then
sustain the individual throughout the following year.
In fact, the intensification of interest from outside of India and the movement of
teachers and performers throughout the major diasporas mean that the “return to the
homeland” becomes essentially undesired and unrealistic. I question whether this nondesire to return and the non-desire of musicians within India (or even of the wealthiest
classes) today to leave permanently creates animosity within the hierarchy of musicians.
That is not to suggest that musicians from within India do not travel transnationally for
concerts and other performances. Concert tours of the US, Europe, Australia, and other
places are vital for musicians’ careers: international tours concretize their success and
status within the community. It seems, however, that the diasporic musicians who return
to play within the Chennai Margazhi festival do so in order to prove that they are worthy
of the tradition. However, they then choose to return to their lives outside of India and to
leave behind the problems which face India and Indians within the perceived homeland.
This idea of return then becomes a performance of ethnic identity. Both the tradition and
the power dynamics created by the nationalist revival maintain a unity as well as a separation
based on mobility and political citizenship. Furthermore, the political layers of meaning that
encompass the diasporic Karnatic performer make possible his/her actual political ability to
travel to Indian to perform. Today, there are three designations or political classifications that
shape the South Asian diaspora and that are often used interchangeably within conversations
about diasporic musicians traveling to participate in the festival. Although I will now outline the
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differences in classification, throughout the rest of this chapter I will use the overarching term
NRI (Non-Resident Indian) to describe the diasporic individuals within these categories.
First, one kind of immigrant, diasporic individual maintains cultural ties to ethnic Indian
identity but is a citizen of a different country. This encompasses most second-generation
performers who travel to participate in the music and dance festivals. Second is the formal
classification of “Non-Resident Indian (NRI),” or those individuals who still hold Indian
citizenship while living abroad and therefore do not need visas to travel back to India. Third are
those diasporic individuals who have received status as a Non-Resident Foreign Citizen of Indian
Origin and holds a Person of Indian Origin (PIO) card. This latter status allows them to maintain
their citizenship abroad while gaining special political Indian status, e.g., they do not need travel
visas in order to visit India. This designation as a “globalized resident” of India both separates
the individual from political involvement with India as a country while it unites them within the
pan-ethnic identity of Indians globally. It is easier for diasporic musicians to travel to India to
perform – since they are not faced with as many political and economic restrictions – than those
musicians who travel from India into the diaspora. The diasporic community member who
travels back to India exists within spaces of liminality where they are afforded cultural and social
acknowledgement, while avoiding political consequences within the larger picture of a
globalized India.
Once in India, the performance opportunities for many diasporic and NRI performers
were, for many years, limited to specific sabhas and music halls. In fact, only one music sabha,
Hamsadhwani, is specifically known for providing opportunities for both younger musicians and
especially for diasporic musicians. Hamsadhwani gives many young artists and diasporic artists
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their first opportunity to perform within the concert festival. These opportunities also allow for
musicians from various diasporas, such as US, Australia, and various part of Europe, to meet and
perform together.
For many diasporic musicians, however, the music festival is a time to come and
enjoy the music. Whether students or teachers, young or old, the music festival provides the
perfect opportunity to reconnect with family, teachers, and the musical atmosphere. Many
younger musicians and students now learn totally within the diaspora from other diasporic
teachers. They travel to Indian with their families in order to experience the music and
performances of their diasporic teachers and their teacher’s teachers. They thereby
experience the music within the cultural context of India as well as connect or reconnect
with an idealized concept of Indian culture for the month of the music festival.
The excessive yet deserved praise received by my colleague Karthik therefore
highlighted the complicated position of the diasporic performer. It changed his position and
status within the power relationships and hierarchies. It also pointed out how diasporic
performers as a group can be elevated. Within the Karnatic music scene, the movement of ideas,
music, and musicians has become increasingly important both to maintain the original traditions
and to represent these traditions within the new global world market. The movement of people
outside of India and the use of music and dance to preserve a cultural and social identity has
become increasingly important in the preservation of both a diasporic Indian identity and for the
classical music tradition back home. However, people outside of India learning the Karnatic
music tradition are confounded by the importance placed on their ability to perform in India, in
the big music festivals held each year.
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The ability to impress musicians, performers, and scholars in India confirms the
artist’s successful arrival on the music scene, and serves as an acknowledgment of
musical ability and performance acumen. While I am not trying to denigrate the
performance ability and musicality of NRI musicians who do not travel to India to
perform, I received this impression from both NRI musicians and musicians from India
who performed in Chennai during the festival. The concept was stressed that in order to
really “arrive” on the music scene, one needs to get approval during the music festival.
This approval seems most important for younger college-aged performers who list these
opportunities on college and job applications to show unique ethnic identities and skills.
Within Karnatic music, this opportunity includes drum performances primarily by
younger male musicians. In comparison, female students tend to perform on melodic
instruments or, most commonly, to dance. Audience members and musicians generally
accepted older diasporic women performers as well, since it was understood that women
older than twenty-five could not travel to India to perform due to family obligations and
child care. To paraphrase some comments, I was told “well, she has family
responsibilities now and should not take time away from her family to perform.” And
“her family is the most important thing to focus on now – she needs to think about her
husband and children.” Both audience members and musicians all seemed accepting of
the fact that family and children were the most important aspects of life for a woman and
while not explicitly stated, it was inferred that these women would most likely not be
performing again anytime soon.
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So now I return to the concert experience and the speech that followed the
performance. I begin with the physical presence of the performer, who presented himself
in solidarity with the tradition. He wore the appropriate clothing – a cream colored wrap
skirt and long cream shirt – and he sat correctly, with the drum positioned on his right
ankle and supported by his left knee. His musical ability was exemplary, both within the
accompanying patterns, rhythmic improvisations, and tani avartanam solo. The
performance was good and the music itself followed the traditional format. He conformed
to the traditional expectations and as he was not presented before the concert as an NRI,
without the deliberate speech at the end of the performance, the audience may have not
known he was an NRI.
The speech made it clear that he represented a different position within the
hierarchies of the community – a position that had to be pointed out to the audience. He
fit into the style and music of the performance. Still, it was surprising that even though he
had not grown up in India, with the musical ambiance and environment of the city, he
was still extremely proficient. This suggests that some musicians believe the NRI body
does not have cultural knowledge in their genes.
However, scholars who argue that they do, such as Guha and Ram, explain that
the NRI body just needs to step on Indian soil to unlock it. Guha and Ram explain that
the cultural traditions and acquisitions of the past do not disappear from the bodies of the
immigrant but are simply waiting for the right conditions so they can emerge (Guha:
1998: 159; Ram: 2000: 267). For some musicians, this can be seen through the idealized
concept that perceived, inherent cultural knowledge and musical ability is inherent in
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musicians who are from India or have been accepted and acknowledge within the context
of Indian performance spaces. When discussing an older immigrant dancer who returned
to India, Kalpana Ram states, it is “this magical springing back to life [which] is
experienced by immigrants every time the right soil is restored—every time the Indian
immigrant steps back on the tarmac in India, all kinds of embodied dispositions and ways
of knowing that one did not have access to without this social landscape are instantly
there, at one’s disposal” (Ram 2000: 267). Therefore, within the dominant/subdominant
context of those who left and those who stayed, the NRI performer who has returned and
been acknowledge is elevated and the performance is elevated.
The decision by the main artist to point out Karthik’s musical ability and position
as an NRI was important. Musically, Karthik was elevated because of his talent as,
apparently, many other NRI musicians are unable to reach his level of ability. However,
the distinction between true musicians and NRI musicians remains a subtly
acknowledged, contested space on the concert platform. The acknowledgment by the
senior musician emphasized Karthik’s musical ability to perform this tradition with
advanced knowledge and musicality as well as position himself beside Karthik within the
global tradition.
Karthik’s diasporic body became part of the performance as a positive
acknowledgement of the more globalized tradition. He holds a position above other NRI
musicians, and even musicians from India. He represents presumed financial affluence as
a musician able to travel to perform and to take part in the music festival in India. As
Kalpana Ram posits, the ability and financial capital that can culminate in “a triumphal
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debut on a concert stage back in Madras or Delhi,” is important within the hierarchy of
the NRI community (Ram 2000: 264). Beyond the money, it is also the ability to take the
time off from work or other responsibilities to travel to the month-long festival.
Karthik’s position on the concert platform thus represents the hierarchies of not
only musicians from India and the diaspora but also the differences between NRI
musicians. Within the postcolonial context, these hierarchical distinctions can be seen as
a hierarchy of difference: a difference of knowledge, acceptance, and cultural
understanding between musicians and even audience members. It goes beyond the
nationalist revival of the tradition, the importance placed on the shrines and other colonial
nationalist imagery, and the body of the performer who is caught between the tradition
and modernity, the purity and hybridity of the tradition (Appadurai 1988; Spivak 2010;
Bhabha 1994). But the site becomes a new place of class constructions and distinctions
and ideas of cultural understanding.
Karthik was ranked above other NRI musicians because of his musical
proficiency, acceptance, and economic capital. He was ranked higher by his financial
ability to travel and represent the NRI community within music festivals in India,
especially as he is designated as a Non-Resident Foreign Citizen of Indian Origin and
holds an indefinite Person of Indian Origin (PIO) card. He represents a new musician
who understands the musical tradition. And yet his position beneath other proficient
Indians brings into question ideas of constructed nationalism within the hierarchies.
The speech represented Karthik’s place and position within the community and
his ability to gain acceptance. However, the performance also became an active site of
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global Indian identity. The importance placed on musical ability, and not necessarily on
any understanding of constructed nationalism or gender within the performance space,
ensures that “performative traditions lose, in these newer interpretive understandings,
their previous separation from the real world—but only in order to become entirely the
creatures of political projects, emanation of a modern political imagination” (Ram 2000:
265). This speech emphasized a new political imagination which takes into account not
just musical ability by the new physical and musical position of the NRI performer’s
body. He is a performer integrally linked with South Asian identity and an “imagined
community of multifarious people connected—as conditionally and as meaningfully as
any other imagined community—to the Indian subcontinent, in symbolic ways as well as
in relation to capital, technology, and movement back and forth” (Jain 2011:1). It is a
constructed concept of the tradition that is inherently linked with political economy and
social constructs of identity, which cannot be divorced from the actual music. The
separation of the music from “real world issues” becomes impossible as the new political
imagination of the tradition is within the body of a globalized performer in an artform
that has become commodified.
As a male mridangam artist, Karthik represents the accepted cultural,
commodified, and global position of a Karnatic performer and has solidified his position
within the tradition through the accepted acknowledgement of spiritual and musical
power transmitted from the gods through his guru to him.
This new accepted place of the NRI musician is not accepted by all musicians
from India, and has become even more contested in recent years. In a dramatic move, T.
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M. Krishna—a prominent and dynamic Karnatic vocalist—released a statement that
beginning with the December 2015 season, he would no longer perform during the
festival. This announcement shocked the Karnatic community as he has spent decades
performing on the concert platform during the Chennai Margazhi music festival. He
released a statement via social media where he outlined various reasons for his decision,
one being the increased inclusion of so many NRI musicians—some, it was implied, who
were not worthy of performance opportunities. Krishna stated:
I feel that the music season today has reached a point where music has
almost disappeared from it. Perhaps I should say music has fled from it,
because of the noise that pervades it; noise that comes from within the
music and beyond. It has to be accepted that the music season has become
more or less a non-resident Indian (NRI)-driven festival and hence, young
learners from there, egged on by their parents, appear as "fly by night
players" every year during the season. A decade ago they were a small
part of the season but today, among the junior slots, they are a mainstream
reality. Musicians who have a foot here and in the US also play their part
in creating opportunities for their NRI students during the season so that
the quid pro quo is in play. Today money is paid, reviews are planted in
newspapers and all this is "par for the course". All this happens behind
closed doors, so I have no proof! Due to this even the few truly committed
Carnatic musicians from North America who are making their name in
Carnatic music have had to struggle to make people realise that they are
here for the long haul. Again I have nothing but respect for them (T.M.
Krishna, Daily O).
He sees ideologies of performing cultural identity driving the attitude of the diaspora,
thus NRI performers. Because of political, economic, and social capital, they receive
more performance opportunities. One must also take into consideration that this problem
seems to be specific to the Karnatic scene—it is not as prevalent in Hindustani music.
Karnatic music moved away from the intense musical elaborations still prevalent in
Hindustani music, and canonized specific songs during the Nationalist period. Karnatic
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music’s simpler style enabled more musicians from abroad to readily learn it, while
Hindustani music still requires intense face-to-face time between teacher and disciple.
These critiques by T.M. Krishna reflect his view of certain musicians and his own
experiences. I don’t think it applied to Karthik, who received deserved praise following
the concert, as he represents a slightly older generation of diasporic performers, around
the age of thirty, who have more of a stake in India itself, as evident by his PIO status.
Furthermore, this speech was not the only one that affirmed the musical abilities and
accepted position of an NRI musician on the concert platform. It was, however, the most
poignant one that was given during any concert I attended. It further situates the musical
tradition—which includes the music, the concert space, as well as the performers—within
a broader concept of diaspora and new ways of listening to this music within a
postcolonial, globalized context.
This space, which Brah calls Diaspora Space, is “the site of immanence between
diaspora, border, and politics of location which offer a conceptual grid for historicised
analyses of contemporary transnational movements of people, information, cultures,
commodities and capital” (Brah 2003: 615). Brah focuses not only on the movement of
people and ideas but the contemporary landscape as a site of intersection between the
past, present, and future of cultural traditions and people. She argues that
Diaspora space is the intersectionality of diaspora, border, and dis/location as a
point of confluence of economic, political, cultural, and psychic processes. It is
where multiple subject positions are juxtaposed, contested, proclaimed or
disavowed; where the permitted and the prohibited perpetually interrogate; and
where the accepted and the transgressive imperceptibly mingle even while these
syncretic forms may be disclaimed in the name of purity and tradition. Here,
tradition is itself continually invented even as it may be hailed as originating from
the mists of time…Diaspora space as a conceptual category is ‘inhabited’, not
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only by those who have migrated and their descendants, but equally by those who
are constructed and represented as indigenous. In other words, the concept of
diaspora space (as opposed to that of diaspora) includes the entanglement, the
intertwining of the genealogies of dispersion with those of ‘staying put’ (Brah
2003: 631-632).
This concept of diaspora space describes the Karnatic musician’s position within a
globalized community. The musicians, both those who live in India and those in the
diaspora, are framed by and must navigate through the intersectionality of political,
cultural, and social ideologies formed in multiple countries and locations. Diaspora must
thus take into consideration all musicians and the expanding culture and attitudes of
classical musicians in India and their relationship to new emerging artists from the global
NRI communities.
Economic, political, and cultural capital converge on the position of the
NRI/diasporic artist as he/she “returns” to India to perform during the music festivals—
whether traveling to India for the first time, or the umpteenth time. The concert space
then becomes not only a site where artists can musically proclaim their traditions, culture,
and heritage, but a space of negotiation within ideals of purity, class, and gender. It
explores the concept of a timeless tradition: the idea of the tradition’s endless spirit
emanating from the gods and granted to musicians. This concept of tradition places the
responsibility of the continuation of the tradition on the musician and his/her ability to
allow the music to flourish and be transmitted through the correct, responsible, and future
desired musician(s).
Regardless of an individual’s musical abilities, musicians’ biases mark the
tradition. Karnatic music today is a space of cultural capital and globalization. It is
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expensive to learn, to perform, and especially to travel globally, either from the diaspora
to India or vice versa. It is through listening to the music within the space and during the
speeches, which is a major part of the concert experience, where hierarchical
relationships, individual voices, and agency can be heard.
Conclusion
The Margazhi music festival offers a plethora of music options and concerts, which
feature musicians and performers from across the Indian subcontinent and the Indian global
diaspora. In contested ways, the festival itself has become a performance of “globalization.”
Geeta’s concert highlighted many issues of language as the artists and audience members moved
through Tamil, Telugu, and English. Each language provides different layers of socio-political
context which are performed in the concert space. Through language the performance became
less about percussion and more a performance of globalization, education, and status. The
complex relationship and performance of language is apparent within the speech and the
performance space. Geeta’s speech and her choice of language on the concert platform
emphasized what she viewed as important for her performance and career as a musician
Language(s) becomes a tool, used within the various classes of society and which
can sometimes speak more clearly than even the words used. Hence, the use of English
within Karnatic music can be seen as a form of empowerment and Geeta’s agency as it
emphasizes education, wealth, status, and a globalized identity. Constructs of various
power dynamics including nationalism, regionalism, and the performance of various
musical identities—all which contain issues of class, caste, and status—are encompassed
within the choice and performance of language.
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The voice of Geeta, the female mridangam artist, was only heard during this
award ceremony and performance within her speech—which was given in English by an
NRI audience member for an audience that was mostly comprised of local Tamil and
Tamil-English speaking individuals. The audience may not have even understood the
implications of globalization as seen by the juxtaposition of the English language spoken
by a North American NRI Indian in the representation of a female Telugu speaking
mridangam artist.
Geeta’s choice to communicate in English—a language that represents both past
colonial oppression and modern globalization—demonstrates a performance of the
transition between the Tamil music movement, with its many unconscious British
influences, and the Nationalist Period. The most flawed supposition of the Tamil music
movement, the absolute necessity of the Tamil language, becomes evident in this
performance of music within a new globalized context. As Weidman puts it, the Tamil
Music Movement was motivated by
the figure of a subaltern, voiceless, still, unresponsive as a statue, deaf by
virtue of his “iron ear,” and above all, unable to appreciate music… a
figure profoundly disturbing because he seems to possess no interiority.
Members of the Tamil music movement argued their cause in the name of
bringing music back to this imagined subaltern in the name of making him
sing, of restoring his voice and thus his senses. Yet humming beneath this
project was the possibility that the subaltern might already be singing, but
with a voice that could be neither domesticated into Karnatic classical
music nor assimilated to the desires of the Tamil music movement”
(Weidman 2006: 191).
It was the controversy surrounding the issue of voice: the voice of the subaltern and the
question of who could have that voice and what kind of voice that would be. In truth, the
subaltern has always sung with her own voice which could be heard if one only listened
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closely. The importance of the Tamil Music Movement and the relationship between
music, language, and performance is more important for older musicians, who may have
been more directly affected by these politics, unlike the younger generation of Indian
musicians and those traveling from abroad. It demonstrates the reinterpretation and
reclamation of not only a musical tradition, but the importance of various languages
which are now used as a form of performance themselves within an enlightened
globalized tradition.
The Margazhi music festival is also a performance of a changing tradition based on the
globalized bodies of the NRI musician. At times, these diasporic musicians are praised for their
musical ability. At other times they are seen as part of the ruin of the tradition, along with
technology and a lack of true interest. It is this contested space of globalization within the
performances which attests to the fact that while India is a neoliberal, globalized country, the
effects and acknowledgment of the music revival and the Nationalist Period is still essential to
understanding the many layers comprising twenty-first century Indian classical music. It reveals
the ramifications of choices made during the Nationalist Movement, e.g., how the canonization
of Karnatic music has made it easier to play than Hindustani music and thus has made it more
attractive to NRIs. More men and women are learning, performing, and perpetuating Karnatic
music outside of India in performance festivals such as the Cleveland Thyagaraja Music Festival.
With the increased number of these diasporic musicians, coupled with a decline in those
becoming professional performers in India, if Karnatic music were to lose all its diasporic
performers then the number of musicians would markedly decline. This might make it hard for
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the Chennai Margazhi festival to fill musician requirements for all of the 2500 concert
performances.
In the context of these performances and speeches, acknowledging that the globalization
of the performers and how the NRI community produces proficient musicians changed the voices
of power within the musical tradition. Most of the audience did not understand the implications
of globalization, which are now made much more visible with T.M. Krishna’s pronouncements.
The new global musician is brought into focus, demonstrating that these NRI musicians do not
need to understand the Indian nationalist movement and the British influences which shaped the
tradition in order to become outstanding performers. Instead, they recreate the traditions as an
image and performance of enlightened globalization and a new neoliberal India as seen through
the eyes of musicians from India and the diaspora.
In summary, these concerts and the attendant speeches brought up many issues of
globalization and issues of voice and agency within Karnatic music. They exemplified
the power dynamics and issues of domination and subordination within Karnatic music as
it relates to new forms of globalization and the global diaspora.
The issues of voice and the agency of the voices as a performance of globalization
continues and has become integral to the music itself, to performances within the concert
space, and to artists’ communications amongst themselves. The globalized voices of the
musicians now represent the US, globalization and opportunity and occupies a contested,
fluid, and unique space within Karnatic performance today.
No longer can diasporic studies only focus on the position of new NRI performers
and their devotion and subordination to the cultural traditions and their teachers from
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India. They now need to be examined from the NRI position itself, as performers, as
teachers to other NRI students, and more importantly from the perspective of the global
Indian musician to whom audiences verbally express shock and awe that an American
NRI can perform this tradition so well.
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Conclusion
My dissertation focuses on the performance of gender within Karnatic (South
Indian Classical) music. I read beneath the layers of patriarchy, tradition, and nationalism
to discuss changing dynamics within power relationships of dominance and submission
from the perspective of the percussionist. Gender within Karnatic music is a complex part
of the patriarchal performance space. The examination of gender issues has primarily
focused on discussions of female dancers and female melodic musicians. More recently,
the issues of technological changes and concepts of diaspora have expanded the
discussion of gendered performance within the traditional performance spaces. As a
result, the Karnatic traditions are now examined as globalized commodities of cultural
tradition. My research focuses on percussion and the ways gender is negotiated,
performed, and maintained within percussion performance. These gendered performances
touched upon issues of technological change, such as the addition of microphones and
other electronic percussion instruments, and explored how the Karnatic tradition, similar
to postcolonial scholarship, has become a discussion of globalization, capitalism, and the
position in which diasporic performers maintain classical traditions.
During my research, I looked at various moments of performance within concert
spaces, which occurred during the Chennai Margazhi music festival. These performance
spaces (studios, concerts, speeches, audience interactions) represented moments where
the artists exemplified and negotiated changing power relationships as they performed
socio-cultural expectations. The performance space became an essential focal point
within the evolving tradition. It provided a new lens through which to examine and
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experience Karnatic music and percussion performance from a non-hegemonic, dominant
perspective. Focusing on the body of the percussionist allowed me to understand how
gendered ideals are maintained and performed in the performance space. I emphasized
relationships between the colonial perspectives implemented during the Nationalist
Period and the current performance space because it is crucial to look at these elements
side by side. The Nationalist Period utilized the importance of women and the physical
bodies of the performers as an essential aspect of the new tradition. These new changes
solidified patriarchal ideologies within the tradition which have continued today within
the diaspora as an essential part of the performance.
Patriarchy within Karnatic percussion practices is apparent, yet remains
unacknowledged. I therefore find that the examination of the percussionist is essential in
order to fully understand the extent of the patriarchal culture that surrounds Karnatic
music studios, paramparas, and the Margazhi festival. In contrast, the study of gendered
negotiations by female dancers who perform in various gendered ways is more prevalent
within academic scholarship. However, the scarcity of female percussionists makes their
negotiation of gender and the agency of their voices even more important. Not only do
female percussionists have to negotiate cultural norms and restrictions placed on them by
both men and women, but once they are accepted into a parampara they must also
negotiate other, new gendered situations that a female dancer or melodic musician do not
face.
For those few women who are able to achieve prominence and perform on the
concert platform, further negotiation is necessary, as the means of negotiation available to
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other women performers are not available, or are impractical, for women percussionists.
They must negotiate in order to receive offers to accompany either male or female
melodic instrumentalists. But the acceptable slight body movements of female dancers
and melodic instrumentalists, which can be academically understood as negotiations
within and against the patriarchal tradition, are impossible for percussionists.
Percussionists are confined to certain sitting positions, positions which often
designate their parampara, in order to physically play their instrument. To deviate from
this traditional and learned, nearly motionless position of performance would result in
changes of hand position and, hence, of correct pitch and tone. The gendered ideal of the
beautiful, semi-motionless female who sits and performs on the concert platform is
necessarily fully embodied by the female percussionist. These women actually become
part of the socio-cultural ideals implemented during the Nationalist Period, but were
written over as inconsequential to the performance of percussion, especially since it
lacked and still lacks a large contingent of female performers.
In my study, I emphasized both the static position of identity and societal
conformity within the performances and, hence, within the tradition. I also emphasized
the importance placed on artists in representing the ideals of transnationality and
globalization in the current performance space. Indian music and musicians are
influenced by political, economic, social, and global culture. They exemplify various
power dynamics, especially within live musical performance. I noted that the essence of
music examination is not only about the sound, but also about understanding how the
tradition and musical performance have changed because of the Nationalist Period and
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postcolonial ideologies. Whether ethnic, spiritual, cultural, or economic, these
relationships are almost always examined in relation to power, autonomy, and capital.
The gendered performance spaces that I examined through a lens of power and
agency became less about breaking through gendered expectations, and more about how
these musicians subtly negotiate gendered and power relationships. The subtle and often
unacknowledged places of gender negotiation within these performances were important
to my understanding of the confines of the political, economic, and social constructs
which encompass and define the entire classical tradition.
However, despite these negotiations, performances ultimately do re-inscribe the
patriarchal tradition. Each performance I explored had layers of meaning, which can be
examined in relation to the socio-cultural expectations and the continuation of this
patriarchal system as performed by both men and women. Karnatic music and the
performances at the Margazhi festival demonstrate this deeply hetero-normative,
patriarchal system.
In Chapter 2, I discussed my own gendered experiences during lessons and during
the ritual of Ayudha puja. The ceremony of Ayudha puja demonstrated how patriarchy is
reinforced within the tradition because it did not necessarily acknowledge the complex
restructuring of the tradition, the broader religious representations, or the various spaces
of gender performance. Instead, it placed importance on personal and communal
devotions, and the acknowledgement of the instruments.
Ayudha puja is an annual ceremony that emphasizes the importance of the
instrument, the guru, and the musical lineage for the coming year. It is now a globalized
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event by the addition of foreign NRI students. The blessings received as part of the
tradition are essential and at the forefront of the ritual. Hence, Ayudha puja is a religious
experience that reinforces gendered hierarchies because it emphasizes the restoration of
patriarchy. This patriarchy is inherent within the Hindu religion in which women, who
symbolize the Goddess, are returned to the patriarchal system through the simultaneous
killing and marriage to the Demon God.
Within the percussion studio, the students are embraced by the male dominated
tradition through the blessings received by their male teacher. Too few female headed
percussion studios exist, and certainly none in Chennai, to successfully challenge this
system. Consequently, the dominant position of men within the percussion studio has
been accepted as a part of the ritual and part of the percussion experience. The
connotations of male dominance and the perpetuation of patriarchy are imbedded in the
ritual itself. So, the simple fact of the performance of the ritual, even within the female
headed paramparas of melodic instruments and dance, reinforces and maintains the
patriarchy inherent within the ritual.
When examined from a decolonized context, the performance space overwrites
the patriarchal mindset and the broader religious context of married women within the
eight-day religious festival, which previously concluded with the Ayudha puja ceremony
in which the Devadasis had a featured role. Female students, then, who belong to
percussion studios have to negotiate both their gendered position as performers, and
renegotiate their place every year within this important ritual. But this negotiation
ultimately must result in their reaffirmation of their subordinate position as musicians,
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performers, and women within the patriarchal Karnatic tradition and within patriarchal
Indian society. This annual devotional puja reinforces a commitment to the patriarchal
traditions, rituals, and percussion studio.
Similar to Ayudha puja, during my lessons I focused on the small moments and
micro-aggressive comments about women within gendered contexts. These demonstrated
the underlying ideologies of the hetero-normative patriarchal tradition. I found that
comments noting the beauty of women performers and their physical presence on the
stage were made both within the performance spaces of the Margazhi festival as well as
within performances in the diaspora. These comments promoted imagery and
assumptions of feminine ideals, which were solidified during the Nationalist Period.
It is through these moments, that different reflections and refractions of female
agency and gendered light within Karnatic music were examined and explored. These
encounters seen through an analysis of what occurs today represent an experience and
expression of gender and female agency within the wider global context of Indian
classical music and my personal experience as a woman (white, American, unmarried)
trying to learn and understand this complex tradition.
Furthermore, while various refractions of light illuminate many opinions about
feminism and the place of women empowerment within these traditions, the performance
of gendered ideals still greatly conforms to those promoted during the Nationalist Period.
Women performers adhere to these performed values of beauty, poise, intelligence, and
education. To perform in other ways would result in lost opportunities to perform,
especially within the more conservative Chennai Margazhi music festival.
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In Chapter 3, I discussed Sthree Thaal Tharang, the only all-female Karnatic
ensemble. These women constantly negotiate within gendered contexts. Not only are they
exclusively female, but they also promote percussion—male dominated instruments.
Their negotiated performance includes Sukkanya Ramgopal’s use of the Ghata Tharang.
The Ghata Tharang is both a concept and an instrument that she created, which was
drawn from a pedagogical technique during which a percussion parampara all play
together. With this, she plays seven individually tuned ghatams in melodic phrases in
order to perform the canonized musical repertoire. She negotiates not only the position of
percussion within the hierarchy of the tradition but the position of the female
percussionist within the patriarchy of the tradition. The women of Sthree Thaal Tharang
embody and perform the idealized imagery of the female Karnatic performer and her
femininity. Yet, they also subtly negotiate these various refractions of gendered identity.
Within both Chapters 2 and 3 of my dissertation, I explored the negotiated
performance of gendered experiences. I noted that these negotiations exist, but the ability
to truly break through these ingrained micro-aggressions appears nearly impossible at this
time, especially for female percussionists. In order to maintain good relationships with
audiences and supporters, both male and female musicians must perform certain gendered
norms. To completely disregard the reinforced gendered boundaries would risk the ability
to perform at all during the Chennai Margazhi music festival. This negotiation is an
honest understanding and acknowledgement of cultural and musical limitations:
limitations that restrict certain changes, but do allow for new gendered negotiations or
certain types of agency within the boundaries of the performance space. Regardless of the
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slow process of change and Sthree Thaal Tharang’s bold efforts to negotiate within these
boundaries, the festival and all the musicians continue to perform the expected sociocultural ideals and maintain the deeply hetero-normative, patriarchal system.
This system is further maintained and reinforced through public
acknowledgments and award ceremonies of musicians. I described two examples in
which the patriarchal system within percussion is further enacted. In Chapter 4, I
described an award ceremony for a female percussionist and an acknowledgement of a
male percussionist from the US diaspora. Their gendered bodies and relationships with
other artists on the concert platform and within a globalized context also maintain the
rigid structure of the Karnatic tradition.
The award ceremony for the female mridangam artist confirmed another woman
percussionist’s presence on the concert platform. Geeta’s choice to have her speech
delivered in English demonstrated her education, globalization, and acceptance within the
performance space. Furthermore, the use of the English language demonstrated her desire
to promote an image of globalization and modernity. It disregarded the Tamil Isai
Iyakkam movement and the Nationalist Movement, the importance of her own language,
Telugu, within the tradition, and the promoted spirituality of the female performer on the
concert platform.
Geeta’s speech became an important marker of status, and especially
globalization. While regional language politics seem less concerning in certain settings
and performance areas, the socio-economic and political contexts of language differences
and hierarchy as performed moments of identity can still be observed. The emphasis
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placed on knowing, understanding, speaking, and performing in specific languages
defines social class, caste, and status. Understanding the use of language allowed one to
understand the power dynamics within the performance space. Performers and audiences
desire and even unconsciously choose to conform to societal expectations, or to present
an image of conformity and globalization.
During the award ceremony and performance, Geeta chose not to speak in Tamil
or Telugu. Instead, she chose English as a substitute for all South Indian languages. This
choice represented a new change in the tradition based on broader notions of language
within India and what those languages represent as aspects of elite status and education.
Furthermore, it makes clear the importance within the tradition of the English speaking
global diaspora as an essential part of this tradition today and assumptions that
individuals from the global diaspora will be present within the performance space.
When I peeled back the layers of language use within the award ceremony, the
importance of who actually gave Geeta’s acceptance speech became more significant in
the overall performance experience. Her physical voice was not really heard because she
did not give her own acceptance speech. Instead, she asked that her speech be presented
by one of the male organizers. Consequently, her “voice” was heard through the voice of
a male NRI (Non-Resident Indian), a global, music aficionado. Her position within the
patriarchal tradition was thereby legitimized and acknowledged through the educated,
global, elite, male body.
The differences in language and communication are even more prevalent today
and concern both older musicians from India and newer musicians who travel from and
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are based in the diaspora. Today, the new globalized Karnatic and Indian classical music
industry demonstrates the persistence and proliferation of power dynamics that control
who learns, who performs, and who listens to this music.
Similar to Geeta’s legitimization through the male body, Karthik’s acceptance as
an NRI male percussionist was legitimated through his performance of male gender
norms. He is a part of the newer generation of performers. He performed gender in
accordance with the accepted and well established position of a globalized male
mridangam artist. His position was legitimized through his performance of the canonized
socio-cultural expectations and traditions. He maintained multiple identities within these
performance spaces by conforming to accepted appearance, musical ability, and
traditional concert etiquette, and as a result audiences and other musicians acknowledged
him as part of the cultural tradition.
Karthik’s place was only slightly contested by his status and place as a global,
diasporic musician, categories to which many other musicians aspire. Most diasporic
performers still tend to conform to socio-cultural expectations of femininity and
masculinity. Regardless, the diasporic performer faces his/her own particular restrictions
as a member of the diaspora within the dominance and submission of musical hierarchy.
Their new position within the Indian performance space changes the relationships
between musicians, but it does not affect the Karnatic traditions’ performance of gender
identity and patriarchy itself.
In summary, Karnatic music is an elite, patriarchal, Brahmin tradition. I have
listened to Karnatic performances through postcolonial ears and postcolonial aspirations.
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Through listening with postcolonial aspirations, I did not attempt to decolonize the
British colonial influence on the tradition. Instead I tried to take possession of certain
ways of listening and performing to understand the new gendered power dynamic based
on US imperialism and globalization in order to fully explore what music is performed,
who performs it, and how the performances are received by other musicians on the
concert platform and by those listening in the audience.
In our modern political and intellectual culture, the music experience becomes
less about the music and more about the way it helps shape our perceptions of the world.
It is not only the years of study or the rigid rituals and traditions, but also about the use of
modern technology to learn and perform it. It is a negotiation between the modern and the
traditional one sees and experiences, whether in India or the US, and whether learning in
person or on Skype. The performance becomes less about the music, which is still
traditional, and more about the performers, disciples, and position of music within India’s
globalized culture.
The Karnatic tradition has been greatly affected by the Nationalist Period, the
canonization of the music, and the restructuring and rescuing of the tradition from the
Devadasis. The performance of gendered ideals covers up, writes over, or disregards
these historical changes because they have become ingrained ideologies of the tradition.
The place of women performers, and especially women percussionists, is contested
because gendered factors, socio-cultural norms, and musical expectations prevent serious
changes within the performance space. My examination clearly finds that the tradition
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and the performances are still deeply entrenched within patriarchal systems and
constructed concepts and ideals of masculinity and femininity.
These performances all ultimately resulted in the perpetuation of a heteronormative patriarchal system that is continuously performed by both men and women.
While small moments of negotiation occurred within performance spaces, the ultimate
reliance on gendered constructs prevented significant changes and reduced their
importance in the eyes of performers. Furthermore, these observations are particularly
germane to the examination of percussion music and percussionists in the Karnatic
traditions. I noted specifically that the performance of percussion is the hardest place in
which to navigate gendered ideals and the least studied in relation to the Indian classical
music traditions. Consequently, my study begins this important examination and further
in-depth discussions within academia should be pursued.
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Glossary
Bharata Natyam: One of the five styles of classical Indian dance. This dance style
originates from the devadasi tradition of the state of Tamil Nadu in South India. It is
accompanied by Karnatic music.
Dalit: The term for a lower-class subsection of the Indian population. They were
formerly referred to as the caste of Untouchables.
Desi: Term to describe South Asian Youth in the US.
Devadasi: The dancing girl who embodied the music and dance practices in pre-colonial
India. These women were replaced by Brahmin women during the formation of the
classical traditions during the nationalistic movement.
Gamakas: The melodic ornamentations between the notes which are explored by the
melodic instruments in Indian classical music.
Ghata Tharang: Sukkanya Ramgopal’s technique of playing 7 tuned ghatams in
melodic patterns.
Ghatam: The ghatam is a clay pot made with iron filings. It is tune to a specific pitch
and played with the hands as a secondary percussion instruments.
Karnatic Music: Classical music of South India. It is one of two classical traditions in
India the other being Hindustani music of North India.
Kathak: One of the five styles of classical Indian dance. It originates from the north
Indian state of Uttar Pradesh.
Konokkol: The art of vocal percussion. It is a both as an educational technique and also
used during performances. It is also known as Solkattu.
Mridangam: Double headed tonal drum from South India. It is the primary percussive
instrument of Karnatic music.
Morsing: The morsing is a type of mouth percussion instruments. It is considered a
secondary percussion instrument in Karnatic music.
Nadaswaram: A double reed wind instrument from South India. A key instrument
played for temple festivals, weddings, and part of Karnatic music.
Nautch: Meaning naach or dance. This dance was performed by the devadasis and other
dancing girls who were dedicated to temples throughout India.
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NRI: Non-Resident Indian. An Indian individual who lives outside of India but still has
citizenship. The term is often used interchangeably to talk about men and women from
the Indian diaspora.
Parampara: System of social organization within music and dance. Created musical
families or lineages based on apprenticeship and musical style. Known as Gharana in
relation to Hindustani (North Indian Classical) music.
PIO: Person of Indian Origin. A special designation and card provided for those within
the diaspora who prove a familial relationship with India. This provides the individual
with special privileges to allow for easier travel back and forth from India.
Raga/Ragam: The mode or melodic formula/structures which are the foundation of
Karnatic and Hindustani music.
Sabha: Music concert hall or venue.
Shruti: The music pitch that represents the center pitch or tonal center. Karnatic
musicians pick a shruti that fits their instruments and the music and play the entire
concert around that pitch.
Tabla: Two paired drums from North India. It is the primary percussive instrument of
Hindustani, North Indian classical music.
Tamil: A Dravidian language and one of the many languages of India. It is primarily
spoken in South India and within the state of Tamil Nadu.
Tala: The rhythmic structures which are the foundation of Karnatic and Hindustani
music.
Tani avartanam: The main percussion solo at the end of the main composition in
Karnatic music.
Veena: An Indian stringed instrument. Melodic instrument, both featured and used as an
accompaniment instrument in Karnatic music.
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